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KurzfassungIn dieser Arbeit wird die Charm-Quark-Fragmentation in D∗±-Mesonen in der tiefunelastishen Elektron Proton Streuung untersuht. Die Arbeit basiert auf demDatensatz der in den Jahren 2004 bis 2007 vom H1-Detektor bei HERA aufgeze-ihnet wurde. Die Daten entsprehen einer integrierten Luminosität von 354.1pb−1.Di�erentielle Wirkungsquershnitte werden als Funktion der drei Observablen
zjet, zhem und z

(jet)
hem , die in untershiedlihen Näherung den Übertrag des Impuls-bruhteiles vom Charm Quark auf das D∗-Meson darstellen, gemessen. Im Fallevon zjet entspriht der Impuls des Quarks ungefähr dem Impuls des D∗-Jets, beiden anderen Observablen entspriht er annähernd dem Impuls einer entsprehendde�nierten D∗ Hemisphäre. Der sihtbare Phasenraum wurde durh den kinema-tishen Bereih Q2 > 5 GeV2 und 0.05 < y < 0.6 und den Shnitten auf dasrekonstruierte D∗-Teilhen, 1.5 GeV < pt(D

∗) < 15.0 GeV und |η(D∗)| < 1.5 fest-gelegt. In Ereignissen bei denen die beiden Observablen zjet, z(jet)
hem gemessen werden,wird auÿerdem ein rekonstruierter D∗-Jet verlangt, der die zusätzlihe Bedingung

ET (D∗−Jet) > 3.0 GeV erfüllt. Innerhalb dieses Phasenraumes werden als Funk-tion der drei Observablen die normierten, einfah di�erenziellen Wirkungsquer-shnitte extrahiert. Anshlieÿend werden die Wirkungsquershnitte mit den beidenMonte Carlo Modellen RAPGAP und CASCADE für vershiedene Parametrisierun-gen der Charm-Fragmentationsfunktion (Peterson und Kartvelishvili) berehnet.Beide QCD Modelle benutzen zur Beshreibung das Lund-String-Modell, wie esim PYTHIA Programm implementiert ist. Der Untershied im Wirkungsquer-shnitt zwihen den Daten und den Monte Carlo Modellen wird anhand eines χ2-Tests quanti�ziert und die optimalen Parameter für die Peterson und KartvelishviliParametrisierungen aus den χ2-Verteilungen extrahiert. Vorhersagen von PYTHIAfür e+e− Annihilation werden benutzt, um ebenfalls optimale Parameter aus dendazu publizierten Daten von BELLE und ALEPH zu gewinnen und mit den Re-sultaten dieser Arbeit zu vergleihen.Die erhaltenen Resultate zeigen, dass die H1 Daten zwar eine Bestimmungder Fragmentationsparameter mit einer Genauigkeit die von Interesse ist erlauben,die Resultate jedoh ansheinend von der zur Verfügung stehenden Energie zurCharm-Quark Produktion abhängen. Die von der zhem Verteilung abgeleitetenParameter sind niht konsistent mit jenen, die auf der zjet bzw. z
(jet)
hem Verteilungbasieren. Ebenso gibt es Inkonsistenzen beim Vergleih mit den Parametern ausder e+e− Annihilation. Diese Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass die existierenden Mod-elle, inklusive der untersuhten einfahen Fragmentationsfunktionen, niht adequatsind, um die Fragmentation von Charm-Quarks bei vershiedenen Energien, naheder Shwelle und darüber, zu beshreiben.



AbstratIn this work harm quark fragmentation into D∗ mesons is investigated in deep-inelasti eletron proton ollisions. This work is based on data olleted in theyears 2004 - 2007 by the H1 detetor at HERA, orresponding to a total integratedluminosity of 354.1 pb−1.Three observables denoted zjet, zhem and z
(jet)
hem are measured, eah of themmeant to approximate the momentum fration of the harm quark transferred tothe D∗ meson. In ase of zjet the quark momentum is estimated as the momentumof the D∗ jet, for the two other observables it is approximated by the momentum ofan appropriately hosen D∗ hemisphere. The visible range is de�ned by the phasespae requirements on the DIS events: Q2 > 5 GeV2, 0.05 < y < 0.6 and by theuts applied on the reonstruted D∗± partiles: 1.5 GeV < pT (D∗) < 15.0 GeVand |η(D∗)| < 1.5. An additional onstraint ET (D∗jet) > 3.0GeV enters the phasespae de�nition in ase of zjet and z

(jet)
hem , where a reonstruted jet ontaining the

D∗ meson is required. Within this phase spae the normalized single di�erentialross setions are measured in bins of the three observables. Two Monte Carlomodels, RAPGAP and CASCADE, both interfaed with the PYTHIA programfor the Lund string fragmentation, are used to make preditions of the respetiveross setions for di�erent parametrizations (Peterson and Kartvelishvili) of theharm fragmentation funtion. The di�erene in ross setions between data andMonte Carlo model preditions for di�erent values of the fragmentation parameteris quanti�ed by alulating values of χ2 in order to extrat optimal parameters forthe Peterson and Kartvelishvili parametrization. Using preditions from PYTHIAfor e+e− annihilation optimal parameters are extrated also from the publishedBELLE and ALEPH data.The obtained results show that the H1 data allow the determination of thefragmentation parameters with a preision whih is of interest. The extrated pa-rameters are however found to apparently depend on the harm quark produtionenergy: the zhem-based results are not onsistent with those derived from zjet and
z
(jet)
hem , and inonsistenies are also observed when omparing to e+e− values. Theresults suggest that existing models, inluding the investigated simple fragmen-tation funtions, are not adequate in desribing harm fragmentation at di�erentprodution energies with the same set of fragmentation parameters.



AbstraktTáto práa je zameraná na ²túdium fragmentáie p�vabného kvarku na D∗± mezónyv hlbokonepruºnýh elektrón-protónovýh zráºkah. Je zaloºená na údajoh získanýhpo£as rokov 2004 - 2007 detektorom H1 na urýh©ova£i HERA, ktoré zodpovedajú
354.1 pb−1 integrovanej luminozity.Boli zade�nované tri pozorovate©né veli£iny, ozna£ené zjet, zhem a z

(jet)
hem , zktorýh kaºdá má aproximova´ zlomok hybnosti p�vabného kvarku, ktorý je pre-nesený na D∗ mezón. V prípade zjet je hybnos´ kvarku odhadnutá pomoou hyb-nosti jetu, pre zvy²né dve veli£iny je aproximovaná hybnos´ou vhodne zvolenej D∗hemisféry. Oblas´ merania je daná ohrani£eniami fázového priestoru Q2 > 5GeV2,

0.05 < y < 0.6 a poºiadavkami na zrekon²truovaný D∗ mezón 1.5GeV < pT (D∗) <

15.0 GeV a |η(D∗)| < 1.5. V prípade zhem a z
(jet)
hem , kde sa poºaduje zrekon²truo-vaný jet obsahujúi D∗ £astiu, vstupuje do de�níie oblasti merania aj poºia-davka ET (D∗jet) > 3.0 GeV. V rámi týhto ohrani£ení boli namerané normal-izované difereniálne ú£inné prierezy v spomínanýh troh premennýh. �alejboli vyuºité Monte Carlo modely RAPGAP a CASCADE, oba za ú£elom mod-elovania Lund string fragmentáie prepojené s programom PYTHIA, na pred-povedanie zodpovedajúih ú£innýh prierezov pre r�zne parametrizáie (Peter-sonovu a Kartvelishviliho) fragmenta£nej funkie p�vabného kvarku. Rozdiely vú£innýh prierezoh medzi nameranými údajmi a Monte Carlo predpove¤ami prer�zne hodnoty fragmenta£ného parametra boli vyhodnotené za pomoi výpo£tu

χ2 hodn�t s ie©om ur£i´ optimálne parametre pre Petersonovu a Kartvilishvilihoparametrizáiu. Optimálne parametre boli taktieº získané z publikovanýh údajovexperimentov BELLE a ALEPH.Dosiahnuté výsledky ukazujú, ºe H1 dáta umoºnujú ur£it fragmenta£né parame-tre s dobrou presnos´ou. Získané hodnoty parametrov v²ak, zdá sa, závisia naproduk£nej energii p�vabného kvarku: výsledky zaloºené na zhem nie sú v zhodes výsledkami získanými pomoou zjet a z
(jet)
hem a nezrovnalosti sú pozorované aj priporovnaní s e+e− hodnotami. Výsledky nazna£ujú, ºe sú£asné modely, vrátanepouºitýh jednoduhýh fragmenta£nýh funkií, nepopisujú adekvátne fragmentá-iu p�vabného kvarku pri r�znyh produk£nýh energiáh s rovnakou sadou frag-menta£nýh parametrov.
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IntrodutionImportant progress in the �eld of partile physis during the last entury lead tothe onstrution of the so-alled Standard Model of partile physis. The StandardModel of partile physis is a quantum-�eld theory desribing proesses observed innature at the level of elementary partiles. It is one of the most suessful physialtheories ever developed, and its preditions are in very good agreement with manydi�erent experimental data. We know however that the Standard Model is not theultimate physial theory - it does not ontain gravitation, it does not explain fermionmasses and has other problems [1℄. In spite of this fat it is worth to mentionthe great suesses of the Standard Model. Quantum eletrodynamis (QED), atheory whih is part of the Standard Model and whih desribes the interationsbetween harged partiles whih are not interating strongly, is very suessful indesribing eletromagneti phenomena. The theoretial predition for the eletronmagneti anomaly - one of the best measured quantities in all of physis [2℄ - is inperfet agreement with the experimental value. The Standard Model also providesan elegant uni�ation of eletromagneti and weak interations, nowadays mergedinto one eletroweak theory, whih was and is still being on�rmed with even betterauray by experiments [3℄.In addition to the eletroweak interations, the Standard Model ontains a theoryof strong interations - quantum hromodynamis (QCD). It is a dynamial theoryof quarks and gluons, and explains phenomena in whih strong interations play arole. This thesis is based on data from the H1 experiment at the HERA aelerator,where eletrons ollide with protons. Protons are objets made up of strongly inter-ating quarks and gluons and thus QCD is the theory whih applies to our data1.Until now the QCD provided many proofs of being the orret theory to desribestrong interations [4℄. It has however an unpleasant feature (emerging from theself-interation of gluons) that in some phase spae regions the perturbative alula-tions of physial observables are not reliable or not appliable at all. This is true forproesses with small momentum transfer, espeially suh as bound states of quarks.It is believed, although not rigorously proved, that QCD has the property of on�ne-ment. This refers to the fat that quarks are not observed as free partiles, but arealways on�ned in bound states alled hadrons. Perturbative methods do not providean answer to this observation, lattie QCD alulations however support it stronglyand suggest an approximately linear on�ning potential between quarks. For pro-1An eletron-proton interation is in the leading order eletromagneti. In higher orders QCDe�ets ontribute. 5



6 CONTENTSesses with high momentum transfers perturbative alulations provide results onagreement with measurement. This is due to the important property of QCD alledasymptoti freedom, whih is rigorously proved. It states that the strong runningoupling αs, whih is the expansion parameter of a perturbative series dereases withinreasing momentum transfer. Thus, for proesses where the momentum transfer ishigh, the oupling αs beomes small and the series onverges. This property allowsfor QCD preditions that an be tested by experiments in high-energy physis atpartile aelerators.In suh a high-energy experiment one however still deals with real partiles inthe initial and �nal state and these partiles may be hadrons. Sine it is not knownhow to treat them within perturbative QCD (pQCD), it is obvious that alulationsof physial observables for real initial and �nal state partiles ontaining hadronsannot rely only on perturbative QCD. Di�erent fatorization theorems - some rig-orously proved, some only assumed - allow us to split the whole proess of interationinto di�erent parts. One part onerns the non-perturbative desription of the quarkdynamis in the initial-state hadron. The seond part is provided by the perturba-tive alulation of the quark and gluon interations at high momentum transfer, theso-alled hard sub-proess. The third one, referred to as hadronization or fragmen-tation, is supposed to desribe the formation of hadrons from the �nal state partons(quarks and gluons). Even though the perturbative alulation is ombined withnon-perturbative desriptions, the resulting preditions usually have enough predi-tive power to serve as a test of perturbative QCD. For this test to be as aurate aspossible, the preise knowledge of the non-perturbative parts is essential, and thisknowledge is to be extrated from experiment.In this thesis we fous on the fragmentation of the harm quark into the D∗meson, the D∗+ meson being an exited bound state cd (cd for D∗−) with the massof mD∗ = 2010.0 ± 0.5 MeV. The proess of fragmentation is desribed by di�erentnon-perturbative phenomenologial models. These models usually make use of anon-perturbative fragmentation funtion, a funtion whih desribes the frationof the initial quark momentum to be transferred to the �nal state hadron withsome probability. We study, in deep-inelasti ep sattering, the harm fragmentationfuntion parameters for di�erent pQCD models and di�erent parametrizations of thefragmentation funtion. We also investigate the fragmentation funtion universalitywith respet to e+e− experiments to gain some insight on whether the fatorizationtheorem holds, i.e. the non-perturbative fragmentation is proess-independent.In the �rst hapter we present the theoretial basis needed to understand thefragmentation proess, and we also mention the Monte Carlo programs used in thisanalysis. In the seond hapter we desribe the HERA aelerator, the H1 experimentand its di�erent sub-detetors, putting speial emphasis on the systems whih areimportant for this study. In the third hapter we present di�erent experimentalmethods used to study the fragmentation funtions. In the fourth hapter we explainour data seletion, the �fth hapter is dediated to desription of data by MonteCarlo models and in the sixth hapter the fragmentation measurement is desribed.Finally, in hapter 7, we present our results and onlusions. The summary andoutlook an be found in hapter 8.



Chapter 1Theoretial Overview
1.1 Standard Model and Quantum Chromodynamis1.1.1 Standard ModelThe Standard Model of partile physis is a relativisti quantum gauge �eld theorydesribing the fundamental interations between fundamental partiles. It was de-veloped between 1970 and 1973 and is onsistent with both quantum mehanis andspeial relativity. The relativisti harater follows from its Lagrangian, whih is aLorentz salar and thus Lorentz invariant. The quantum aspets are a onsequeneof the quantization of lassial �elds, and therefore the Standard Model has featureslike probabilisti interpretation, unertainty priniple, energy quantization, et. TheStandard Model is a gauge �eld theory, i.e. gauge �elds (gauge bosons) were intro-dued using the loal SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry. However the existeneof massive gauge �elds W± and Z0 would spoil the gauge symmetry. This is avoidedby the introdution of the Higgs boson, a massive salar �eld whih ouples to eahfermion proportionally to its mass as well as to itself and W± and Z0 bosons. TheHiggs �eld provides non-zero masses to all massive Standard Model partiles by theso-alled Higgs mehanism, whih is based on spontaneous symmetry breaking. TheHiggs partile is the only partile of the Standard Model whih has not yet beenobserved.As we already mentioned in the Introdution, the Standard Model desribes su-essfully three out of four known fundamental fores and all elementary partilesobserved in nature. The partiles of the standard model are summarized in table1.1. They an be divided (with the exeption of the Higgs boson) into fundamentalfermions and gauge bosons.Gauge bosons mediate interations: the photon the eletromagneti, the W±and Z0 bosons the weak and the gluons the strong interations. Only W± haveeletri harge and only W± and Z0 are massive. They are all vetor partiles andonly gluons have olor - in analogy of the eletri harge in QED. Fundamentalfermions exist in three families (generations). Eah partile from a given family hasa �partner� partile in eah of two remaining families that has idential quantumnumbers and the only di�erene omes from di�erent masses. This mass di�erene7



8 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

FundamentalFermionsJ=1
2
~

Family I II IIILeptons em = 511 keV/c2Q = -1
νem = 0 eV/c2Q = 0

µm = 105.65 MeV/c2Q = -1
νµm = 0 eV/c2Q = 0

τm = 1.777 GeV/c2Q = -1
ντm = 0 eV/c2Q = 0Quarks um ≈ 3 MeV/c2Q = 2/3

dm ≈ 6 MeV/c2Q = -1/3
cm ≈ 1.3 GeV/c2Q = 2/3
sm ≈ 100 MeV/c2Q = -1/3

tm ≈ 175 GeV/c2Q = 2/3
bm ≈ 4.5 GeV/c2Q = -1/3IntermediateBosonsJ=1~

EM
γm = 0 eV/c2Q = 0 Weak

W± Zm = 80.425 GeV/c2 m = 91.187 GeV/c2Q = ±1 Q = 0 Strong
gm = 0 eV/c2Q = 0Higgs BosonJ=0~

H0m > 114 GeV/c2Q = 0Table 1.1: Elementary partiles of the Standard Model. Eletri harges are indiatedin the absolute value of the eletron harge and quarks exist in three olors. Allpartiles have antipartiles, neutral bosons are idential with their antipartiles. Thehypothesis of massless neutrinos assumed in the Standard Model is no longer valid,experiments have shown that neutrinos have non-zero masses.



1.1. STANDARD MODEL AND QUANTUM CHROMODYNAMICS 9remains unexplained within the Standard Model. Most of the ordinary matter1 ismade up of the partiles from the �rst family, the partiles in the two remainingfamilies are unstable. Eah family an be further divided into leptons (they donot interat strongly) and strongly interating quarks. Although in the StandardModel one supposes massless neutrinos, experiments studying neutrino osillationshave shown that all fundamental fermions inluding neutrinos have non-zero masses.Inorporation of non-zero neutrino masses into the Standard Model however doesnot represent a major theoretial problem.1.1.2 Quantum ChromodynamisQuantum hromodynamis (QCD) is a non-Abelian quantum gauge �eld theorywhih is part of the Standard Model. It is based on the loal SU(3) olor gaugesymmetry. QCD is meant to desribe the strong interations between quarks andgluons. It is governed by the SU(3)-symmetri Lagrangian (density)
L = q(iγµ∂µ − m)q − g(qγµTaq)G

a
µ − 1

4
Ga

µνG
µν
a ,where q is the quark �eld, γµ are the Dira matries, Ga

µ are the gauge �eldsorresponding to 8 gluon states, Ta are the generators of the SU(3) group and
Ga

µν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νG

a
µ − gfabcG

b
µGc

ν with fabc being the struture onstants of thegroup. The physis of quarks and gluons is obtained from this Lagrangian by apply-ing the priniple of least ation followed by the quantization of �elds. Eah quarkhas one of three possible strong harges - olors (red, green, blue). Eah gluon arriestwo olor indies, one orresponding to a olor and one to an anti-olor. A gluonan ouple to a quark pair and to two or three other gluons. The self-oupling ofgluons leads to the strong on�ning potential between quarks. It is believed thatquarks an exist only as bound states within olorless objets, the hadrons. Hadronsan be mesons (quark - antiquark pair) or baryons (red quark, green quark andblue quark)2. Perturbative alulations are not appliable to low-momentum trans-fer proesses (like bound states) however, it is generally believed that all observedproperties of hadrons an be in priniple explained by QCD as partially on�rmedby lattie alulations. The QCD property of asymptoti freedom allows us to makeperturbative alulations for high-momentum transfer proesses. These alulationshave shown good agreement between preditions and experiments suh as:
• the running of the QCD oupling,
• saling violations in deep-inelasti sattering,
• jet ross setions,
• event shape observables,1Baryoni matter is meant here, origin of the dark matter is unknown.2Experimental evidene for the (non-)existene of pentaquarks is still not onlusive.
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Figure 1.1: Eletron - proton interation. Two neutral urrent proesses and oneharged urrent proess.

• heavy-quark prodution,
• QCD orretions to vetor boson prodution.Until new and reliable tools for making preditions in the low-momentum regionof QCD will be developed, one relies on phenomenologial models for desribinglow-momentum transfer proesses. Therefore, if one desires to make QCD predi-tions with urrent tools as preise as possible, one needs to understand the partondynamis within hadrons and the fragmentation of partons into hadrons using non-perturbative phenomenologial models.1.2 Deep-Inelasti SatteringGenerally speaking with deep-inelasti sattering (DIS) one understands a proessin whih a hadron (usually baryon) is probed by a lepton and whih leads to aomplete break-up of the hadron. It is this kind of proess whih allowed to studyhadron struture and eventually lead to the disovery of quarks. In the ontext ofthe H1 experiment we understand by DIS an eletron3-proton ollision in whih thetransferred momentum is large enough to resolve the quark struture of the proton(Q → ∞, deep4) and in whih the invariant mass of the hadroni �nal state is muhhigher than the mass of the proton (mp ≪ mX , inelasti). Sine eletrons do notinterat strongly, their interation with a proton is mediated via a photon, W± or

Z0 boson. This is graphially depited in �gure 1.1. When the exhanged boson isneutral, the proess is referred to as a neutral urrent proess, when it is hargedas a harged urrent proess. In harged urrent proesses the onservation lawsrequire the eletron to hange into the orresponding neutrino. For the quarks inthe proton to be resolved, one needs a short wavelength of the virtual boson andthus a high momentum transfer. The limit is to some extent arbitrary. A proess isusually onsidered to be deep-inelasti when the transferred momentum squared isgrater than 1 GeV2 so that the sattered eletron enters into the aeptane of themain H1 detetor (operational de�nition).3Wherever we refer to �eletron� in this thesis we refer to an eletron or a positron.4The spatial resolution is approximately given by the formula d ∼ ~c
Q

≃ 0.197
Q[GeV] [fm]
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Figure 1.2: Kinematis of the deep-inelasti ep sattering.1.2.1 KinematisThe ross setions for unpolarized eletron-proton DIS depend on three independentkinemati variables. Sine the enter-of-mass energy √
s is at the aelerator �xed,all preditions an be formulated in terms of two independent variables. In thisparagraph we provide a brief overview of some ommonly used quantities.The proess of an eletron interating with a proton is, at the lowest order,represented in �gure 1.2. The eletron radiates a virtual photon, Z0 or W± whihbreaks up the proton into the hadroni �nal state X. Let the proton four-momentumbe P , the initial eletron four-momentum k and the �nal lepton (eletron or neutrino)four-momentum k′. They an be related to the enter-of-mass energy

√
s =

√
(k + P )2and to the negative momentum transfer squared

Q2 = −q2 = −(k−k′)2 ,both being Lorentz invariants. Other useful Lorentz invariant quantities are theBjorken saling variable
x =

Q2

2P .q
,whih an in leading order be interpreted as the fration of the proton momentumarried by the struk massless quark, and the inelastiity

y =
P .q

P .k
,whih in the proton rest frame orresponds to the fration of the eletron energytransferred by the exhanged boson to the proton. Finally, one uses the enter-of-mass energy of the proton-photon system squared

W 2 = (P + q)2 = Q2

(
1

x
− 1

)
+ m2

p ,
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Figure 1.3: Aessible kinemati range at HERA.whih equals the invariant mass squared of the hadroni �nal state X. Using theseformulas, one an relate the introdued quantities in many di�erent ways.At the HERA aelerator the eletron beam energy Ee = 27.6 GeV and theproton beam energy Ep = 920 GeV, as of 1998, provide a enter-of-mass energy of√
s = 318.7 GeV. The kinemati range that an be explored at HERA is shown in�gure 1.3.1.2.2 Struture Funtions and Inlusive Cross SetionsA neutral urrent proton-eletron interation an be mediated by a photon or a Z0boson. In the kinemati range of our analysis Q2 < 100 GeV2 the Z0 ontributionto the ross setion an be negleted beause of the high mass of the Z0 boson(m2
Z0 ≫ 100GeV2). Thus, in the rest of the work we will refer only to photon, whihis the only intermediate boson relevant in the ontext of this analysis. In the one-photon exhange approximation the squared amplitude for the inlusive unpolarized

ep → eX sattering an be written in the form
|Mep→eX|2 =

e4

Q4
LµνWµν ,where

Lµν =
∑

spin e

ū(k′)γµu(k)ū(k)γνu(k′)



1.2. DEEP-INELASTIC SCATTERING 13is the so-alled leptoni tensor, whose expression follows from the Feynman rules forthe eletron-photon vertex, and
Wµν =

1

2

∑

spin p

∑

X

〈p |Jµ|X〉 〈p |Jν |X〉∗is the hadroni tensor. Our inability to express |p〉 and |X〉 in terms of quark �eldsleads us to the parametrization of the hadroni tensor with respet to its knowntransformation properties. Requiring the orret Lorentz transformations and takinginto aount the Dira equation and the Ward identity one an parametrize Wµν withtwo salar funtions of x and Q2

Wµν = −
(

gµν −
qµqν

q2

)
W1(x, Q2) +

1

m2
p

(
Pµ − P .q

q2
qµ

) (
Pν −

P .q

q2
qν

)
W2(x, Q2).Combining the expressions for Lµν and Wµν one arrives (in the Bjorken limit Ep ≫

mp) at the double-di�erential ross setion formula
d2σNC

dx dQ2
=

4πα2
em

xQ4

(
xy2 · F1(x, Q2) + (1 − y) · F2(x, Q2)

)
, (1.1)with F1 = W1 and F2 =

P .q
mp

W2. Funtions F1 and F2 are so-alled struturefuntions of the proton, and they need to be determined experimentally. One oftenuses a di�erent linear ombination of these funtion and introdues FL = F2 − 2xF1.Then the ross setion formula has the form
d2σNC

dx dQ2
=

4πα2
em

xQ4

(
(1 − y +

y2

2
) · F2(x, Q2) − y2

2
· FL(x, Q2)

)
.The funtion F2 dominates the expression, FL plays a role only at large values of y.1.2.3 Quark Parton Model and Evolution EquationsThe proton struture funtions introdued in the previous setion are well-de�nedobjets within the framework of the Standard Model. However, they have the dis-advantage to haraterize only ep → eX sattering, one annot use them diretlyin di�erent proesses (e.g. proton-hadron sattering). One would thus like to �ndobjets that desribe the proton as suh, in a proess-independent way. Suh a de-sription obviously requires some kind of fatorization theorem, whih would allowto separate the desription of the parton behavior in the proton and the parton hardinteration.In the �naive� parton model proposed by Feynman [5℄ and as further developedby Bjorken [6℄ for inelasti ep sattering, the proton onsists of three partons identi-�ed with the harged, spin 1

2
point-like quarks of the proton. A high-energy ollisionwith a lepton is desribed as a photon interating with one of the quarks (whihare regarded as free as explained later), the parton (quark) arrying the momentumfration ξ of the proton momentum. The proton is regarded as moving very rapidly



14 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW(in�nite-momentum frame) so that the parton momenta are ollinear and the par-tons with di�erent momenta remain together. Their momentum distributions aredesribed by probability funtions qi(ξ) (so-alled parton distribution funtions),whih give the probability for the parton i to arry the proton momentum frationbetween ξ and ξ + dξ. The assumption of free partons is mostly based on the fatthat the typial time sale of the hard interation is muh smaller than the typialtime sale of parton interations inside the proton when Q2 and W are large enough.Supposing that the parton-lepton interation is desribed like a fermion interationin QED one an, within the parton model, alulate the ep → eX ross setion andompare it to the expression (1.1). The omparison leads to
F2(x) = 2xF1(x) =

∑

quarks

∫ 1

0

dξ q(ξ) xe2
qδ(x − ξ) =

∑

quarks

e2
qxq(x),

x being the Bjorken saling variable. It is interesting to note that in the parton modelthe struture funtions lose their Q2 dependene. This property is known as Bjorkensaling. And indeed, saling is observed at x ≈ 0.1 (see �gure 1.4), but at lower andhigher x values saling is broken. Furthermore, the sum of parton momenta preditedby the parton model reahes only approximately half of the proton momentum. Thissuggests that the �naive� parton model, in spite of being quite suessful, does notprovide a desription preise enough to explain all measured data and thus needs tobe improved.An improvement an be ahieved by onsidering QCD e�ets when desribing theparton dynamis inside the proton. In addition to the basi leading order photon-quark sattering diagram with the QED vertex (see �gure 1.5 a) one an take intoaount real gluon emission from the quark lines (QCD verties, see �gures 1.5 b and) and alulate the orresponding ontributions to the total sattering amplitudein pQCD. Suh an approah intuitively explains the violation of Bjorken saling athigher x values (x . 1). Whereas a low-virtuality photon annot resolve a possiblegluon radiation from the quark, a high-virtuality photon probes smaller distanesand thus an interat with a quark after the quark has radiated a gluon (see �gure1.6). In the latter ase, the photon e�etively interats with a quark arrying lessmomentum. At smaller x values (x ≪ 1) the saling violation is related to other QCDe�ets: virtual gluon radiation o� valene quarks and gluon splitting into virtual sea-quarks. These e�ets also aount for the missing proton momentum: only a part ofthe proton momentum is arried by the valene quarks, a large part is also arriedby gluons and the sea-quarks. The pQCD approah, however, makes the model moreomplex and introdues two new sales. The �rst one is the renormalization sale
µR, whih is related to the renormalization of the strong oupling αs appearing inthe QCD verties. The seond is the fatorization sale µF . Sine the orretionsto the parton dynamis are alulated perturbatively one requires some hard salefor these alulations to be valid. Above this sale the partons dynamis is treatedperturbatively, below this sale it is absorbed into the non-perturbative part of theparton density funtions (PDFs). The divergenes that appear in the perturbativealulations, whih are due to ollinear and soft gluon radiation, are also absorbed
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Figure 1.4: Measured values of F2(x, Q2) at di�erent experiments. Real gluon radi-ation and reation of sea-quarks, antiquarks and gluons and an aount for salingviolations at high and low x and for the missing proton momentum.

Figure 1.5: Photon-quark interation and gluon emissions.
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Figure 1.6: Intuitive interpretation of the saling violation for x . 1.into the non-perturbative parts of the PDFs. In DIS one usually hooses µ2
R = µ2

F =
Q2. The fatorization theorem states that the long and short distane interationsfatorize, i.e. one obtains, within the improved quark parton model, the followingformula for the total inlusive ross setion:

σ(x, Q2) =
∑

f

∫ 1

x

dξ

ξ
σ̂(ξ, Q2, µR, µF )qf(

x

ξ
, Q2, µF ) , (1.2)where σ̂ is the hard partoni ross setion whih is perturbatively alulable , qf arethe parton density funtions and the summation is done over valene quarks, gluonsand sea-quarks and antiquarks.The parton density funtions need to be determined experimentally. It is how-ever enough to measure them at one sale µ0, their behavior at a di�erent salean be predited from evolution equations. These evolution equations are derivedfrom the requirement that the physial ross setion should not depend on an (ar-bitrary) fatorization sale µF . Depending on how the gluon radiation is treated(approximated) one gets di�erent presriptions. In the majority of approahes onerepresents the gluon radiation by a ladder diagram (see �gure 1.7), and depending onwhat suppositions are made on the gluon emissions one obtains di�erent evolutionequations:

• The DGLAP5 formalism [7, 8, 9, 10℄ predits the evolution of the PDFs in
Q2. It assumes strong ordering in the virtuality of the exhanged gluons k2

0 ≪
k2

1 ≪ . . . ≪ k2
n−1 ≪ k2

n ≪ Q2, whih at small x implies strong ordering in thetransverse momenta k2
t,0 ≪ k2

t,1 ≪ . . . ≪ k2
t,n−1 ≪ k2

t,n ≪ µ2
F . It also requiresthe longitudinal momenta xiP to be greater than the transverse momenta(ollinear fatorization). With these assumptions the DGLAP evolution isexpeted to be valid at high Q2 and not too small x. In fat, it desribessuessfully the measurements of the struture funtion at HERA down to thesmallest x aessible in the experiments.

• The BFKL6 approah [11, 12℄ desribes the evolution of the PDFs in x. Thelongitudinal momenta of the parton propagators are supposed to be strongly5Dokshitzer, Gribov, Lipatov, Altarelli, Parisi6Balitsky, Fadin, Kuraev, Lipatov
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Figure 1.7: Gluon emission ladder diagram.ordered zi = xi+1/xi ≪ 1, but no restritions are applied to the transversemomenta kt. Unlike the PDFs in the DGLAP formalism, the PDFs here dependexpliitly on the transverse momentum kt (so-alled unintegrated PDFs) of thegluon in the proton. This approah is supposed to be valid at low values of x.
• The CCFM7 model [13, 14, 15, 16℄ has the ambition to desribe the evolutionof the PDFs at both, small and large x. It provides an evolution in Q2 and

x in the region of large Q2 and moderate x in agreement with the DGLAPapproah and in the small x region aording to the the BFKL approximation.It is based on the strong angular ordering of subsequent parton emissions, andit makes use of kt dependent unintegrated gluon densities.1.2.4 Heavy Quark Prodution in DISThe dominant heavy quark prodution proess is the so-alled boson-gluon fusionproess (BGF) represented in �gure 1.8 a. Non-negligible ontributions to heavyquark prodution at low Q2 may arise also from resolved-photon proesses whih aredepited in �gures 1.8 b-d. In resolved proesses the photon �utuates into virtualhadroni states, whih onsequently interat with the gluon oming from the proton.The photon �utuations an be desribed by the photon parton density funtions.The heavy quarks are produed almost exlusively in the perturbative regime, theirprodution in the fragmentation phase is very improbable.At the HERA aelerator pairs of harm (mc ≈ 1.3 GeV) and bottom quarks(mb ≈ 4.5 GeV) an be produed via the BGF proess. The top quark (mt ≈
175GeV) annot be observed at HERA, beause the beam energy is not high enough7Ciafaloni, Catani, Fiorani, Marhesini
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Figure 1.8: DIS harm prodution in leading order of perturbative QCD, diretproess and resolved photon proesses.to allow the pair prodution of top quarks, and the single top prodution proesshas a very low ross setion. On the other hand the harm and bottom quarkprodution ross setions represent an important part of the total inlusive rosssetion. The fration of harm prodution vs. inlusive QCD proesses is of order10% in the perturbative QCD regime, the beauty prodution is with respet to harmsuppressed by two orders of magnitude (higher b mass and smaller eletromagnetioupling) [17℄.The heavy quarks are interesting objets to be studied. Their high mass providesa hard sale for perturbative alulations so that heavy quark physis an serve asa good test �eld for perturbative QCD alulations. Sine their prodution is dom-inated by gluon-indued proesses, heavy quark physis also provides informationabout the gluon density in the proton. In addition, the high mass of heavy quarksimplies hard fragmentation, and thus one an expet a good orrelation betweenparton and hadron level, between the heavy quark and the orresponding jet ofhadrons.1.3 Fragmentation1.3.1 General ConsiderationsNon-perturbative e�ets in partile ollisions are assoiated not only with initial statehadrons but also with �nal state hadrons. If only inlusive or su�iently inlusiveobservables are studied, the detailed harater of these e�ets an be negleted.This is why the expression (1.2) does not ontain any information about hadronformation from �nal state partons. On the same basis jet observables an be studiedwithout preise knowledge of the fragmentation, provided that these observables donot depend on details of the jet internal struture.However, a desription of the fragmentation phase is needed, if one is interestedin details of the hadroni �nal state. This desription is based on the QCD fa-



1.3. FRAGMENTATION 19torization theorem; the basi idea being that physis at very di�erent sales anbe fatorized. The hadron formation from partons is modeled using so-alled frag-mentation funtions Di→h(z, µf ) whih are formally very similar to parton densityfuntions and whih give (if normalized) the probability to observe a hadron h ar-rying the momentum fration z of the initial parton i. The di�erential ross setionfor the prodution of hadron h as a funtion of its transverse momentum pT an beshematially written in the form of the onvolution
dσh

dpT
∼

∑

ik

qi(x, µf ) ⊗
dσ̂iγ→kX

dpT
⊗ Dk→h(z, µf) + O

(
ΛQCD

pT

)
,where qi(x, µf) are sale dependent parton density funtions, σ̂iγ→kX is the partoniross setion for parton k to be produed in the photon-quark interation whih anbe alulated in pQCD and Dk→h(z, µf) are sale dependent fragmentation funtions.Summation is done over initial and �nal state partons. The fragmentation funtionsneed to be established experimentally at some initial sale µ0 (usually low), then theyan be evolved using DGLAP-inspired evolution equations to any other sale µf . Thehoie of the fragmentation sale is to some extent arbitrary. The evolution of thequark produed in the hard sub-proess an be part of the perturbative alulationsor it an be absorbed into the fragmentation funtion. In pratie our knowledge ofthe perturbative quark evolution is limited by our ability to alulate higher ordersin perturbation theory. In addition, divergenes originating from ollinear radiationemerge in alulations. These divergenes an be absorbed into the non-perturbativefragmentation funtions.1.3.2 Heavy Quark FragmentationDue to the higher masses of the heavy quarks it an be shown [18℄ that the fragmen-tation funtion for a heavy quark Q an be split into two parts: a fully perturbativeand proess independent fragmentation funtion D

pert
Q (z , µf ) and a non-perturbativebut sale independent fragmentation funtion Dnp

Q→H(z), H being the heavy hadron.The funtion Dpert
Q (z, µf) aounts for the perturbative gluon radiation o� the quarkand an be evolved via DGLAP-like equations. The ollinear logarithms generatedby gluon emissions are resumed to all orders and an be absorbed into the perturba-tive ross setion. The non-perturbative fragmentation funtion Dnp

Q→H(z) desribesthe hadronization of the heavy quark whih is, after having radiated gluons, almoston its mass-shell.Many di�erent parametrizations are available to desribe the non-perturbativefragmentation funtions. They are based on di�erent models whih all agree thatheavy quark fragmentation is hard, i.e. the heavy quark looses on average only asmall fration of its momentum when turning into a hadron (in ontrast to light quarkfragmentation). This is easily explained using a simple kinemati argument (Bjorken[19℄, Suzuki [20℄): the momentum of a massive quark is only slightly in�uenedwhen piking up a light quark from the vauum. Supposing the typial light quarkmass to be of the order of Λ, one expets from momentum onservation mQ.vQ ≈
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Figure 1.9: Heavy quark Q fragmenting into a heavy hadron H.

Figure 1.10: Fragmentation funtions for quarks with di�erent masses based on thePeterson parametrization. Appropriate parameter values are supposed.
z(mQ.vQ) + Λ.vq, vQ ≈ vq, from whih follows 〈z〉np ≈ 1 − Λ

mQ
(see �gure 1.9). Theheavier the quark is, the harder the fragmentation is expeted to be. An illustrativeexample based on the Peterson parametrization of the fragmentation funtions isshown in �gure 1.10. Two ommonly used parametrizations for the non-perturbativefragmentation funtion whih depend on only one parameter are:

• Peterson parametrization [21℄. It is derived from quantum mehanial onsider-ations on transition probabilities between two energetially lose states with theenergy di�erene △E. The onsidered energy di�erene is△E = EH +Eq−EQ,
q stands for a light quark forming a hadron with a heavy quark. The preditedparametrization has the form

Dnp
Q→H(z) = N × 1

z

(
1 − 1

z
− ε

1 − z

)−2

,where N is a normalization fator, and ε is a parameter related to the hardnessof the fragmentation. The parameter ε is supposed to be of the order of m2
q

m2
Q
,but sine the unertainty on light quark masses is big, ε is usually onsideredas a free parameter whih an be �tted in order to desribe the data. ThePeterson parametrization provides a rather preise predition for the ratio ofthe ε parameters for harm and beauty quark fragmentation εc

εb
= m2

c

m2
b
≈ 0.1.
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Figure 1.11: Field-Feynman fragmentation model.
• Kartvelishvili parametrization [22℄. Here the authors assumed that the frag-mentation funtion Dnp

Q→H(z) behaves at large values of z like the density fun-tion fQ
H (z) of the heavy quark Q in the hadron H (�reiproity relation�), thedensity funtion being a funtion of the momentum fration of the hadron ar-ried by the quark. Using the Kuti-Weisskopf model [23℄ for alulating thedensity funtions and extrapolating the validity of the �reiproity relation� toall values of z, they arrived at the parametrization:

Dnp
Q→H(z) = N × zα(1 − z) ,where N is a normalization fator and α a parameter whih equals 3 for theharm quark and 9 for the bottom quark. When the Kartvelishvili parametriza-tion is nowadays used, the parameter α is regarded as a free parameter relatedto the hardness of the fragmentation.1.3.3 Fragmentation ModelsFragmentation models are phenomenologial models more or less inspired by insightsfrom QCD whih are used in di�erent Monte Carlo programs (we disuss them inthe following setion) in order to desribe the fragmentation proess. Some of themodels take a fragmentation funtion in a parametrized form, while other models donot make any use of an expliit fragmentation funtion at all but rely on di�erentmehanism to produe hadrons from quarks. In this setion we brie�y summarizethe most ommon models.Independent Fragmentation ModelIndependent fragmentation is based on the idea of a parton fragmenting indepen-dently of other �nal state partons. One of the well-known models assuming inde-pendent fragmentation is the so-alled Field-Feynman model [24℄. In this model thefragmenting quark forms a bound state with one of the quarks of a quark-antiquarkpair produed from vauum �utuations. The remaining quark pairs up with a quarkfrom a pair again produed by �utuations... the mehanism ontinues reursively,as indiated in �gure 1.11. The momentum fration whih is transferred from ini-



22 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL OVERVIEWtiating quark to the produed hadron is desribed by a fragmentation funtion; thePeterson or Kartvelishvili parametrizations are ommonly used.The independent fragmentation model is nowadays rarely used. It has the dis-advantage of not being Lorentz invariant and requires an ad ho treatment of theremaining quark from the very last quark-antiquark pair prodution. While it de-sribes many general features of partile prodution it fails to desribe experimentaldata in detail at the high level of experimental preision whih has been reahed.The independent fragmentation model is implemented in the PYTHIA Monte Carloprogram as a non-default option.String Fragmentation ModelIn string fragmentation model [25, 26℄ the fragmentation of �nal state partons de-pends on the other �nal state partons. The linear on�ning potential between par-tons is modeled via a string - a massless and relativisti objet having the form of aolor �ux tube with typial transverse dimensions of the order of the hadroni size(≈ 1fm). A string is strethed between two quarks, an energeti gluon produesa �kink� in the string. The typial string tension is κ ≈ 1 GeV/fm, and as thequarks move apart the string may break and produe a quark-antiquark pair fromthe vauum. The probability of pair reation is modeled by the quantum tunnel-ing proess and obeys the formula exp(−πm2
q,⊥/κ), where m2

q,⊥ = m2
q + p2

q,⊥ is thetransverse mass. Sine this probability depends on the quark mass, heavy quarkprodution in the fragmentation proess is strongly suppressed. The string breakingrespets the neutral olor of daughter strings. The transverse momenta of produedquarks are assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution and are loally ompensatedbetween the quark and the antiquark. The string breaking ours reursively untilon-mass-shell hadrons are formed, the hadron transverse momentum being the sumof the transverse momenta of the quarks. The variable8 z = (E+pz)h

(E+pz)string
, indiatingwhih fration of the quantity E + pz is transferred from the string to the hadron, isdetermined by the fragmentation funtion f(z). Usually the Lund symmetri frag-mentation funtion is used f(z) = 1

z
(1 − z)a exp

(
− bm2

h,⊥

z

), where a and b are freeparameters. This funtion provides independene of the result of the string breakingon the end of the string at whih the breaking starts. To aount for spei� aspetsof heavy quark fragmentation (its hardness), often a di�erent fragmentation funtion(Peterson, Kartvelishvili, Bowler) is used.Hadron formation is based on spin states ounting and some additional modelompliations must be introdued to desribe baryon formation (diquark produ-tion). The model also needs to ope with di�erent string topologies whih an our.In harm prodution in DIS via the BGF proess at least two strings are requiredin order to ensure olor neutrality. One string onnets the produed antiquark witha quark from the proton remnant, the other one onnets the produed quark withthe remnant diquark, as seen in �gure 1.12.8This de�nition of z has the advantage to be Lorentz invariant under the boost along the partondiretion.
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Figure 1.12: Color strings in the BGF proess.The string model is ommonly used and is implemented in the Monte Carloprogram PYTHIA (and JETSET).Cluster Fragmentation ModelThe luster fragmentation model, whih is realized in the HERWIG Monte Carloprogram [27, 28℄ exploits the property of �pre-on�nement� [29℄. It states that atthe end of the perturbative phase olor-onneted partons tend to be lose in phasespae, a loal ompensation of olor ours. Thus suh quarks are merged into olor-singlet lusters, but before the luster formation takes plae eah gluon is fored tosplit (non-perturbatively) into a quark-antiquark pair (see �gure 1.13 ). Typiallylusters have small mass as of a ouple of GeV, and subsequently (with the exeptionof too heavy or too light lusters) they deay independently diretly into hadrons.Unless the luster involves a perturbatively produed quark, its deay is in its restframe isotropi with no angular momentum involved. If a luster is too heavy, it issplit into two lusters and too light lusters deay into one hadron only. In the latterase a small rearrangement of energy and momentum with neighboring lusters isneeded (the deays might not be ompletely independent). The hoie of the luster'sdeay hannel is based on the phase spae probability and spin degeneray.The luster fragmentation model is in spite of the small number of parametersquite suessful and provides a fair desription of the data. In general, however, thestring model provides an improved desription of di�erent data.1.4 Simulation ProgramsPresent experiments in high-energy physis need omputer-based simulations in orderto determine the response of the detetor . They allow to obtain di�erent orretionfators whih are usually related to
• �duial aeptane of the detetor and extrapolations to experimentally nonaessible phase spae regions,
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Figure 1.13: Cluster fragmentation model: gluons are split into quark-antiquark pairsand olor-onneted quarks are merged into olor singlet lusters whih subsequentlydeay into hadrons.
• resolution e�ets and migrations,
• e�ets of initial and �nal state QED radiation.A typial simulation inludes an event generator program and a detetor simulationprogram. The event generator simulates the physis proess or proesses and providesa omplete set of �nal state partons as well as partiles with their four-momenta.Suh a program is usually based on a random number generator and thus it is alled aMonte Carlo program. One the information on the �nal state partiles is available,the detetor response to the physis event is simulated. In this analysis the internalH1 GEANT-based [30℄ software pakage H1SIM is used for this purpose. After thedetetor simulation the data format of the simulated physis is the same as the dataformat of the real physis data. Thus both an be treated in the same way and beproessed by the reonstrution software H1REC.In the rest of this setion we fous on di�erent event generators whih we usedand the di�erenes between them. An event generator may omprise :
• a alulation of the matrix elements of the hard subproess (in leading order, noevent generator with next-to-leading order matrix elements is so far availablefor ep physis in DIS).
• parton density funtions or an interfae to a program for them and for theirevolution.
• an approximation of higher order ontributions to the perturbative proesses.This is aomplished using di�erent types of parton shower mehanisms, where



1.4. SIMULATION PROGRAMS 25an energeti quark or gluon radiates further gluons and an be assoiated withthe perturbative fragmentation funtion.
• hadron formation (non-perturbative fragmentation) and hadron deays intostable partiles9.
• additional e�ets due to QED radiation.
• multiple interations. Suh e�ets may our when the initial states onsist ofseveral partons (hadron-hadron ollisions) and orrespond to additional hardor semi-hard satterings. These e�ets do not seem to play an important roleat HERA in DIS and an be safely negleted in this analysis.1.4.1 Event Generators with LO Matrix ElementsRAPGAPRAPGAP [31℄ is an event generator inorporating leading-order QCD matrix ele-ments. It is based on the ollinear fatorization sheme (DGLAP evolution) using forthat purpose modi�ed routines from the LEPTO 6.1 [32℄ and PYTHIA 6.2 [33℄ pro-grams. It inludes ontributions from higher orders by parton showers in the leadinglog approximation mathed to the LO matrix element suh as to avoid double ount-ing. The harm quark is treated as massive (mc = 1.5GeV) and the renormalizationsale is hosen to be µ2

r = Q2 +p2
T (for heavy quarks µ2

r = Q2 +p2
T +m2

HQ). Resolved-photon proesses10 in heavy quark prodution are also implemented, resolved-photonevents are generated separately from diret events. E�ets of real photon emis-sion and virtual QED ontributions are simulated by interfaing RAPGAP with theHERACLES [34℄ event generator. The fragmentation in RAPGAP is done with theLund-sting model as it is implemented in the PYTHIA program.In this analysis we use RAPGAP version 3.1, the CTEQ5L [35℄ parametrizationof the PDFs of the proton and SaS-G 2D [36℄ for the PDFs of the photon in ase ofresolved proesses.CASCADEThe CASCADE Monte Carlo program [37℄ di�ers signi�antly from RAPGAP. Itemploys CCFM evolution with an unintegrated (kt - dependent) gluon density fun-tion. In this evolution the gluon whih enters the hard sub-proess is virtual andthus requires an o�-shell matrix element. Only the diret BGF proess is onsid-ered in harm quark prodution, but the kt-fatorization sheme partially inludes ahadroni photon omponent (see referene [38℄). The renormalization sale is hosento be µ2
r = 4m2

c + p2
T and like in the ase of RAPGAP, CASCADE is interfaed with9The de�nition of a stable partile is to some extent arbitrary. By a stable partile we understandall partiles whih do not deay further or whih have a high probability of deaying in the trakingdetetor.10We use them in the evaluation of systemati errors.



26 CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL OVERVIEWthe PYTHIA 6.2 program to aount for the fragmentation (Lund-string model) andpartile deays.In this analysis we have hosen CASCADE as an alternative program to RAP-GAP to orret our data and thereby to study the model dependene of our results.The version CASCADE 1.2 with the A0 [39℄ gluon density funtions is used.



Chapter 2HERA Aelerator and H1 Detetor
2.1 HERA AeleratorThe HERA1 aelerator (�gure 2.1) was2 a partile aelerator situated in Germanyin the ity of Hamburg at DESY3 researh institute. It was a unique high-energyollider with asymmetri beams: an eletron beam olliding with a proton beam,eah beam stored in an independent storage ring. It had approximately irularshape, and it was housed in a 6336 m long tunnel with internal diameter of 5.2 msituated 10 to 25 m under ground.The �rst idea of HERA was brought in the early 1970s by the Norwegian physiistBjørn H. Wiik to DESY and the projet study followed in 1980. Agreement for theonstrution of the faility was signed in 1981. Constrution started in 1984 withinternational support and �rst operation of HERA started in 1990 (�rst physis runin 1992). In 2000-2001 HERA underwent a luminosity upgrade to HERA II with adi�ult restart of operation in 2002.The operation of HERA required a hain of pre-aelerators (LINAC II and III,DESY synhrotron II and III and PETRA II and III) in order to provide HERAwith eletrons and protons at suitable energies. One the protons and eletrons wereinjeted into HERA, HERA took over and aelerated them to their �nal energy.The designed �nal energy (after 1998) for the two types of partiles was

Ep = 920 GeV,

Ee = 27.6 GeV,with 96 ns between two following bunh-rossings. In total 174 olliding bunheswere stored in eah storing ring and the beam rossing angle at the interation pointwas zero. The eletron beam was naturally transverse-polarized (Sokolov-Ternov1Hadron Eletron Ring Anlage2The HERA ollider was shut-down, after 15 years of suessful operation, at midnight on30.06.2007.3Deutshes Eletronen-Synhrotron 27
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Figure 2.1: HERA aelerator and pre-aelerator subsystems, HERA experiments.mehanism) and a longitudinally polarized eletron beam ould be obtained with asystem of spin rotators (installed after the upgrade to HERA II).Initially four experiments were designed to use the HERA beams. The HERA-Bexperiment was using only the proton beam on a �xed target. It was shut downprematurely beause of unexpeted and serious problems during the detetor on-strution and the following loss of ompetitiveness with other world experimentsexploring the same physis area. The HERMES experiment was using the unpo-larized and polarized eletron beam on a �xed unpolarized and polarized target tostudy mainly the spin struture of the nuleon. The two remaining experiments, H1and ZEUS, were olliding-beam experiments with multipurpose detetors studyingthe proton struture and other topis related to proton-eletron ollisions. Sharingthe same beams and using omplementary detetors allowed these two experimentsto ross-hek their physis results.2.2 H1 DetetorThe H1 detetor was loated in the north hall of the HERA ring. It was a multipur-pose detetor overing most of the solid angle around the nominal interation point.Its approximate dimensions were 12× 10× 15 m3 with the weight of 2800 t. Beauseof the asymmetry in beam energy, the enter of mass of the eletron-proton systemwas boosted along the proton diretion (we will refer to this diretion as �forward�or �positive�), whih was re�eted in an asymmetri design of the detetor. The H1detetor onsisted of most of the standard detetor subsystems used in a high-energyphysi experiment: a high-resolution traking system, a �ne-granularity alorimetrisystem and muon detetors. The traking system as well as the alorimeter weresituated within a magneti �eld of strength 1.2T whih was provided by a superon-
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Figure 2.2: The H1 detetor and the H1 oordinate system.
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Figure 2.3: Design of the H1 traking system.duting oil. Suh a design allowed for less dead material in front of the alorimeterand better partile identi�ation (espeially eletron identi�ation) in the eletro-magneti part of the alorimeter. The main omponents of the H1 detetor andthe H1 oordinate system an be identi�ed in �gure 2.2. The running of the H1detetor required an intelligent and highly e�ient trigger system, sine the timewindow between two suessive bunh-rossings was very short and the bakgroundwas high.The hardware omponents of the H1 detetor as well as the trigger system un-derwent important upgrades during the luminosity upgrade of HERA in 2001 and2002. This analysis is based on the data from the HERA II running period and thuswe will desribe the detetor status in this period, only brie�y mentioning the statusbefore.In our analysis we make no or only a small use of suh subsystems as the muonhambers, the plug alorimeter or the tail-ather system. Thus we will omit theirdesription in the following setions, and we will fous only on those detetor subsys-tems that are related to this analysis. An interested reader may onsult referenes[40, 41℄ for more information.2.2.1 Traking SystemThe beam asymmetry at HERA was also re�eted in the design of the H1 trakingsystem (�gure 2.3). The system onsisted of the entral and forward traking dete-tors (CTD and FTD) and a bakward traking system, whih was installed in front ofthe bakward alorimeter to improve the spatial resolution of the alorimeter, rejetphotoprodution bakground indued by neutral hadrons and improve γ/e separa-tion. The traking system provided besides the information for trak reonstrution
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Figure 2.4: Radial view of the entral traking system.also the apaity for trak-based triggering and for partile identi�ation via dE/dx.The H1 traking system is, for this analysis, of ruial importane, beause the trak-ing information is the main input for the reonstrution of the D∗ mesons. Sine weapply a onstraint on the pseudorapidity4 of the D∗ mesons |ηD∗| < 1.5 we use forthe D∗ reonstrution only the most preise information from the entral trakingdetetor.Central Traking DetetorThe H1 entral traking detetor in its initial form onsisted of two onentri mul-tiwire drift hambers CJC1 and CJC25, of two thin onentri drift hambers CIZand COZ, providing preise measurements of the z-oordinate, and of two onen-tri proportional hambers CIP and COP. The entral and bakward silion trakers(CST and BST) were installed during HERA I running in lose proximity of thebeam pipe to provide preision spatial measurement. The CJC1 and CJC2 as wellas the COZ, the COP, the CST and the BST remained after the detetor upgradefor HERA II running. During the upgrade an additional silion detetor was addedto over the forward region (FST). The CIZ and CIP were removed and replaedwith CIP2000 - a ylindrial proportional hamber with more layers for improvedtriggering and vertex reonstrution. The status of the CTD after the upgrade isdepited in �gure 2.4. The angular overage6 of the CTD was 25◦ < θ < 155◦.The CJC1 and CJC2 were the most important omponents of the CTD, theirmain parameters were −112.5 cm < z < 107.5 cm and 20.3 cm < r < 84.4 cm. The4For the de�nition of the pseudorapidity see setion 3.2.3.5Central Jet Chamber 1 and 26The angle θ is measured with respet to the �positive� (proton beam) diretion.



32 CHAPTER 2. HERA ACCELERATOR AND H1 DETECTORsense wires of these hambers were organized in drift ells and were parallel to thebeam axis. The CJC1 ontained 30 drift ells with 24 sense wires per ell, the CJC2omprised 60 drift ells with 32 sense wires eah. The drift ells were inlined by30◦ with respet to the radial diretion so as to optimize the eletron drift diretionin the magneti �eld for nearly straight high momentum traks. Single hits werereonstruted with a spatial resolution of ∼ 170 µm in the rφ-plane from the drift-time measured by the sense wires. The information about the z oordinate ould beextrated from a omparison of the signals at both ends of the sense wire with a pre-ision of 22.0 mm. The preision of the momentum measurement for reonstrutedtraks was σp/p
2 < 0.01 GeV−1. After trak reonstrution one an also determinethe energy loss of partiles with established preision of σdE/dx ≈ 6%. The knowl-edge of the energy loss helps - depending on the partile's momentum - in partileidenti�ation or at least in the alulation of the probability for a partile to be ofa ertain type. The hambers CJC1 and CJC2 were also used in the reonstrutionof the interation vertex. The x and y position of the vertex an be dedued fromtrak extrapolation inside the beam pipe, the information about the z position washowever determined with better preision from other hambers.The CIP 2000 [42, 43℄ was a �ve layer proportional hamber, whih was designedto provide - in omparison to the CIP in HERA I - a more e�ient vertex triggerwith larger solid angle aeptane and better rejetion apabilities. The radius ofthe hamber was 15 cm < r < 20 cm and the length was 2 m. Eah detetor layeromprised 120 pads in the z diretion and the layers were organized in sixteen φ-setors. Sine the detetor was designed for trigger purposes it had a short responsetime (∼ 75 ns) and was used for online event seletion. The angular overage ofthe detetor was 11◦ < θ < 169◦ and the spatial resolution in z amounted to about

1.5 cm.The entral silion traker (CST) [44, 45℄ provided preise vertex and trak in-formation and therefore allowed for preision determination of trak parameters. Itwas the innermost traking detetor (r ≈ 5−10cm) built up of two 36cm long layersof silion strip detetors overing the polar angle region 30 < θ < 150◦. The stripdetetors were organized in ladders, the inner layer onsisted of 12 and the outerlayer of 20 ladders. The CST hits were measured with preision of 12 µm in the
rφ-plane and 25 µm in z. Trak reonstrution is mainly based on the CJC mea-surement, however, in ombination with preise CST information the resolution ismuh improved. The interation vertex position an be determined with a preisionof ∼ 40 µm.The hambers COP and COZ were situated in-between CJC1 and CJC2. TheCOP was a proportional hamber with short response time that was in the HERAI period used in ombination with CIP for trak triggering purposes and was ofless importane in HERA II after the CIP upgrade. The COZ was a two meterslong drift hamber whih improved the z-oordinate measurement with respet toCJC1 and CJC2. It was situated at the distane of 92 cm < r < 97 cm from thebeam axis and overed the angular region 25◦ < θ < 155◦. The sense wires ofCOZ were perpendiular to the beam axis whih allowed for preision of 350 µm indetermination of the z-oordinate.
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Figure 2.5: Bakward proportional hamber.Bakward Traking DetetorThe bakward traking detetor ful�lled two important tasks: it provided more pre-ise xy position determination of partiles with respet to a measurement by thebakward alorimeter, and it allowed to di�erentiate between harged and neutralpartile indued lusters. The latter is important for the identi�ation of the sat-tered eletron and thus a orret reonstrution of the event kinematis. The bak-ward drift hamber (BDC) of HERA I was in HERA II replaed by a new bakwardproportional hamber (BPC) situated at z = −146cm. It onsisted of six wire layerswith three di�erent orientations inlined by 60◦ with respet to eah other. Thewhole detetor had a hexagonal shape and was divided into two parts with a gapof approx. 80 mm between them (see �gure 2.5). The inner radius of the BPC wasapprox. 140 mm and the outer radius approx. 800 mm. The BPC enabled to mea-sure the angle θ with a preision of σθ = 0.5 mrad, however, the detetor alignmentpreision in HERA II introdued a systemati error of the order σsyst.
θ = 0.8 mrad.The horizontal gap of the detetor, whih inluded at small radius highly populatedregions for the sattered eletron did not allow to always require BPC informationfor the measurement, sine this would lead to a big loss of statistis. In the defaultH1-OO7 eletron �nding algorithm the BPC xy measurement is taken into aount,if the extrapolated position of the eletron andidate in the bakward alorimeter islose to the eletron andidate luster (< 4 m).2.2.2 CalorimetersThe H1 alorimetri system omprised the liquid argon alorimeter whih overed theforward and the entral region and the lead/sintillating-�bre alorimeter (spaghettialorimeter, Spaal) whih overed the bakward region. The H1 alorimetri systemprovided identi�ation and measurement of eletrons, photons, muons and penetrat-ing neutral partiles (interating strongly).7H1 objet-oriented analysis framework.
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Figure 2.6: Liquid argon alorimeter, the longitudinal and the radial ross setion.Liquid Argon CalorimeterThe design of the liquid argon (LAr) alorimeter [46℄ is shown in �gure 2.6. It was anon-ompensating8 sampling alorimeter with a total weight of 450t ontaining 53m3of liquid argon at the temperature of 90 K. Its angular overage was 4◦ < θ < 154◦.The alorimeter was segmented in z into eight wheels, and eah wheel onsistedof eight φ segments - otants. All wheels exept the very forward one ontainedan eletromagneti part, optimized for the measurement of eletromagneti showersfrom eletrons and photons, and a hadroni part, optimized for the measurement ofhadroni showers.The absorber material for the eletromagneti part onsisted of 2.4 mm thiklead plates. They were organized into �sandwihes�, the gap between two platesomprised the liquid argon and the harge olletion and read-out struture and was
2.35 mm thik. Eletromagneti showers were well ontained in the eletromagnetipart of the alorimeter, sine its lateral dimensions orresponded to 20 - 30 radiationslengths (X0), depending on the polar angle.The absorber material in the hadroni part of the alorimeter onsisted of stain-less steel plates. They were 19 mm thik with a double gap of 2.4 mm liquid argonand the harge olletion and read-out struture in between them. The depth of thehadroni alorimeter was over 5 to 8 interation lengths (λ), depending on the polarangle.The orientation of the absorber plates in the whole alorimeter was suh that theinident angle of a partile oming from the nominal interation vertex was alwaysless than 45◦. Sine the alorimeter itself was non-ompensating, an o�ine softwareompensation algorithm was developed to orret for this e�et.The H1 liquid argon alorimeter was highly segmented and had about 65 0008Response of a non-ompensating alorimeter di�ers for eletromagneti and hadroni partilesof the same energy.
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Figure 2.7: Spaal alorimeter in HERA I: a) emplaement in the H1 detetor b)segmentation of the EM part into 16-ell modules and 2-ell modules ) segmentationof the hadroni part, irles symbolize photomultipliers.eletroni read-out hannels. Even though the harge-olletion time was ratherlong, thanks to the information pipeline system a level 1 trigger deision ould bederived using a speial eletronis hain for the trigger readout and the �onstantfration tehnique� [47℄. The energy resolution of the eletromagneti part was in thetest beam determined to be σem
E /E ≈ 11%/

√
E[GeV]⊕1% and that of the hadronipart to be σhad

E /E ≈ 46%/
√

E[GeV] ⊕ 2%.Spaghetti Calorimeter - SpaalThe Spaal alorimeter [48, 49, 50℄ was a lead/sintillating-�ber sampling alorimetersituated at z = −160 cm, whih replaed the original BEMC alorimeter alreadyduring the HERA I running period. The detetor had an overall ylindrial shapewith radius of approx. 80cm. Its main purpose was to measure the sattered eletronin DIS in the bakward detetor region with good spatial and energy resolutionand thereby allow for a preise event kinematis reonstrution. It onsisted of aneletromagneti and a hadroni setion. Its plaement inside the H1 detetor aswell as the eletromagneti and hadroni rφ segmentation are depited in �gure 2.7(status in HERA I). Both, the eletromagneti and the hadroni part were situatedin a magneti �eld whih was taken into aount for a orret funtioning of thephotomultipliers whih onverted the sintillation light into eletri signals. Theoriginal angular overage of 153◦ < θ < 178◦, whih allowed to measure the satteredeletron in the kinemati range 2GeV2 < Q2 < 100GeV2, had to be redued beauseof spae requirements for superonduting quadrupoles needed for the luminosityupgrade for HERA II running period. The innermost ells had to be removed,and thus the angular overage and the Q2 range were redued to approximately
153◦ < θ < 173◦ and 4 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2. The innermost region not overedby the detetor aeptane had after the upgrade an elliptial shape oriented in thehorizontal diretion.The eletromagneti part onsisted of approximately 1500 ells organized into2-ell and 16-ell modules. A drawing of a 2-ell module is shown in �gure 2.8. Theross setion of one ell was 40.5× 40.5 mm2, its ative length was 250 mm ≈ 28 X0.
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Figure 2.8: Spaal eletromagneti module omprising 2 ells.This design guaranteed - with respet to eletron shower properties (X0 = 9.0 mm,Molière radius = 25.5 mm) - a good ontainment of the shower in a small numberof ells without leakage. The energy resolution was determined to be σem

E /E =
7.1%/

√
E[GeV]⊕1%, and the spatial resolution as a funtion of the eletron energyto be σem

xy /E = 4.4 mm/
√

E[GeV] + 1.0 mm.The hadroni part of the Spaal had a less �ne granularity, the ell size was
119.3×119.0mm2, and its ative length was 250mm. The latter is of the order of onlyone interation length, and thus the energy measurement of hadrons was less preise.The energy resolution measured in test beams in the energy range 1 GeV − 7 GeVfor pions yielded σhad

E /E ∼ 38% for a shower length of the order of one interationlength (�rst interation required to be in the hadroni setion) and σhad
E /E ∼ 29% forshower lengths up to two interation lengths (�rst interation in the eletromagnetisetion; eletromagneti and hadroni information are ombined).The Spaal was a devie suitable to provide fast trigger signals. It had a fastresponse with exellent time resolution - better than 0.4 ns, see referene [49℄. Thisfeature allowed the Spaal to serve also as a time-of-�ight veto, i.e. to rejet bak-ground originating outside the interation time window.2.2.3 Trigger SystemThe event rate at HERA was high and therefore the H1 data aquisition systemould not read-out every event that ourred in the H1 detetor. Even if it ould,it would be a huge waste of storage spae, beause the rates of bakground eventswere more than an order of magnitude higher than the rates of eletron-protoninteration events. This �non-ep� bakground was mainly related to interations ofbeam partiles with atoms of the remaining gas in the beam pipes (beam-gas events),to interations of beam partiles whih were too far away from their nominal orbitwith the walls of the beam-pipe (beam-wall events) and to synhrotron radiation ofeletrons. The bunh-rossing time at HERA was 96 ns whih orresponds to a rateof 10.4 MHz. However, only ∼ 1000 eletron-proton ollisions whih are of interestwere expeted per seond beause of small ep ross setion. The estimates [40℄ fordi�erent bakground and physi rates assuming the designed HERA I luminosityof L = 1.5 × 1031cm−2s−1 are shown in table 2.1. After the upgrade to HERA II,the beam-related bakground rates saled approximately with the intensity of beamurrents (whih remained similar to HERA I) and the estimates for physis-related



2.2. H1 DETECTOR 37Beam gas interations 50 kHzUntagged photoprodution 1 kHzCosmi muons 700 HzTagged photoprodution 25 HzDIS Q2 < 100 GeV2 2.2 HzDIS 100 GeV2 < Q2 1.4 min−1Charged urrent DIS (25 GeV < pT ) 3.0 h−1W prodution 0.5 d−1Table 2.1: Rate estimates for HERA I.

Figure 2.9: H1 trigger system.event rates inreased by the luminosity fator (∼ 2.5). Stronger fousing magnetsinstalled during the upgrade lead to important rise of the synhrotron radiation.To ope with this situation one needed a highly e�ient trigger system that isable to rejet bakground, �lter the physis and save those events whih are valuablefor physis analysis. These requirements were re�eted in the design of the H1 triggersystem (�gure 2.9). It omprised a four-level system with an input rate of 10 MHzand an output rate of about 20 Hz (events written to tape). Eah trigger level hadmore time than the previous one and thus ould analyze and reonstrut the eventin more detail. The dead-time9 of the H1 detetor during the readout of one eventwas approx. 1.4 ms and so one needed to �nd a ompromise between minimizing theoverall dead-time and allowing for a su�iently high trigger rate. The H1 triggerwas run suh as to keep the overall dead-time under 10%. The four trigger levels aredesribed in the following setions.9It is time needed to proess an event, during whih the detetor is not sensitive to register newevents.



38 CHAPTER 2. HERA ACCELERATOR AND H1 DETECTORLevel 1 TriggerOn level 1 a trigger deision was made every 96ns, beause an interesting event ouldhave in priniple ourred in any bunh-rossing. It implies that level 1 triggeringdid not lead to detetor dead-time. Sine the detetor omponents ould not be read-out within 96 ns, this problem was solved by feeding the detetor information intopipelines whose length varied depending on the read-out time of the subdetetor. Thewhole detetor information needed to be stored at least for the period orrespondingto the time interval between the ourrene of the event and the level 1 triggerdeision for whih a time of 2.3µs was foreseen. Di�erent detetor omponents (LAralorimeter, Spaal alorimeter, CIP2000, CJC and others) provided so-alled triggerelements, a trigger element being an information bit. These bits were generated usingfast eletronis from very aggregate detetor information onerning timing, traksand energy depositions (e.g. the total alorimetri energy ompared to a threshold)and were sent to the entral trigger logi (CTL). Here they were ombined usinglogial operators into so-alled subtriggers. If a ertain subtrigger ��red�, an L1Keepsignal was generated, the pipelines were stopped and the detetor read-out started.A subtrigger might have been presaled with a fator n, meaning that the read-outstarted only in one of n ases where the subtrigger �red. A presale fator wasset to be di�erent from one, if a ertain subtrigger indued a large detetor dead-time. This was the ase for some physis proesses with a large ross setion, likephotoprodution or very low Q2 inelasti sattering, but may also have happenedwhen high bakgrounds ourred for not immediately understood reasons. Eventhought the level 1 trigger used only a very aggregate information, it dereased therate under 1 kHz what was aeptable for the level 2.Level 2 TriggerThe level 2 trigger was built up of two independent systems running in parallel: aneural network system (L2NN) and a topologial trigger system (L2TT) based onevent topologies. They ombined the available information from di�erent subsystemsin order to study events in more detail. Their deision was delivered within 20 µsand sent to the CTL. If the event was rejeted, the detetor read-out was stoppedand the detetor was put bak into the state where it ould aept new events. Ifhowever the event was aepted, the L2Keep signal was generated and read-out of thewhole detetor was initiated. Before the level 3 system beame operational duringthe HERA II running, the output rate of the level 2 trigger was 50 Hz at maximum.In ombination with the level 3 trigger the output rate ould be raised up to 200Hz.Level 3 TriggerThe level 3 trigger was implemented during the year 2006. It was based on thefast trak trigger10 (FTT, see appendix B and C in referene [51℄) and provided adeision within less than 100 µs. Depending on the level 3 deision, the L3Rejet10After being implemented, the FTT also triggered on the level 1 and the level 2.



2.2. H1 DETECTOR 39or the L3Keep signal was generated. In the �rst ase the read-out of the detetorwas stopped, in the seond ase the read-out ontinued and after being �nished theevent was passed to the level 4, the last trigger system. The implementation of theFTT allowed to trigger on many interesting events, where the traking informationplays a major role by performing a fast reonstrution of traks using a subset of�hits� in the CJC. It made it possible to study di�erent expliit hannels, wherea suitable trigger was missing before, for example the prodution of D∗ mesons inthe photoprodution regime. The maximum output rate of the level 3 trigger whihould be tolerated by the next trigger level was 50 Hz.Level 4 TriggerThe level 4 trigger orresponded to a full event reonstrution and lassi�ation ofthe event on a omputer farm. It did not ontribute to the dead-time of the detetor,sine it worked in an asynhronous mode. The level 4 trigger system �rst hekedthe deisions of the previous trigger levels with improved resolution. Then di�erentsoftware �nders lassi�ed the reonstruted event into one of many prede�ned eventlasses. If the event looked like a bakground event11 (lass 0), then it was highlypresaled so that only a small part of these events was kept, mainly for triggermonitoring purposes. If the event was reognized as an eletron-proton event butdid not �t into any other lass, it was lassi�ed as �soft physis� and presaled withrespet to its Q2. If the event was labeled to belong to any other lass, then it waskept as were the presaled events and they were stored on tape. The row eventinformation as well as the reonstruted data are stored on so-alled produtionoutput tapes (POT) and the reonstruted information was written in ompat formto the so-alled data summary tape (DST), the starting point for analyses in H1.The output rate of this trigger level was limited to ∼ 20 Hz.

11The term �not lassi�ed junk� was used for these events.
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Chapter 3
Reonstrution and MeasurementMethods
The detetor hardware omponents desribed in the previous hapter provide basiinformation onsisting of signals in traking detetors and of ionization-harge orsintillating light measured in alorimeters. These data are used by smart softwarealgorithms to reonstrut the kinematis of an event at the detetor level in order toallow the analysis, in our ase, of harm fragmentation.In this hapter we summarize the most important reonstrution and measure-ment methods for our analysis topi. Sine the reonstrution of D∗ mesons reliesalmost exlusively on the traking, we onsider it neessary to brie�y mention thetrak reonstrution in H1. We further quikly explain the di�erent partile �ndersthat are used and whih play an important role: the eletron �nder, whih allows foridenti�ation of the sattered eletron and thus for the orret kinematis reonstru-tion, the �nder of hadroni �nal state partiles and the jet �nder whih are neessaryin our fragmentation study, where we use jets and event topologies, and �nally the
D∗ �nder. One subsetion is dediated to the extration of the D∗ signal from thebakground. Next, we explain two di�erent observables whih are sensitive to thefragmentation of a harm quark into a D∗ meson and we provide a brief desriptionof the unfolding methods we use to orret for detetor e�ets. The last subsetiondesribes the reonstrution of the event kinematis. Although all these aspets ofreonstrution and measurement methods are not neessarily diretly related to eahother, we prefer to give their ompat desription in one dediated hapter ratherthan try to desribe them in the appropriate plaes in the measurement hapter,whih would be, we believe, less lear.One should also keep in mind that the afore mentioned topis represent a largeamount of information, whih annot be overed in all detail. Thus we only brie�ypresent the main ideas; an interested reader should onsult the given referenes.41



42 CHAPTER 3. RECONSTRUCTION AND MEASUREMENT METHODS3.1 Central Trak ReonstrutionThe trak reonstrution in the entral detetor region [52, 53℄ is based on the CJC1and the CJC2. It proeeds in two steps: a fast trak reonstrution followed by anoptimized reonstrution of all traks.At the beginning of the trak reonstrution the initial T0 of the event is estimated(timing information). The estimate omes from the leading edge of the drift timespetrum for all wires. Next the TGV1 software pakage is alled. This programombines di�erent wires within a drift ell and searhes for three suessive wireshaving a hit, so-alled triplets. Thanks to the inlination of wire planes (≈ 30◦)with respet to the radial diretion, the drift side ambiguity an be solved usingthe riterion of a straight-line trak oming from the interation point. Then airular �t going through the origin is performed for eah triplet and the �ttedirle is haraterized by its urvature κ (inverse of the radius) and its angle ϕat some referene radius (∼ middle of the hamber, in eah hamber CJC1/CJC2separately). Afterward triplets are olleted whih luster in the κϕ plane. Suhtriplet lusters are regarded as trak andidates (for eah hamber separately) andone more a irular �t is performed taking into aount all hits belonging to aluster in onsideration. This �t does not require the nominal interation point, soin addition to its urvature κ and its angle at the origin ϕ0, it is also haraterizedby its distane of losest approah to the nominal interation point (dca). Finally,the mathing of CJC1 and CJC2 �ts is done, the �ts are ombined in order to�nd the traks that go through both hambers. In this way the �fast traks� arereonstruted in the xy-plane, their reonstrution in z is done separately. Thefast trak reonstrution, however, works well only for traks with small urvature(medium or high transverse momentum) and originating near the primary vertex.For the �nal reonstrution of all traks (in H1REC) the already found fast traksare used as seeds. The algorithm �nds hits in roads (1 m wide) around eah fasttrak and repeats the �t. The �t is performed in the xy-plane, the z-development ofthe trak is �tted separately. Traks rossing anode or athode wire planes allow todetermine a trak T0. This T0 information from di�erent traks is histogrammed, andan improved T0 of the event is estimated from the peak position of the histogram.The found traks are then one more improved using this T0 information. The trakreonstrution ontinues by removing all hits used up to now and by searhing forfurther traks with the aim to also reonstrut traks with big urvature and big
dca. Again a triplet searh is done in eah ell using wires with remaining hits andhains of triplets are formed. On found triplet hains a road searh is done, and theambiguity due to mirror hits is solved by using of the two possible solutions the onewith the longer hain. The proedure is ahieved by a irular �t and in this waythe non-vertex �tted traks are reonstruted.Further requirements and the knowledge of the run-dependent interation vertexregion are applied to non-vertex �tted traks in order to identify the traks originat-ing from the primary vertex. After repeating trak �ts with a ommon interation1�Traks à Grande Vitesse�



3.2. SOFTWARE FINDERS AND SIGNAL EXTRACTION 43vertex onstraint, the vertex-�tted trak are obtained. The information from othertraking detetors (COZ, CIP20002, CST3) is taken into aount in order to improvethe z information and the vertex reonstrution.3.2 Software Finders and Signal ExtrationThe di�erent software �nders are part of the H1 objet-oriented analysis framework(H1-OO). This framework is based on the C++ programming language and theROOT software pakage. All �nders whih we will desribe have been developedinside the H1 ollaboration, and the most preise information about them an beobtained diretly from the soure odes of the appropriate lasses.3.2.1 Eletron FinderThe Q2 range studied, 5GeV2 < Q2 < 100GeV2, implies that the eletron is measuredwith the Spaal alorimeter, and therefore we desribe only the eletron �ndingalgorithm for this detetor omponent. The high Q2 eletrons, deteted in the liquidargon alorimeter, are identi�ed using a di�erent software algorithm4.The eletron �nding in Spaal is done by looping over all reonstruted lusters5.The lusters whih have too low energy or are situated at too small Spaal radius,in omparison to given energy and radius thresholds, are �ltered out. For eahremaining luster the θ and ϕ oordinates are alulated with respet to the atualinteration vertex position of the event. Next, the BPC hits are onsidered. In thease where andidate hits are found, the trak position extrapolated into the Spaalis determined. If the distane between this position and the luster baryenter issmaller than 4 cm then the BPC measurement of the trak is taken into aount and
θ and ϕ are realulated. Then CJC traks whih an be assoiated to the lusterare searhed for. Preferentially vertex-�tted traks of high quality6 are assoiated,then vertex-�tted traks of lesser quality7 and �nally also non-vertex-�tted traksare onsidered. In the �nal step a orretion for the beam-tilt8 is applied to the θand ϕ oordinates of the eletron andidates.The eletron andidates found with this proedure are further studied with re-spet to di�erent riteria like luster isolation, luster energy in the hadroni alorime-ter, et., and the resulting information is provided to the user. If more than oneeletron andidate is found, then the andidate with the highest transverse momen-2At the time of writing this hapter the CIP2000 is not used for the trak reonstrution.3CST beoming operational during 2006.4The orresponding software lass is alled H1CreateLArEm and is part of the standard H1-OOframework.5A luster is an objet reonstruted by software algorithms from detetor signals that re�etsthe position and spatial distribution of the energy deposit indued in the alorimeter by an energetipartile.6So-alled �Lee West� traks, a high quality subset of DTRA traks.7So-alled DTRA traks.8The beam-tilt refers to a non-zero angle between the z axis and the beam diretion.



44 CHAPTER 3. RECONSTRUCTION AND MEASUREMENT METHODStum is labeled as the sattered eletron. The eletron identi�ation e�ieny is loseto 100% [54, 55℄. The eletron-�nding algorithm as desribed is implemented inH1CreateSpaalEm and H1CreatePartEm lasses of the H1-OO framework.3.2.2 Energy Flow Algorithm for Hadroni ReonstrutionThe reonstrution of the hadroni �nal state9 is based on the Hadroo2 energy �owalgorithm [56℄. An energy �ow algorithm is haraterized by the ombination ofinformation oming from di�erent detetor omponents, in our ase traking andalorimetri information. Before the algorithm is applied, the input objets - traksand lusters - need to be preseleted.The traks are required to be of good quality (�Lee West traks�, see referene[57℄), and only entral (20◦ < θ < 160◦) and ombined (0◦ < θ < 40◦) traks areaepted. The entral traks are reonstruted using information from the entraltraking detetor only, while the ombined trak reonstrution relies on both, theentral and the forward traking system. In addition, further requirements related todi�erent trak quantities like transverse momentum, starting radius, radial length,et., are applied so to selet only those traks whose reonstrution and measurementis well understood within H1. These requirements di�er for entral and ombinedtraks. A more detailed list of the essential trak uts an be found in referene [56℄.The alorimetri lusters onsidered are those of the Spaal and of the liquid ar-gon alorimeter. Sine the liquid argon alorimeter is non-ompensating, a weightingalgorithm is applied to orret for the on average lower response to hadrons in om-parison to eletrons or photons of the same energy. The weighting is done in theH1REC pakage, however, the lassi�ation of what are hadroni or eletromagnetilusters in the eletromagneti part of the LAr alorimeter is modi�ed in Hadroo2.An important issue is also the noise suppression sine a relatively large amount ofnoise is present in the liquid argon alorimeter (several GeV per event). First, one-ell only lusters and lusters with energy smaller than 0.2 GeV are removed. Thena set of noise and bakground �nders is applied. These �nders (FSCLUS, HALOID,HNOISE, NEWSUP) rejet low energy isolated lusters and also lusters whih aredue to either beam halo partiles or osmi ray muons. Their desription an befound in referene [58℄.The remaining lusters and seleted traks enter the Hadroo2 algorithm whihonstruts hadron andidates (or hadroni objets) by ombining the traks and lus-ters, taking their respetive resolution and geometri overlap into aount, withoutdouble ounting of energy. The algorithm is based on the omparison of the relativeerrors of the trak-based energy measurement σEtrack

Etrack
and the alorimeter-based en-ergy measurement (

σE

E

)
LAr

. The traking measurement is better at low transversemomenta, at high transverse momenta the alorimetri measurement beomes morepreise. It is however not straightforward to ompare these two quantities, sinethe energy measured in the alorimeter an have a ontribution from neutral parti-les. Thus the estimate of (
σE

E

)
LAr expectation

is based on the energy of the trak, i.e.9The hadroni �nal state refers here to all �nal state partiles exept the sattered eletron.
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Figure 3.1: The geometry used in the alulation of Ecylinder.
σE LAr expect.

Etrack
= 0.46√

Etrack[GeV]
, and only then the quantities are ompared.If σEtrack

Etrack
<

σE LAr expect.

Etrack
then the trak measurement is preferred. In this ase oneneeds to take into aount possible alorimetri ontributions from neutral partiles.For this purpose the trak is extrapolated to the surfae of the alorimeter and theenergy Ecylinder is omputed as the sum of all lusters in the overlapping volumeof a 67, 5◦ one and two ylinders of radius 25 cm in the eletromagneti part and

50 cm in the hadroni part of the liquid argon alorimeter (�gure 3.1) . In ordernot to misidentify the hadroni energy �utuation as a neutral partile, one does notompare diretly Ecylinder to Etrack but rather to the quantity
Ẽtrack = Etrack ×
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LAr expectation


 ,whih should exlude a hadroni energy �utuation at 95% C.L. with respet to theestimated error. If Ecylinder < Ẽtrack then the whole energy Ecylinder is subtratedfrom the alorimetri measurement. If Ecylinder > Ẽtrack then only the energy Etrackis subtrated, the rest being regarded as an energy deposit indued by a neutralpartile.If σEtrack

Etrack
>

σE LAr expect.

Etrack
three di�erent possibilities are onsidered

• If (Ecylinder − 1.96 σEcylinder
< Etrack < Ecylinder + 1.96 σEcylinder

) then the twomeasurements are interpreted as ompatible, and the alorimetri measurementis used to de�ne a hadron.
• If (Etrack < Ecylinder − 1.96 σEcylinder

) then neutral partile in addition to thetrak is supposed. The traking information is used, and the energy Ecylinder issubtrated from the alorimetri measurement.
• If (Ecylinder + 1.96 σEcylinder

< Etrack) then the trak is disarded and the alori-metri measurement alone is used to de�ne a hadron.



46 CHAPTER 3. RECONSTRUCTION AND MEASUREMENT METHODSThe lusters and traks not mathing eah other beome partile andidates on thebasis of measurement from one detetor system only. The whole proedure washeked in detail, and it was shown that the noise suppression algorithms workproperly and do not suppress the signal for analyses of exlusive �nal states. Theomparison of the Hadroo2 algorithm with previous algorithms used by H1 demon-strated that the Hadroo2 algorithm e�etively improves the hadroni �nal statereonstrution and resolution, espeially in the high transverse momentum region.3.2.3 Jet FinderThe QCD on�nement implies that free partons are never diretly observed, theyare always bound within hadrons. For a high-momentum parton produed in a hardinteration one however expets the hadronization e�ets to be small in ompari-son with the parton energy, suh that the individual partiles orresponding to agiven parton are expeted to be on�ned within a rather small angular region. Thusone expets to observe streams of partiles, so-alled jets that originate from (high-energy) partons. A high-energy jet is also expeted to well approximate for examplethe energy and the angle of the initiating parton. Jets were for the �rst time visuallyobserved in e+e− ollisions at the PETRA ollider at DESY and their de�nition wasoriginally more or less intuitive. Soon the intuitive approah beame insu�ient. Itwas not lear when lose partile streams should be onsidered as separate jets andwhen they should be merged into one jet. In addition, omparison between exper-iment and theory and between di�erent experiments was requiring a more rigorousapproah. Thus di�erent jet-�nding algorithms were proposed and ontinue to beproposed until today. Most algorithms used nowadays an be split into two groups:one algorithms and lustering algorithms.A good jet algorithm should ful�ll ertain riteria. It should be easily appliableat di�erent levels, e.g. at parton level (the domain of theoretial preditions bypQCD), hadron level (theoretial preditions inluding models for hadronization,hadron level orreted experimental data) or at detetor level (traks, lusters). Thealgorithm should lead to good orrelation between parton and detetor level andshould also be ollinear and infrared safe. This last property refers to the fat thatthe result of a jet-�nding algorithm should not depend on radiation of soft partilesor on a partile splitting into two ollinear partiles. In the experiment, this propertyre�ets as a small dependene of the result on the detetor granularity.In this work we use the so-alled kt-lustering algorithm [59, 60, 61℄ whih ful�llsthe previous riteria. In addition, it has the nie feature of being invariant underboosts along the beam axis, sine it is based on quantities φ (azimuthal angle)and ỹ (rapidity10) that transform simply under suh boosts. The azimuthal angledoes not transform at all and the rapidity de�ned as ỹ = 1
2
ln

(
E+pz

E−pz

) has a simpletransformation rule ỹ → ỹ − tanh−1 β, so that the shape of the rapidity distribution
dN/dỹ is invariant. For high momenta m ≪ p one often approximates the rapidity10The ommon notation is y but in order to avoid a onfusion with the inelastiity we prefer touse ỹ.
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Figure 3.2: Diagrammati representation of the jet-�nding kt lustering algorithm.by the pseudorapidity ỹ ≈ η = − ln tan(θ/2) whih an be diretly related to themeasured angle θ of the partile in the detetor. The kt-lustering algorithm isrepresented by the hart in �gure 3.2. An objet entering the algorithm - a protojet- an be of di�erent nature: a parton, a stable partile or a reonstruted detetorobjet. From among di�erent possibilities, we have hosen the ET -reombinationsheme that treats protojets as massive objets. The distanes di and dij mentionedin the hart are alulated for eah possible protojet pair (inluding the distane ofa protojet to itself) aording to the formulas
dij = min(E2

T,i, E
2
T,j).[(ỹi − ỹj)

2 + (φi − φj)
2]/R2

0,

di = E2
T,i,with R0 being an adjustable parameter related to the opening angle between jets.We use the default value R0 = 1. The merging of two protojets is done by summingup their four-vetors

(px,k, py,k, pz,k, Ek) = (px,i + px,j, py,i + py,j, pz,i + pz,j, Ei + Ej).All other neessary information to understand the algorithm is ontained in thepresented hart.



48 CHAPTER 3. RECONSTRUCTION AND MEASUREMENT METHODS3.2.4 D∗ FinderIn this work we onsider for the D∗ meson reonstrution only the �golden� deayhannel D∗± → D0(0)π±
s → K∓π±π±

s . The mass di�erene mD∗ − (mD0 + mπ) issmall, and so only little kineti energy is available in the D∗ meson deay. Thus,in the D∗ rest frame the D0 meson and the pion are produed almost at rest. Thisimplies that in the laboratory frame the D0 meson arries most of the D∗ energy(beause of its high mass) and the πs only a small fration. Therefore, the pion isreferred to as �slow� and is given the index �s�. The reonstrution of the D∗ mesonrelies on found traks, with the slow pion expeted to be reonstruted as a trakwith large urvature and small transverse momentum pT . At HERA energies theprodued D∗ and D0 mesons do not have enough energy to live long enough suhthat a seondary vertex annot be reonstruted in most of deays11. Therefore inthe D∗ reonstrution one uses only traks originating from the primary vertex.The deay hannel used has a rather small branhing ratio BR(D∗± → K∓π±π±
s )= BR(D∗± → D0π±

s ) × BR(D0 → K∓π±) = (2.546 ± 0.064)% whih ould be seenas a drawbak. On the other hand this hannel allows for lean signal reonstrutionand the ombinatorial bakground12 is within reasonable limits. In addition, insteadusing of the D∗ invariant mass spetrum the so-alled ∆M tagging tehnique [62℄,where ∆M = M(K∓π±π±
s )−M(K∓π±), is applied. In the ∆M spetrum the signalpeak position is near the pion-mass threshold and thus the ombinatorial bakgroundis suppressed. Furthermore, the ∆M tehnique allows for partial anellation ofseveral systemati errors.The �nder algorithm itself is rather simple. It uses all good-quality primary-vertex �tted traks and runs over them in three mutually nested loops so that everythree-trak ombination is onsidered. In the outermost loop every trak is regardedas being a kaon, only a transverse-momentum requirement pT (K) > 0.25 GeV isapplied. In the following loop a pion-andidate trak is assoiated. This trak isrequired to have a transverse momentum pT (π) > 0.25 GeV, and only the orretharge ombination with respet to the kaon andidate is aepted13. The mass ofthe reonstruted D0 meson andidate is required to ful�ll |m(D0

candidate) − m(D0)| <
0.45 GeV. In the innermost loop the slow-pion andidate trak is added. Onemore one requires the right harge ombination with respet to the kaon, and therequirement on the transverse momentum is pT (πs) > 0.07 GeV. Further utson the reonstruted D∗ andidate are m(D∗

candidate) − m(D0
candidate) < 0.17 GeV,

pT (D∗) > 0.7 GeV and the pseudorapidity ut |η(D∗)| < 1.5 is introdued in orderto restrit the reonstrution to the region of the entral traking detetor. Finally,a ommon requirement on the D∗ and the D0 andidates [| m(D0
candidate) − m(D0)| <

0.1GeV OR m(D∗
candidate)−m(D0

candidate) < 0.152GeV] is to disard suh andidatesthat have rather badly reonstruted both, the D0 mass and the D∗D0 mass di�er-11The D∗ mesons deay strongly and thus are short-lived. The D0 mesons deay weakly, buttheir mean lifetime τ = (410.3 ± 1.5) × 10−15s is short.12The ombinatorial bakground arises from three traks that do not ome from the golden-hannel D∗ deay but aidentally ful�ll the riteria of the D∗ �nder.13The wrong-harge ombinations K∓π∓π±
s are also separately reonstruted. They an be usedto estimate the ombinatorial bakground.
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Figure 3.3: Right-harge (left) and wrong-harge (right) ∆M spetra for all HERAII data displayed together with orresponding �ts.ene. If the trak ombination ful�lls all mentioned riteria, a D∗ meson andidate isfound. Sine all three-trak ombinations are onsidered, it is possible to have morethan one D∗ andidate per event.3.2.5 D∗ Signal ExtrationA typial ∆M spetrum resulting from the D∗ �nder with additional requirementson the event (explained later in hapter 4) is presented in �gure 3.3-left. The signalpeak appears near the pion threshold around ∆M ≈ 0.1455 GeV and its approxi-mate width is σ∆M ≈ 0.001 GeV. The signal is superposed on a smooth and risingombinatorial bakground. The most appropriate way of extrating the signal (=the number of D∗s) would probably be done by omparing the measured ∆M spe-trum with the one from a Monte Carlo simulation. If the Monte Carlo model woulddesribe the measured data well, then the signal extration would be rather straight-forward, sine in a Monte Carlo simulation the true D∗ events an be identi�ed. Thismethod is however almost outside the range of our tehnial possibilities, beausethe ombinatorial bakground does not originate from harm physis only but origi-nates also from many other physis hannels. Therefore, this method would require afully inlusive Monte Carlo simulation with very high statistis. An enormous CPUtime would be needed to generate it, and one ould not guarantee that the resultwould desribe the measurement well14. Thus, the signal is extrated by �tting themeasured ∆M spetrum with an appropriate funtion that is a sum of a bakgroundand a signal funtion.The behavior of the bakground an be studied with a wrong-harged ∆M spe-14The traking in the MC simulation atually does not reprodue the data behavior exatly, thesignal peaks in the simulation are usually slightly narrower than in the data.
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Figure 3.4: Right-harge △M distribution for the radiative RAPGAP signal MonteCarlo simulation orresponding to all of HERA II running. The ombinatorial bak-ground is very small but present, the signal asymmetry and non-Gaussian tails anbe observed.trum15, where the signal is not present (�gure 3.3 - right). The funtion
fbg(x) = Nbg(x − mπ)α exp(−βx),where Nbg, α and β are free parameters, desribes the wrong-harged spetrum well.It also desribes well the right-harged spetrum outside the signal region and thus ishosen to be the bakground funtion in our �t. The signal peak might be desribedby a Gaussian-like funtion; a simple Gaussian, however, does not work satisfatorily.It is due to the fat that the signal has larger tails whih are not properly desribedby a simple Gaussian and that the signal shape is asymmetri , the asymmetry beingalso observed in the Monte Carlo simulation. The smooth behavior of the wrong-harged distribution in the tail regions as well as non-Gaussian tails of the peak ina signal Monte Carlo simulation (�gure 3.4) suggest that the tails indeed ontainsignal and thus should be inluded in the �t. The double-Gaussian funtion
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)provides a good desription of the signal region in the right-harged spetrum andthe sum
f(x) = fsig(x) + fbg(x)desribes properly the whole ∆M spetrum. The free parameters of the signalfuntion are15A wrong-harged D∗ andidate is a fake partile reated by ombining a supposed kaon trakwith a pion trak andidate that has an inappropriate (i.e. the same) harge. The two partilestherefore annot ome form a D0 deay and so the spetrum of fake (wrong-harged) D∗ partilesdoes not ontain the signal and allows to study the behavior of the ombinatorial bakground.
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• Atot = A1 + A2 - total area (sum of areas of the two Gaussians) or number of

D∗s,
• A2/Atot - ratio of the area of the seond Gaussian to the total area of the twoGaussians (a single parameter in the �t),
• µ1, µ2 - means of the two Gaussian funtions,
• σ1 - width of the �rst Gaussian,
• σ2/σ1 - ratio of widths (a single parameter in the �t).When extrating the number of D∗ mesons as a funtion of a variable V , then for allevents in a given bin of the V -distribution the ∆M �t is performed, and the signal isextrated. Sine in a single bin of the V -distribution the statistis beomes usuallylow, the parameters A2/Atot, µ1, µ2 and σ2/σ1 are �xed to the values from the �tto all events. The parameters to be �xed were determined studying the behavior of�ts for di�erent distributions; �xing the presented set of parameters allows to avoidwrong �ts aused by statistial �utuations and still allows for enough freedom to �tthe ∆M distribution well. The signal extration for a signal Monte Carlo simulation(whih also ontains a small amount of bakground) is done in a similar way.3.3 Fragmentation Measurement MethodsThe main aim of this thesis is to study the fragmentation of the harm quark into a

D∗ meson in eletron-proton ollisions in the DIS regime. Suh a study requires tode�ne an appropriate variable that is sensitive to the fragmentation proess. Sinefragmentation funtions are related to the momentum fration of the c quark that istransferred to the produed D∗ meson, it seems appropriate to study the fragmen-tation with respet to this momentum fration. Within an experiment it is howeverimpossible to aess diretly the momentum of the initial quark, and therefore ap-proximations need to be done.Charm quark fragmentation has already been studied in several e+e− experiments[63, 64, 65℄. The ommonly used variables are momentum or energy frations
xE =

ED∗√
s/2

,

xP =
|−→p D∗|√

s/4 − m2
D∗

,where s denotes the enter-of-mass (CMS) energy of the eletron-positron system.Suh de�nitions follow straightforwardly from the lowest order harm quark pro-dution diagram (see �gure 3.5) , where a harm quark from the quark-antiquarkpair is in lowest order arrying one half of the CMS energy. The results obtainedby e+e− experiments allowed to study harm fragmentation with quite some pre-ision and led to standard parametrizations of fragmentation funtions. Assuming
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Figure 3.5: The lowest order cc prodution diagram in e+e− ollisions.
universality of fragmentation funtions, these parametrizations were later used alsoin eletron-proton ollisions without studying in all detail the orretness of suh anextrapolation.In eletron-proton ollisions at HERA we an hardly ompete with some of thementioned experiments from the point of view of statistis. On the other hand, wehave the unique possibility to study the fragmentation universality by heking theompatibility of our results with those of e+e− experiments. The de�nition of an ob-servable is however less straightforward ompared to e+e− experiments.. In the BGFproess (see �gure 1.8) the CMS energy of the produed quark-antiquark pair is not�xed and thus it is not possible to ompare the measured D∗ momentum with some�xed momentum. It would appear desirable to make the study in the gluon-photonrest frame. The CMS energy in this frame would not be �xed either but other-wise the situation would be similar to the situation in e+e−ollisions, beause theprodued harm quarks would have bak-to-bak oriented momenta. Unfortunately,the experimental onstraints do not allow us to get preise enough information toperform a boost into this frame. Thus, we do our study in the photon-proton enter-of-mass frame (often referred to as the γP frame), where at least for the leadingorder diret BGF proess, negleting any transverse momentum of the initial gluonand �nal-state gluon radiation, the transverse momenta of the c and c quarks arebalaned. The available CMS energy W an be alulated from the event kinemat-is, see setion 1.2.1. The quark pair is mostly produed in the photon diretionsine, supposing the resolved-photon ontribution to be minor, the photon entersthe interation with its whole momentum, whereas the proton interats via a gluonwhih typially arries only a small fration of the proton momentum.In this work we de�ne two observables, both in the γP frame, in order to ross-hek the ompatibility of the results oming from them. We replae in the frag-mentation analysis the four-vetors of the three deay partiles K∓π±π±

s by theorresponding four-vetor of the D∗ andidate. This is done in order to avoid situa-tions where the deay partiles are found in di�erent event hemispheres or di�erentjets.
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zFigure 3.6: Shemati representation of the harm prodution in the γP frame viathe BGF proess. Arrows denote partile momenta.3.3.1 Hemisphere MethodThe hemisphere method is based on the global event topology in the γP frame (�g-ure 3.6). We use the fat that the cc quark momenta are in some approximationtransversely balaned, allowing to divide the whole momentum spae into two hemi-spheres. To do so we onsider the momenta of all reonstruted partiles and �rstlyexlude those whih point in the diretion of the proton (i.e. the z omponent oftheir momentum is negative). In this way we disard partiles whih are usually notoriginating from the cc quark pair, but whih are part of the proton remnant and theinitial parton shower. A Monte Carlo study using the RAPGAP event generator wasdone in [66℄16 and demonstrated the orretness of this requirement. Sine we expeta bak-to-bak topology in the transverse diretion, we onsider the projetions ofall remaining partile momenta onto a plane perpendiular to the z-axis and de�ne17a two-dimensional thrust variable with respet to an arbitrary axis in this plane
T =

∑
i

∣∣∣p∗i‖
∣∣∣

∑
i |p∗i |

.Then the axis maximizing T = Tmax is found. A ompletely isotropi event wouldhave Tmax = 0.5, an event with an ideal bak-to-bak topology would have Tmax = 1(see �gure 3.7). With the thrust axis found one an de�ne a plane orthogonal toit and whih an be used to split the original plane ontaining the partile proje-tions into two hemispheres. We refer to the hemisphere ontaining the D∗ as the�D∗ hemisphere�, to the seond hemisphere as the �other hemisphere�. We �nallyonstrut our observable
zhem =

(E∗ + p∗L)D∗

∑
i∈hem E∗

i +
∣∣∣
∑

i∈hem

−→
p∗i

∣∣∣
,where the summation in the denominator is done over all partiles of the D∗ hemi-sphere that propagate in the photon diretion and p∗L is the longitudinal omponent16Measurement of harm fragmentation at HERA using 2000 data.17We use the supersript * to design variables whih are de�ned in the γP frame.
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Figure 3.7: Plane orthogonal to the z-axis in the γP frame with projetions ofpartile momenta. The thrust axis (dashed line) and the plane orthogonal to thethrust axis (full line) are indiated.of the D∗ momentum with respet to the momentum of the whole hemisphere. Thislight one de�nition of the zhem observable has the advantage of being invariant un-der a boost along the D∗ hemisphere diretion. The hemisphere method has by itsonstrution the tendeny to sum up all gluon radiation in the D∗ hemisphere.In this thesis the distribution of the zhem observable will be studied for twodata samples. For one sample we ask the D∗ to be ontained within a jet having
E∗

T (D∗ jet) > 3 GeV, for the other sample this requirement is not made18. Thisstudy is motivated by the results of a previous fragmentation analysis [66℄, whihsuggest that the MC models fail to desribe the data at harm prodution threshold.Demanding the presene of a D∗ jet with an E∗
T above some minimalE∗

T is expeted toselet events where the harm quarks are produed further away from the produtionthreshold ompared to when no D∗ jet is required. The minimum E∗
T of 3 GeV ishosen to be the same as in the jet method (see the following setion). To distinguishbetween the two data sets we will use two di�erent notations, zhem when referring tothe inlusive sample and z

(jet)
hem when referring to the sample with a D∗ jet.3.3.2 Jet MethodIn the jet method the harm quark momentum is approximated by the momentumof the jet that ontains the D∗ meson. The observable is naturally de�ned19 as

zjet =
(E∗ + p∗L)D∗

(E∗ + p∗)jet
,18The data samples are not independent, one is a subset of the other.19This de�nition is driven by the de�nition of fragmentation variable in the Lund string frag-mentation model, see setion 1.3.3.



3.4. UNFOLDING METHODS 55where E∗ and p∗ are energies and momenta in the γP frame and p∗L is the D∗momentum omponent parallel to the jet axis. Jets are reonstruted using the kt-lustering algorithm (setion 3.2.3). In order to ensure a good quark-jet orrelationthe jet is required to have a transverse energy E∗
T (D∗ jet) > 3 GeV.Unlike the hemisphere method, the jet method sums up only gluon radiationwith small transverse momentum with respet to the jet axis, gluon radiation withhigh pT may be reonstruted as a separate jet. One thus expets the hemisphereobservable to be more analogous to the e+e− observables than the jet observable.One should also notie that unlike the hemisphere observable, the jet observablemay not be de�ned for every event with a D∗ andidate, sine there might not be areonstruted jet with a transverse energy high enough.3.4 Unfolding MethodsThe aim of experimental work in the area of elementary partile ollisions is to mea-sure observable quantities of partiles as they emerge from ollisions; in our asethe quantities are zhem and zjet. This task is not straightforward, beause measur-ing devies are not ideal and generally distort the original distribution that is to bemeasured. We will refer to the original �true� distribution as the �hadron level� dis-tribution and to the atually measured distribution by the detetor as the �detetorlevel� distribution. The imperfetions of the detetor are due to its �nal granularity,to the inative materials inside the detetor (supporting strutures, eletronis), tothe imperfet alibration, limited geometri aeptane and other e�ets. Some ofthese e�ets an be orreted only with help of a Monte Carlo program where theyare simulated. In suh a simulation the di�erent e�ets an be quanti�ed and or-retion fators for the measured data an be extrated. Let us suppose we measurea distribution d in bins labeled by an integer. Thought-out this setion we will usethe following notations

• dHL, Data
i - number of entries in the ith bin of the measured distribution athadron level. The extration of these numbers is our aim.

• dDL, Data
i - number of entries in the ith bin of the measured distribution at dete-tor level. These numbers are obtained in the atual experimental measurementby the detetor.

• dHL, Mc
i - number of entries in the ith bin of the Monte Carlo distribution athadron level.

• dDL, Mc
i - number of entries in the ith bin of the Monte Carlo distribution atdetetor level.Negleting a possible bakground, the response of the detetor an be, with the helpof Monte Carlo simulation, expressed in the form of a response matrix

dDL, Mc
i =

N∑

j=0

Rijd
HL, Mc
j .



56 CHAPTER 3. RECONSTRUCTION AND MEASUREMENT METHODSWith the response matrix obtained from MC simulations the hadron level distribu-tion an be determined using data
dHL, Data

i =
N∑

j=0

(
R−1

)
ij

dDL, Data
j .This straightforward method may work in ertain ases, in pratie, however, theresults are usually unsatisfatory. This is due to the fat that matrix inversion isoften lose to an ill-de�ned problem, i.e. it is sensitive to the statistial �utuationsof the measured distribution and may lead to a strongly �utuating resulting distri-bution with huge error bars in eah bin. This �unfolding problem� is to be solvedby an appropriate proedure, and sine one annot get �something for nothing� anadditional a priori knowledge must be used. One often requires a ertain level of�smoothness� for the unfolded distribution. In the following paragraphs we presentthree proedures that are ommonly used for orreting the measured data to thehadron level. It is worth to mention that all orretion methods rely entirely on theorret desription of the detetor e�ets by the Monte Carlo simulation.3.4.1 Bin-by-Bin MethodThe bin-by-bin method is a very basi method of orreting the measured data tohadron level. One may be relutant to all it unfolding, sine it takes into aountonly e�ieny related e�ets of the detetor. For eah bin a orretion fator Ciis extrated from the Monte Carlo simulation Ci = dDL, Mc

i /dHL, Mc
i and this orre-tion fator is applied to the data dHL, Data

i = dDL, Data
i /Ci. It an be regarded as anunfolding proedure with Rij = Ciδij .The bin-by-bin proedure usually provides smooth hadron level distribution with-out big error bars, but its use is justi�ed only when migrations between di�erent binsare small or perfetly desribed by the Monte Carlo program. This is usually studiedusing the Monte Carlo simulation by onsidering purity and stability distributions.Their de�nitions are as follows

• purity in bin i: Pi =
dDL&HL, Mc

i

dDL, Mc
i

,

• stability in bin i: Si =
dDL&HL, Mc

i

dHL, Mc
i

,where dDL&HL, Mc
i denotes the number of those events that were both generated(hadron level) and reonstruted (detetor level) in bin i. One usually requiresthe purity to be above 40% in eah bin. One might adjust the bin limits in order toimprove the purity and stability in individual bins in order to make the bin-by-binmethod valid.3.4.2 Singular Value Deomposition (SVD)This approah to data unfolding is based on the singular value deomposition of theresponse matrix. It an be regarded as a deomposition of the unfolded distribution



3.4. UNFOLDING METHODS 57into a basis of vetors of di�erent frequenies. Implementing an a priori requirementof smoothness of the unfolded distribution by introduing a regularization parameter
τ allows highly osillating omponents of the solution to be suppressed, and thus theresult beomes less sensitive to statistial �utuations of the measured distribution.The method is desribed in detail in referene [67℄.In singular value deomposition a real matrix R is fatorized into a produt ofmatries

R = USV T ,where U and V are orthogonal matries UT U = UUT = V T V = V V T = I and Sis a diagonal matrix Sij = siδij with si > 0. The numbers si are alled �singularvalues� of the matrix R, and the olumns of the matries U and V are alled leftand right �singular vetors� of the matrix R respetively. As already mentioned, anon-regularized unfolding of an experimental distribution is equivalent to solving thelinear system
RdHL, Data = dDL, Data,written now in the matrix form. If the matrix or the right-hand side (r.h.s) of thesystem of equations have a ertain level of unertainty and some of the singularvalues of R are signi�antly smaller than others, then the system is ill-de�ned anddi�ult to solve. For this reason regularization is needed. The whole SVD proedureis done in several steps.

• The system is normalized, a hange of the variable wi = dHL, Data
i /dHL, Mc

i isperformed. The system an be rewritten in the form
R̃w = dDL, Data,where R̃ij = Rijd

HL, Mc
j . This step is motivated by two reasons. Firstly, theratio dHL, Data

i /dHL, Mc
i expresses the deviation of the distribution to be unfoldedfrom the hadron level Monte Carlo distribution. If we believe that the initialMonte Carlo distribution is lose to the reality then the migrations in the vari-able w should be small. Seondly, the matrix elements R̃ij are not interpretedas probability, but rather ontain the atual number of events that migratefrom the bin i to the bin j. This allows to suppress the in�uene of poorlypopulated matrix elements, if there are any.

• The equations are resaled with respet to the orrelation matrix of the mea-sured variable so that eah equation in the system has the same weight. If theerrors of the measured distribution are purely statistial, then the orrelationmatrix is diagonal, and the resaling is equivalent to dividing eah equationof the system by the orresponding error ∆dDL, Data
i . If the orrelation matrixis not diagonal, the resaling is slightly more ompliated; it is desribed inreferene [67℄. The proedure a�ets the response matrix and the r.h.s of thesystem. The new system an be formally rewritten as

R̂w = d̂DL, Data.
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• Regularization is introdued by rede�ning the system of equations

[
R̂C−1

√
τ × I

]
Cw =

[
d̂DL, ,Data

0

]
, (3.1)where C is a matrix approximating the seond derivative operator, and τ isthe regularization parameter. If τ = 0 then the exat, non-regularized solutionis obtained, if τ → ∞, then the input hadron-level Monte Carlo distributionomes out as solution. The regularized system an be solved using the singularvalue deomposition of the matrix R̂C−1, and the solution of the regularizedsystem an be expressed in terms of the �non-regularized� solution. This ex-pression (see referene [67℄) makes expliit the role of the parameter τ ; it atsas a (smooth) ut-o� parameter to suppress quikly osillating singular ve-tors in the solution. Solving 3.1 yields the unfolded experimental distribution

dHL, Data.Before applying the SVD method to the measured data one needs to hoose anappropriate value for the parameter τ . We studied the statistial signi�ane of theoe�ients with whih the singular vetors are ombined into the solution and set
τ to be the square of the singular value that orresponds to the least osillatingsingular vetor, whose oe�ient is ompatible with zero taking into onsiderationits error (see referene [67℄).3.4.3 Bayesian Iterative ApproahThe Bayesian iterative approah is based on probability onsiderations and the Bayestheorem. It is desribed in referene [68℄. Let us use the notation �bi� to expressthat an event belongs to the ith bin of a given distribution. Keeping the notationsfrom the previous setion one an write down the Bayes theorem relevant for ourpurposes

P (bHL, Data
i |bDL, Data

j ) =
P (bDL, Data

j |bHL, Data
i ) × P (bHL, Data

i )
∑

l P (bDL, Data
j |bHL, Data

l ) × P (bHL, Data
l )

, (3.2)with P designating probabilities. The aim is to unfold the distribution P (bHL, Data)and, sine one relies on Monte Carlo simulation for the detetor e�ets, the assump-tion P (bDL, Data
j |bHL, Data

i ) ≡ P (bDL, Mc
j |bHL, Mc

i ) is made for the whole unfolding proe-dure. The approah is iterative, and thus one needs to hoose an initial probabilitydistribution P0(b
HL, Data). An obvious hoie is to take P0(b

HL, Data) = P (bHL, Mc), butin priniple any initial distribution an be used (for example uniform distribution).The various steps at eah (kth) iteration are:
• Using formula 3.2 and the probability distribution Pk(b

HL, Data) alulate Pk(b
HL, Data
i |bDL, Data

j ).
• Calulate the number of events in bins at hadron level

dHL, Data
(k) i = (1/εi).

∑

j

dDL, Data
j .Pk(b

HL, Data
i |bDL, Data

j ) ,
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∑

j P (bDL, Data
j |bHL, Data

i ) ≡
∑

j P (bDL, Mc
j |bHL, Mc

i ).
• Compute the total number of events at hadron level dHL, Data

(k), tot =
∑

i d
HL, Data
(k) iand the new probability distribution at hadron level

Pk+1(b
HL, Data
i ) = dHL, Data

(k) i /dHL, Data
(k), tot .

• From Pk+1(b
HL, Data) determine the distribution dHL, Data

(k+1) (see two �rst steps)and, on the basis of a χ2 omparison between the distributions dHL, Data
(k) and

dHL, Data
(k+1) , deide to ontinue with another iteration or stop with dHL, Data

(k+1) as theunfolded distribution.It an be shown that in eah iterative step the distribution Pk+1(b
HL, Data) lies between

P0(b
HL, Data) and the true distribution. The error treatment is desribed in referene[68℄ and, sine also in this method huge statistial �utuations appear after a bignumber of iterations, one needs to stop the iterative proedure at the right time; thenumber of iterative steps an be regarded as an integer regularization parameter.We determine the number of iterative steps by omputing the χ2: the unfoldeddistributions obtained in the iterative proess tend to onverge quikly and after fewiterations the di�erenes between dHL, Data

(k) and dHL, Data
(k+1) beome tiny. Calulating

χ2[dHL, Data
(k) , dHL, Data

(k+1) ], we stop to iterate when further iterations start to have smallimpat on the unfolded distribution.3.5 Reonstrution of the Event KinematisA good reonstrution of the kinemati variables of the event (see setion 1.2.1) isimportant for our study. It is due to obvious reasons (e.g. orret measurementwithin the visible range) but also due to the fat that fragmentation observablesare determined in the γP frame, where the preision of the boost into this frameis given by the preision of the kinematis reonstrution. Even though the protonremnant annot be measured, the measurement of eletron and �nal state hadronquantities in the detetor provides enough information to reonstrut the kinematis.The kinematis is atually over-onstrained by the available measured data, andtherefore several di�erent reonstrution methods [69℄ are possible. They are basedon the measured energy Ee and angle θe of the sattered eletron, or on the energy
EX and the angle θX of the hadroni �nal state (see �gure 3.8). The most ommonmethods are the eletron method (using Ee and θe), the method by Jaquet-Blondel(using EX and θX) or the double angle method (using θe and θX). In this analysisthe onventional eletron method is hosen whih provides a very good Q2 and yresolution, it beomes less preise at low y (y < 0.1) where other methods beomeompetitive. The kinemati variables, expressed in terms of Ee and θe, are

ye = 1 − Ee

2Ei
e

(1 − cos θe),
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Figure 3.8: De�nition of variables used in the reonstrution of the event kinematis.
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.



Chapter 4Data SeletionIn this hapter the data seletion is presented, starting from general onsiderationsand followed by more detailed tehnial requirements. The fous here lies on theseletion and not on the desription of data by Monte Carlo models. With theseletion riteria desribed in the present hapter, approximately 16 600 D∗ partilesare reonstruted for the whole HERA II running period (see �gure 3.3-left).4.1 Running Periods and LuminositiesThe study of harm quark fragmentation into D∗ mesons is based on data olletedby the H1 detetor during the HERA II running period, i.e. during the years 2004- 2007. For the purpose of more detailed investigations this period is divided into�ve subperiods. The division is naturally driven by hanges of the detetor (majorshutdowns and upgrades) and of running onditions (positron vs. eletron) that mayhave in�uened the data olleted. Showing that all these e�ets are su�iently wellsimulated by Monte Carlo simulations for the �ve subperiods, one an orret themeasured data for a possible period dependenies.The D∗ mesons were identi�ed via the �golden� deay hannel into K∓π±π±
s .The events were seleted by the subtrigger s61 - a level 1 subtrigger desribed insetion 4.2. The total integrated luminosity olleted by the H1 detetor needs to beorreted for trigger e�ets, sine the subtrigger was disabled for ertain runs andhad oasionally a small presale fator applied.In addition, in our run seletion we inlude only those runs whih are labeledas being of a �good� or �medium� quality1 and during whih all major subdetetorswere operational (CJC1, CJC2, Spaal, Liquid Argon Calorimeter, Time-of-Flightand Veto Systems, Luminosity System).The established division into running periods as well as the trigger orretedintegrated luminosities that have been olleted in the seleted runs are presented intable 4.1.1A run at H1 is an arti�ial time period (∼ tens of minutes) during the HERA aelerator �ll(∼ many hours) when all detetor and data taking settings remain unhanged. The quality of arun takes into aount the general detetor performane and data taking onditions.61



62 CHAPTER 4. DATA SELECTIONRunning Period Integrated Luminosity
2004 e+ 50.6 pb−1

2004 e− and 2005 e− 112.3 pb−1

2006 e− 59.2 pb−1

2006 e+ 86.2 pb−1

2007 e+ 45.8 pb−1All HERA II 354.1 pb−1Table 4.1: Running periods with orresponding luminosities orreted for high volt-age e�ieny and trigger presales.4.2 Data Online Seletion by TriggerThe de�nition of the subtrigger s61 whih is used to trigger on D∗ events was notstable during the whole HERA II running. It an, however, be shematially writtenin the form
s61 = (Spacal Part) && (Track Trigger Part) && (V ETO Part) ,where a logial AND is denoted by &&.4.2.1 Spaal Trigger ElementsThe Spaal eletron trigger at level 1 [70℄ is based on a �sliding window� tehnique.In this method overlapping trigger towers are de�ned, eah trigger tower onsistingof 4 × 4 eletromagneti ells. The trigger towers overlap in both x and y dire-tions so that an eletron luster is well ontained within at least one trigger tower.The trigger ondition requires that at least one trigger tower energy is above a giventhreshold; three thresholds have been implemented. The Spaal trigger element om-bination entering the s61 subtrigger was stable during the whole HERA II running.It ombines two trigger elements using a logial OR

Spacal Part = SPCLe_IET > 2 || SPCLe_IET_Cen_3 ,where SPCLe_IET refers to a logial OR performed on all Spaal trigger towerenergies and it is oded in two bits in order to provide the threshold information.The trigger element SPCLe_IET_Cen_3 is a logial OR from Spaal trigger towersin the entral IET region2 with the highest threshold ondition. During the HERAII running was the highest trigger threshold set to 9 GeV.4.2.2 Trak Trigger ElementsThe trak trigger elements related to the subtrigger s61 were based on trigger infor-mation from CJC1 and CJC2. However, the trigger design hanged onsiderably in2Spaal is for triggering purposes divided into 25 so-alled IET (Inlusive Eletron Trigger)regions, eah IET region ontaining a ertain number of trigger towers.
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Track Trigger Part = Trigger Element Time PeriodDCRPh_THig 2004 - January 2005FTT_mul_T>2 January 2005FTT_mul_T>1 January-February 2005FTT_mul_Td>0 February 2005 - 2007Table 4.2: Trak trigger elements inluded in the subtrigger s61 during the HERAII running period.January 2005, when the DCrφ trigger [71℄ was replaed by the more powerful FTT.In addition, the trigger elements from the FTT, inluded in s61 were modi�ed twieat the beginning of the FTT running, but only short time periods are a�eted, afterwhih the FTT trigger elements remained unhanged until the end of the HERA IIrunning. The hanges in s61 related to the trak trigger elements are summarizedin table 4.2.

• The DCrφ trigger was based on signals oming from seven wire layers of theCJC1 and three layers of the CJC2. These signals were ompared with ap-proximately 10 000 pre-de�ned signal patterns expeted for traks originatingfrom the origin. The DCRPh_THig trigger element was set, if a trak withtransverse momentum pT > 800 MeV was found.
• The FTT trigger at level 1 used information from twelve wire layers of theCJC1 and CJC2. These wire layers were organized by three into so-alledtrigger layers, three trigger layers were situated in the CJC1 and one in theCJC2. The wires of a given trigger layer within one drift ell were alled atrigger ell. The trigger deision at level 1 used only rφ information fromhits measured in trigger layers. Signals oming from individual trigger ellswere ompared with pre-de�ned masks, and if a math was found so-alledtrak segment together with its κφ information was onsidered. Coinidenesbetween di�erent trak segments were searhed for using the �sliding window�tehnique in the κφ plane. If a oinidene between at least two out of fourpossible segments was found, a trak andidate was onstruted. The triggerdeision was based on the number of traks above a given threshold. In ourase the trigger element de�nitions were1. FTT_mul_T>2: At least 3 traks with pT > 400 MeV.2. FTT_mul_T>1: At least 2 traks with pT > 400 MeV.3. FTT_mul_Td>0: At least one trak with pT > 900 MeV.4.2.3 VETO Trigger ElementsThe VETO trigger elements inluded in the subtrigger s61 kept hanging during theHERA II period. Their aim was to �lter out bakground, mainly beam-gas and beam-wall events. In the ase of s61 these trigger elements were based on the time-of-�ight



64 CHAPTER 4. DATA SELECTION(TOF) measurements, i. e. events ourring outside of the interation time windowwere not aepted. Sine the interation time window provides a lear and simplerejetion riterion, the TOF VETO is onsidered to be safe and e�ient. On theother hand it may happen that a good event is rejeted beause of a di�erent event(presumably a bakground event) happening near in time and triggering the TOFVETO. These e�ets3 need to be taken into aount in a ross setion measurement,however, in this analysis we are only onerned with the shape of distributions andnot their absolute normalization. Sine one does not expet the pile-up bakgroundto be orrelated with the physis of the event, the results we obtain are not a�etedby a possible TOF VETO �ine�ieny�.In August 2006 a CIP VETO ondition was added to s61. This step was taken,beause of large bakgrounds aused by late proton satellite bunhes4 in the protonbeam. The ondition !( CIP_mul > 11 && CIP_sig == 0 ) rejets all events thathave a high trak multipliity (>11), and yet the signi�ane of the entral peak inthe z-vertex histogram is small (as reonstruted from the CIP).The study of trigger e�ienies for di�erent parts of the subtrigger s61 is pre-sented in setion 5.2.4.3 O�ine SeletionBy de�nition the o�ine seletion annot improve the measured data. It an, however,rejet bakground events and selet events of good quality that ful�ll our phase spaerequirements and orrespond to the deay hannel under study.4.3.1 Z-position of Interation VertexThe longitudinal size of the interation region was driven by the proton bunh length(σz ≈ 13 cm), the eletron bunh length was muh smaller (σz ≈ 2 cm). For �xedbeam parameters the zvertex distribution was approximately Gaussian and the meanposition varied by about 1 cm from �ll to �ll. The beams were foused so as toollide lose to nominal interation vertex and therefore it is meaningful to restrainthe z -position of the reonstruted event vertex to the entral detetor area. Firstly,this way one an rejet bakground events that do not originate from eletron-protonollisions. Seondly, one expets the outgoing partiles to be well ontained in thedetetor and thus well measured and reonstruted, whih might not be the asefor events ourring outside of the entral detetor region. In this analysis therequirement −35 cm < zvertex < 35 cm is applied.3Typially the �ine�ieny� indued by the TOF VETO reahes ouple of perents (∼ 1− 3%),see referenes [72, 54℄.4The proton bunhes were designed to have approximately Gaussian shape. Proton satellitebunhes were additional protons situated in tail regions of the main bunhes ausing deviationsfrom the overall Gaussian shape of the bunhes.



4.3. OFFLINE SELECTION 65Quantity Seletion CriteriaEletron energy Ee > 11 GeVz -Position of the eletron lusterbaryenter zcluster > −180 cmEnergy in the hadroni part of the Spaal EHad. Spacal
e < 0.5 GeVFration of the eletron energy in thehadroni part of the Spaal EHad. Spacal

e

Ee
< 0.03Relative di�erene between the energy ofthe isolation one and the energy of theeletron luster EIso. Cone−Ee

Ee
< 0.1Table 4.3: Requirements on an eletron andidate. For more detailed explanationrefer to the text.4.3.2 Eletron Quality RequirementsThe sattered eletron andidate as provided by the eletron �nder (setion 3.2.1)ful�lls only the very basi quality riteria. In order to rejet photoprodution bak-ground5, aept only events that allow for reliable kinematis reonstrution andavoid a wrong energy measurement or trigger ine�ienies, further quality riteriaon the reonstruted eletron are applied. Some of these riteria apply to eah ele-tron andidate as suh, some of them are detetor-related and take into aount thepresene of areas in the Spaal whih su�ered from a bad energy measurement dueto dead or misalibrated ells and/or from trigger ine�ienies. In addition to theSpaal also the BPC e�ieny was low for some time periods during the HERA IIrunning whih also a�ets the reonstrution of the sattered eletron.General CriteriaThe riteria related to measured quantities of the sattered eletron are summarizedin table 4.3. The ut on the eletron energy is mainly driven by the Spaal triggere�ieny, whih dereases towards low energies. The following three riteria, the z-position of the eletron luster baryenter and the energy and the frational energymeasured in the hadroni Spaal in the diretion of the eletron andidate, re�et theexpetation for an eletron luster to be well ontained in the eletromagneti partof the Spaal. The last riterion involves an isolation one, a suitably de�ned onearound the eletron luster, that may, in addition to the eletron luster, ontainsome energy deposition. For a preise eletron energy measurement one expets theeletron luster to be separated in spae - an energy deposit nearby introdues anambiguity on whether it is indeed originating from the eletron and should ontributeto the eletron energy or not.5By photoprodution bakground one understands events, where the eletron satters undera very small angle and esapes down the beam pipe, and a hadron measured in the detetor ismisidenti�ed as the sattered eletron.
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Figure 4.1: Spaal �duial uts in �ve di�erent run periods. The exluded areas arewhite.Spaal Fiduial CutsThe Spaal areas su�ering from misalibrated, dead or trigger ine�ient ells areexluded by applying �duial uts. The measurement of trigger e�ienies willbe explained in setion 5.2. The areas leading to wrong energy measurements areidenti�ed by detetor experts (list of dead ells) and by omparing the measuredenergy of the eletron in the Spaal with the eletron energy omputed with the�double angle� method (see setion 3.5). In general, the areas with biased energymeasurements were usually situated near the beam pipe, where leakage of the lusterenergy out of the inner Spaal modules is to be expeted. Therefore, for eah period(see table 4.1) an appropriate irular or elliptial radial ut on the innermost Spaalregion is applied. The other dead, misalibrated or trigger ine�ient areas wereusually also situated in the inner Spaal region, sine this region su�ered most fromhigh synhrotron radiation. The Spaal performane was rather bad during the year2004, beame better in 2005, and the detetor was in a very good shape duringthe years 2006 and 2007. The performane depended on both, running onditionsand hardware repairs, the major repairs took plae during the winter 2005/2006shutdown. The �duial uts are de�ned with respet to run numbers and so anhange during a run period. However, this is the ase for only a few of them, thestable uts are visualized in �gure 4.1.



4.3. OFFLINE SELECTION 67BPC TreatmentInformation from the BPC is, if available, used when de�ning an eletron andidate,however, requiring it for every event would lead to an important loss of statistisbeause of insu�ient spatial aeptane of the BPC with respet to the Spaal.Thus, the question of BPC e�ieny arises. We de�ne the BPC e�ieny to be theratio of the number of events with a sattered eletron andidate within the BPCaeptane and with BPC information to the total number of events with a satteredeletron andidate within the BPC aeptane
εBPC =

# events(BPC acceptance AND BPC information)

# events(BPC acceptance)
.This e�ieny is presented for di�erent run periods in �gure 4.2. Eah histogrambin ontains a given number of events that is �xed for eah period; the bins are �lledprogressively starting from the �rst one respeting the time sequene of the events.One noties that the BPC e�ieny was low in the year 2004 and at the beginningof 2005 as well as at the end of the year 2007. In order to avoid the usage of BPCinformation for periods with doubtful BPC performane, all eletron quantities arerealulated for these periods using the Spaal measurement only6. We did thisfor all runs with Run Number < 411288 (2004 and 2005) and for all runs having

Run Number > 499811 (2007).4.3.3 Seletion with Respet to Event Kinemati VariablesEnergy and Longitudinal MomentumFour-momentum onservation implies that the quantity E − pz is onserved in eahevent. In the initial state only the proton and the eletron are present. Negletingthe partile masses (E ≈ pz) one an write
(E − pz)initial = (E − pz)p + (E − pz)e = 2Ee ≈ 55 GeV.In the �nal state one needs to sum over all �nal-state partiles

(E − pz)final = (E − pz)e, final +
∑

i6=e

(E − pz)i, final.From the onservation law (E−pz)initial = (E−pz)final one expets (E−pz)final =
2Ee. The measurement, however, su�ers from resolution e�ets and, in general,not all partiles are measured in the detetor and therefore a value di�ering fromthe expetation an be obtained when reonstruting (E − pz)final from the detetorinformation. The partiles that are usually not measured in the detetor are thoseoriginating from the proton remnant, whih in most ases satter under small anglesand go down the beam pipe. The small sattering angle means that the z -omponentof their momenta is dominant and thus their ontribution to the sum ∑

i6=e(E −6The kinemati variables reonstruted from the eletron quantities were also reomputed.
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Figure 4.2: BPC e�ieny in HERA II. Bins of histograms ontain a onstant numberof events that have the sattered eletron within the BPC aeptane.
pz)i, final is small. Therefore, to a good approximation one still expets E − pz ≈
55GeV, where the eletron is supposed to be measured in the bakward alorimeter.The quantity E − pz is interesting from the point of view of bakground suppres-sion. If, in a photoprodution event, the sattered eletron leaves the interationunder a small angle disappearing in the beam pipe and a hadron misidenti�ed assattered eletron is reonstruted in the Spaal, then E − pz is strongly shifted to-wards small values allowing for a good separation between DIS and photoprodution.For a small fration of events is E − pz signi�antly above 55 GeV. Suh values an-not be explained by partiles not measured in the detetor or by resolution e�ets,but rather point to a poor event reonstrution. To avoid badly reonstruted eventsand suppress the photoprodution bakground, we selet only events that ful�ll

40 GeV < E − pz < 75 GeV.Phase Spae RequirementsIn this work the study of harm fragmentation is restrited to the phase spae region
5 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2and

0.05 < y < 0.6.



4.3. OFFLINE SELECTION 69Quantity Requirement
pT (D∗) > 1.5 GeV and < 15.0 GeV
pT (πs) > 0.12 GeV

pT (K) + pT (π) > 2.0 GeV
|m(D0

candidate) − m(D0)| < 0.07 GeVTable 4.4: Seletion riteria on D∗ andidates with respet to reonstruted momentaand invariant masses.The �rst ondition - the DIS regime - is driven by the Spaal geometrial aeptane,sine Q2 and the eletron sattering angle are strongly orrelated. One ould think ofstudying harm fragmentation also in the photoprodution regime. However, beforethe FTT was implemented there were no appropriate triggers that would allow totrigger on D∗ events with high e�ieny.The lower limit of 0.05 on the inelastiity y is due to deteriorating resolution ofthe �eletron method� (setion 3.5); this method beomes less preise at lower y. Theupper limit in y is related to the minimal eletron energy requirement. A higher ylimit would lead to a poorly populated high-y phase spae region, sine y and theeletron energy are strongly orrelated. In addition, this ut suppresses events whihsu�er from large orretions due to QED e�ets.4.3.4 Seletion of D∗ EventsThe seletion of D∗ events is based on the D∗ �nder desribed in setion 3.2.4. Allevents with at least one D∗ andidate are onsidered, and further requirements areapplied so as to improve the signal to bakground ratio. Sine only the D∗-daughterpartiles (K∓π±π±
s ) are diretly observed in the detetor, most of the followingriteria are related them.Requirements on Reonstruted Momenta and Invariant MassesWe mention here only the requirements that are tighter than those in the D∗ �nder.They are summarized in table 4.4. The tighter ut on the reonstruted invariantmass of the D0 andidate straightforwardly rejets additional bakground. Also theuts on the transverse momenta are related to signal enhanement and bakgroundsuppression and have been used in most of the H1 D∗ analyses. In priniple theyould be lowered; the orresponding e�et was studied on all HERA II data. Theuts were lowered in a onsistent way, respeting their mutual orrelations7, down to

pT (D∗) > 0.8 GeV, pT (πs) > 0.07 GeV and pT (K) + pT (π) > 1.1 GeV, whih is loseto the limits imposed by the D∗ �nder. One observes that the expeted inreaseof the signal (approximately 20%) is strongly penalized by a muh larger rise ofthe ombinatorial bakground (approximately 180%) with the �nal e�et of a biggerrelative error, i. e. (σ#D∗/#D∗)Higher Cuts = 0.0225 < 0.0281 = (σ#D∗/#D∗)Lower Cuts(see also �gures 3.3-left and 4.3). Sine the relative error is the relevant quantity7For orrelation plots of these quantities see for example referene [51℄.
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Figure 4.3: △M spetrum for HERA II data, orresponding to lowered pT uts onmomenta of the D∗ meson and its daughter partiles (see the text).when studying the shapes of the zjet/hem distributions, the lowered pT uts wereabandoned.An additional ondition is applied when studying zjet and z
(jet)
hem (see setions 3.3.2and 3.3.1). These two observables are determined only for those events where a D∗jet with ET > 3.0 GeV is found. This requirement is onsidered as an additionalonstraint and is not taken into aount in hapter 5, when ontrol distributions orother plots are presented in whih events �from the △M distribution� enter.Trak Quality RequirementsDetetor-related quality riteria are applied to the reonstruted traks of the D∗daughter partiles. They are meant to ensure a seletion of well measured traks.The limits on di�erent quantities were studied and de�ned already in HERA I (seereferenes [73, 66℄), and sine the relevant traking detetor (the CJC 1 and 2)remained the same in HERA II, the use of the same riteria seems to be justi�ed.They are idential for the kaon and the pion, beause omparable transverse momentafor both partiles are expeted on average. The riteria di�er for the slow pionwhose typial transverse momentum tends to be muh smaller. The requirements aresummarized in table 4.5. The quantity d′

ca refers to the distane of losest approahto the reonstruted interation vertex in the rϕ-plane, and ∆z0 = |z′ca − zvtx|, where
z′ca is the z-oordinate of the point of losest approah in the rϕ plane, as indiatedin �gure 4.4.Energy Loss and Partile Identi�ationFurther improvement of the signal to bakground separation is ahieved by onsid-ering the energy loss of harged partiles in the gas of the entral traking hambers.The energy loss di�ers for di�erent partiles and an be determined from reon-struted traks. However, partile identi�ation based on the energy loss is reliable
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Figure 4.4: De�nition of the trak quantities d′
ca and z0 that enter the seletionriteria. The reonstruted interation vertex is denoted by �x�.

Quantity Requirement for K and π Requirement for πsTrak length > 18.9 m > 10 mStarting radius < 30 m < 30 mNumber of CJC hits > 10 > 10
|d′

ca| < 1 m < 1 m
∆z0 < 20 m < 20 m

|d′
ca sin θ| < 0.5 m < 0.7 m

|∆z0 sin θ| < 18 m < 18 mTable 4.5: Quality riteria on reonstruted traks of the D∗ daughter partiles
K∓π±π±

s .



72 CHAPTER 4. DATA SELECTIONonly for partiles8 with relatively small momenta (∼ 2 GeV and smaller) at H1, forhigher momenta the energy losses are very similar and thus the separation beomesdi�ult, if not impossible. The mean energy loss is predited by the Bethe-Blohformula [2℄
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2,where z is the harge of the inident partile (in units of the elementary harge). Zand A are the atomi number and the atomi mass of the absorber and β = p/mand γ = E/m are the standard relativisti fators of the inident partiles, I is themean exitation energy, NA is Avogadro's number, re is the lassial eletron radius,and Tmax is the maximum kineti energy that an be imparted to a free eletron ina single ollision. The letter δ denotes the density e�et orretion - a ompliatedexpression, if expressed in terms of material and kinemati variables.In the H1 software a parametrized formula that mimis the Bethe-Bloh equationis used. It allows to tune the parameters suh that possible deviations from the Bethe-Bloh predition arising from detetor and trak reonstrution e�ets are taken intoaount. Its expression9 is
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)
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]
,with the parameter values P1 = 0.45879 and P2 = 9.6433. The measured energy-losstogether with preditions from the H1 parametrization is shown in �gure 4.5. The�gure is based on all HERA II data and is done for all seleted traks in events witha D∗ andidate that satis�es all imposed D∗ riteria.The energy-loss requirements used in this work are inherited from previous D∗analyses ([73, 66℄) and are based on likelihood onsiderations. For eah daughterpartile of the D∗ the normalized likelihood of being the orret type is omputed.The alulation uses the H1 parametrization and the measurement errors σ

(
dE
dx

)and σ (ptrack). The riteria for a good signal to bakground separation are hosendepending on the momentum and are shown in table 4.6. The error σ
(

dE
dx

) stronglydepends on the number of measured hits for a given trak and thus, for the K and πpartile traks, a minimum of 10 so-alled dE/dx-hits is required (hits used in the dE
dxalulation). Furthermore, the omputation of the energy-loss an in some ases beunreliable or tehnially impossible, and in these ases dE

dx
is set to a negative value.Therefore the ut dE

dx
> 0.01 is applied for the K and π partile andidates.8By �partiles� we refer here to harged hadrons that appear in the detetor (p, K, π); eletronsand muons are identi�ed by other means.9The orretion δ = δ(P3, P4) depends on two additional parameters and has a rather ompli-ated expression that an be found in the H1-OO lass H1Dedx. The values of the parameters are

P3 = 0.022817 and P4 = −1.1995.
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Figure 4.5: The energy loss as funtion of the partile momentum as measured bythe H1 detetor together with the H1 parametrizations of energy loss for di�erentpartile types. The energy loss is saled with respet to that of minimum ionizingpartile (mip).

Momentum range LH(K) LH(π) LH(πs)

p < 0.7 GeV > 20% > 5% > 5%
0.7 GeV < p < 1.2 GeV > 5% > 5% > 5%

1.2 GeV < p - - > 5%Table 4.6: Criteria imposed on normalized likelihoods (LH) for the D∗ daughterpartiles to be of the orret type.
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Chapter 5Data Treatment and Desription ofData by Monte Carlo ModelsThe struture of this hapter will in many points follow the struture of the previousone. The exeption is the �rst setion where some additional information about theused MC programs is provided. In the remaining setions the trigger e�ieniesand seletion and event quantities are studied in a year-dependent way in order todetermine whih data orretions and Monte Carlo reweightings are needed. Finally,plots for the whole HERA II running period are presented.5.1 Monte Carlo ProgramsWe use the RAPGAP and CASCADE Monte Carlo (MC) event generators togetherwith detetor simulation software to orret the measured data for detetor e�ets.The desription of RAPGAP and CASCADE was given in setion 1.4.1 and we useboth of these programs so that the systemati error related to the MC model anbe estimated. The desription of the data by the MC programs is studied for eahrunning period separately using detetor simulation software version appropriate forthe period. A good desription of the data by the MC model is ahieved by applyingneessary orretions to both data and MC models, so as to be able to performthe unfolding to the hadron level. The MC events are treated - with the exeptionof triggers - in the same way as data, idential requirements and uts are applied.The trigger e�ienies are determined from appropriate data and orrespondingorretions are applied to the data to be analyzed, as will be desribed in setion5.2.In addition to trigger ine�ieny orretions applied to data, other orretionsare applied to the MC simulations. The orretion proedures are de�ned in aperiod-dependent way and �gures shown, based on all of HERA II data, take intoaount period-dependent orretion fators. The MC distributions for di�erenttime periods are luminosity reweighted so that luminosity frations orresponding todi�erent running periods in the MC simulations are the same as those in the data.75



76 CHAPTER 5. DATA TREATMENT, DATA DESCRIPTION BY MODELS5.1.1 Treatment of QED Radiation and Resolved ProessesMC models, whih are typially based on QCD alulations involving di�erent ap-proximations often do not inlude QED radiative e�ets. The measured data howeverontain these e�ets and one needs to orret for them, sine they are usually not ofinterest and in order to ompare the data to the theory. This orretion needs to bedone by experimentalists, sine it depends on the detetor hardware, its resolutionand granularity. The orretion proedure is possible due to the availability of someMC simulations whih ontain QED radiation.In the ase of the RAPGAP MC program we have two options: initial and �nalstate QED radiation an be swithed on or swithed o�. We expet the data to bedesribed when QED radiation is turned on. Together with simulations with QEDradiation o�, it allows us to extrat orretion fators for QED radiative e�ets tobe applied to the measured data.In the CASCADE MC program QED radiation is not implemented. Thus, atleast for the bin-by-bin unfolding method, QED orretion fators from RAPGAPare used. The proedure will be disussed in more detail in the hapter dediated tothe data unfolding to hadron level.The ontribution from resolved proesses is omitted for the purpose of this anal-ysis. This an be justi�ed by the fat that the resolved omponent tends to besuppressed at higher Q2. Our requirement for the transferred four-momentum is
5 GeV < Q2, whih is a higher limit than the one applied in previous HERA I stud-ies, where the resolved ontribution was onsidered. Furthermore, we observe thatthe diret ontribution of RAPGAP alone desribes the data well. This observationis also on�rmed by other D∗ analyses of HERA II data [51℄. In addition, a MCsimulation for resolved proesses with QED radiation is not available, so inluding aresolved omponent in our study would introdue new ompliations and unertain-ties related to properly orreting the MC distributions for QED radiative e�ets.In the evaluation of systemati errors, an error related to the resolved omponent ishowever taken into aount.5.1.2 Treatment of Beauty ComponentA small fration of the reonstruted D∗ partiles originates from deays of beautyhadrons. Sine we study the fragmentation of the harm quark, the beauty om-ponent is regarded as bakground and needs to be subtrated. We subtrat theexpeted beauty ontribution as predited by the RAPGAP MC simulation diretlyfrom the measured data, normalizing the data and the beauty MC distributions tothe luminosity. All �gures whih inlude presentations of data are data after thebeauty subtration.A D∗ partile originating from a beauty hadron takes a ertain fration of thehadron momentum, and the beauty hadron itself inherits a ertain fration of the
b quark momentum. These onseutive momentum transfers lead to zjet and zhemspetra with softer fragmentation as will be shown in hapter 6. The beauty-indued
D∗s represent approximately 1% - 2% of the total number of measured D∗s.



5.2. TRIGGER EFFICIENCIES 775.2 Trigger E�ieniesWhen studying the measured data one usually tries to desribe the measurementsby Monte Carlo simulations whih inlude all measurement e�ets. In this way oneaims to ahieve a good desription of the data by the MC model so as to be ableto orret the data to the hadron level. This is the approah we follow with respetto all detetor e�ets like aeptane, e�ienies, resolution et., however with theexeption of trigger e�ienies. The main reason is that the o�ial Monte Carloprodution does not yet inlude the FTT simulation at the time of writing thisthesis. Thus the trigger e�ienies for both, the trak trigger and the Spaal, areobtained from data. We apply di�erent proedures for the two triggers.In the ase of the Spaal trigger the ine�ieny is propagated only into themeasurement error, and we do not orret for it. The trigger e�ieny of the Spaaldepends on
• the eletron energy,
• the position of the eletron indued shower in the Spaal (detetor defets) and
• the bakground (�ring a VETO trigger or a harged hadron �ring a Spaaltrigger).One does not expet the fragmentation observables to be orrelated with the bak-ground, and one does not expet a strong orrelation with respet to the eletronenergy or the eletron position in the Spaal. Thus a small ine�ieny has an e�eton the absolute normalization of our distributions but should not have a signi�antimpat on their shape. In addition, even if some orrelation is present, the Spaaltrigger is highly e�ient and e�ienies are relatively �at with the exeption ofpoorly populated regions (low eletron energy, low eletron theta) whose statistialsigni�ane is suppressed. One should also stress that the error due to Spaal triggerine�ieny has small ontribution to the total systemati error.In the ase of the trak trigger we orret for the ine�ieny and make an estimatefor the unertainty of this orretion. The deision to orret for the trak triggerine�ieny follows from an observed dependene of the ine�ieny on the observables(zjet, zhem and z

(jet)
hem ) and from the fat that the ine�ieny beomes rather large (5%- 8%) for some run periods and histogram bins.We study the trigger e�ienies in a period-dependent way, sine importanttrigger-related upgrades ourred during the HERA II running, e.g. the upgradeof the trak trigger at the beginning of 2005 and the repair of the Spaal detetorduring the shutdown 2005/2006.5.2.1 Spaal Trigger E�ienyThe Spaal trigger e�ieny was determined using a set of triggers based on theLiquid Argon alorimeter. Most of them are meant to trigger on high Q2 events(eletron in the LAr alorimeter) or on harged-urrent events (neutrino in the �nal
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Figure 5.1: Spaal trigger e�ienies as a funtion of Eelectron, θelectron and ϕelectronfor the running periods 2004 and 2005.state and thus missing pT ). We however require the sattered eletron to be reon-struted in the Spaal alorimeter and thus no high Q2 or harged-urrent eventsenter our study, the related triggers being �red by bakground1. The atual triggerset hosen to monitor the s61 trigger ontains the subtriggers s67, s24, s25, s75,s64, s77, s83, s84 and s68.In addition to an appropriate hoie of monitor triggers one also needs to make aorret hoie of events. If the trigger e�ieny would depend only on the eletronenergy and the eletron position in the Spaal, one ould study it with all measuredevents and in this way signi�antly inrease the statistis. However, the triggere�ieny is also related to the bakground whih is redued by our analysis uts.So, in order to avoid a possible bias aused by our analysis requirements, we studythe Spaal trigger e�ieny only for events that enter the ∆M distribution.Note that by the Spaal trigger e�ieny we here understand the ratio of thenumber of events that were triggered by a monitor trigger (at least one inluded inthe set) and had the �Spaal part� (= SPCLe_IET > 2 || SPCLe_IET_Cen_3)set �on� (the Spaal part of the s61 �red) to the total number of events triggered bythe independent trigger mix
εSpacal trigger =

# events (monitor trigger AND Spacal part of s61)

# events (monitor trigger)
.1Bakground with respet to the seleted triggers. Events with D∗ in the visible range of thisanalysis an be aidentally triggered by high Q2 or harged-urrent triggers.
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Figure 5.2: Spaal trigger e�ienies as a funtion of Eelectron, θelectron and ϕelectronfor the running periods 2006 e−, 2006 e+ and 2007.
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Figure 5.3: Trak trigger e�ienies as a funtion of zjet, zhem and the
combined variable for the running periods 2004 and 2005. The open irles (red) or-respond to the status before the reweighting, the full markers (blak) to the situationafter the reweighting was applied.The Spaal trigger e�ienies as a funtion of eletron energy, eletron θ and ele-tron ϕ are shown in �gures 5.1 and 5.2 for the �ve running periods of HERA II.One observes that, with the exeption of the year 2004, the e�ienies are high -reahing a level of 99%. The regions of lower e�ienies orrespond to low eletronenergy and high eletron sattering angle (low θelectron) and are, as already mentioned,statistially less signi�ant.5.2.2 Trak Trigger E�ienyThe trak trigger e�ieny was determined using the Spaal subtriggers s1, s2, s3,s4, s35 and s36. The de�nitions of these subtriggers were hanged several times suhthat it was not possible to use all of them for the entire HERA II running period. Thehoie of monitor triggers was thus run-dependent; for a given period an appropriatesubset of the mentioned subtriggers was hosen in order to use subtriggers thatdepend on the Spaal only. As in the previous ase we onsidered only those eventsthat enter the ∆M distribution in order to avoid possible biases. Furthermore, forthe determination of trigger e�ienies as a funtion of the variables zjet, zhem and
z

(jet)
hem the signal was extrated in bins of these variables in order to eliminate possibledi�erenes in trigger e�ieny between the signal and the ombinatorial bakground.
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Figure 5.4: Trak trigger e�ienies as a funtion of zjet, zhem and the
combined variable for the running periods 2006 e−, 2006 e+ and 2007. The openirles (red) orrespond to the status before the reweighting, the full markers (blak)to the situation after the reweighting was applied.



82 CHAPTER 5. DATA TREATMENT, DATA DESCRIPTION BY MODELSThe trak trigger e�ieny is de�ned as
εtrack trigger =

# events (monitor trigger AND track trigger part of s61)

# events (monitor trigger)
,where the meaning of �track trigger part of s61� is given in table 4.2.When orreting for the trak trigger ine�ieny one needs to �nd an appropriateway when a trigger simulation is not yet available. We hose to reweight eah eventaording to a variable sensitive to the trak trigger e�ieny. This proedure ismore onsistent than orreting eah individual distribution with di�erent orretionfators. Reweighting on an event basis propagates the orretions in a onsistentway into eah measured distribution. On the ontrary, when orreting individualdistributions the statistial unertainties of the orretion fators for two orrelateddistributions might lead to an inonsistent proedure of treating these distributions,whih would not respet their mutual orrelations.The trak trigger is a ompliated devie and one annot expet its e�ienybehavior to be fully desribed by a single-variable distribution. Thus one annotexpet a reweighting depending on a single variable to provide a perfet orretion.However, as the results show, this proedure improves the trigger e�ieny distribu-tions signi�antly. The hoie of the sensitive variable was driven by the expetedbehavior of the trak trigger. The trak trigger is supposed to trigger on high-pTtraks. In addition, the trak trigger is based on the omparison of a measured sig-nal patterns with pre-de�ned patterns. Hene one expets it to depend on the trakmultipliity of the event - the more traks in the event, the bigger is the probabilityfor one to �t a pattern. Typial transverse momenta of partiles are usually below

8 GeV and the typial trak multipliities (for �seleted� traks) are below 40. Thuswe de�ne the ombined variable
combined variable =

Highest track pT

8 GeV
+

Event track multiplicity

40
,with typial values between 0 and 2. The trak trigger e�ieny as a funtion of thisvariable is determined and then �tted with the funtion

f(x) =
A

1 + exp[−B(x + C)]
,where A, B and C are free parameters. Then eah event is weighted by 1/f(x)so as to make the trigger e�ieny in the ombined variable �at and lose to one.The result of this proedure as well as its impat on the trigger e�ienies for zjetand zhem an be seen in �gures 5.3 and 5.4, the e�ienies for z

(jet)
hem an be foundin appendix A. One observes that the reweighting notieably improves the triggere�ienies for the observables zjet, zhem and z

(jet)
hem .5.2.3 CIP VETO ConditionThe CIP VETO ondition introdued in setion 4.2.3 ontains traking informationand thus one annot exlude variations of the trigger e�ieny as a funtion of the
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Figure 5.5: Vertex z -position for all triggered events (left) and for events rejeted bythe CIP VETO (right). The �gures are from the Central Trigger presentation givenby Z. Rúriková on 21/09/2006.

Figure 5.6: Prodution of D∗ mesons in bins of onstant luminosity for periods beforeand after the CIP VETO ativation (whole year 2006).



84 CHAPTER 5. DATA TREATMENT, DATA DESCRIPTION BY MODELSfragmentation observables. Although one does not expet a big orrelation (theCIP VETO ondition requires a small z-vertex signi�ane, whereas require a wellreonstruted interation vertex) the subjet needs a more detailed study to bereported below.Several investigations were done by entral trigger experts after the CIP VETOwas introdued in August 2006. In �gure 5.5-left the z -position of the interationvertex for all triggered events is shown. The peak in the region z ≈ −150 cmoriginates from interation of late proton satellite bunhes and was the reason forthe introdution of the CIP VETO. In �gure 5.5-right one an see the z−vertexposition of events whih were rejeted by the CIP VETO. One observes that theCIP VETO ondition e�iently rejets events with shifted interation vertex (wellout of our seletion riterion), the fration of rejeted events having the interationvertex in the entral detetor region is at the level of 1% of all triggered events. Thissuggests that the e�et of the CIP VETO should not a�et our measurement muh.To spei�ally study the impat of the CIP VETO on D∗ meson prodution,the total D∗ prodution yield as funtion of the luminosity was studied in periodsbefore and after the CIP VETO was introdued. The study was done for all eventsthat ful�ll the analysis requirements and the results are depited in �gure 5.6. Theyields per luminosity are in arti�ial units that do not orrespond to ross setions,sine the yields were not orreted for branhing ratios and various other e�ets.The averages were alulated for the two periods to make a quantitative omparison.One onludes that no derease in the D∗ prodution is observed in relation withthe CIP VETO, and the small inrease is of no statistial signi�ane.5.3 Reweighting of Monte Carlo DistributionsIf a measured quantity is supposed to be simulated in the MC model, and if thedesription of the data by the MC simulation is unsatisfatory, then one usuallyreweights the MC model in order to ahieve a good desription. We applied reweight-ing in two ases: the interation z -vertex position and the BPC e�ieny, bothquantities being not well simulated in the MC program. Sine the orretion fatorsdepend on the run period, we study both quantities in a period-dependent way. Inaddition, we study the option of reweighting the pseudorapidity distribution of the
D∗ mesons for the whole HERA II running period, but this reweighting is �nally notdone.5.3.1 Z-position of Interation VertexA orret reweighting method requires to reweight the MC model at the hadron levelso that one the reweighting is done the MC simulation at the reonstruted leveldesribes the data well. Suh an approah usually leads to a rather ompliated andtime-onsuming iterative proedure. In the ase of z -vertex reweighting we are in aluky situation beause the physis is independent on the spatial position. Thus thez -vertex reweighting fatorizes from any physial observable, and it is safe to perform
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of area-normalized �z-vertex� distributions for data withRAPGAP and CASCADE Monte Carlo programs after the reweighting proedure.The distributions are shown for eah running period separately as well as for all ofHERA II.it on the reonstruted level. Reweighting the vertex z-position has its importane- the detetor aeptane as seen by partiles leaving the interation point dependson the position of the interation in the detetor. The z -vertex reweighting of theMC model thus orrets for these aeptane e�ets.The reweighting as performed in this work is done in a period-dependent way, soas to aount for detetor hanges (trak trigger upgrade, Spaal �duial uts, et.).A bin-wise reweighting was avoided in order not to depend on bin limits and rathera smooth reweighting proedure was adopted. For eah run period the z -vertexdistribution was �tted with a Gaussian both for the data and the MC predition,and the ratio of the two normalized Gaussian funtions was taken as the reweightingfator for a given MC model. The shapes of the distributions in the data were notexatly Gaussian (espeially in the year 2004), and this explains small remainingdeviations after the reweighting, see �gure 5.7.5.3.2 BPC E�ienyThe MC simulation of the BPC for the HERA II running period is not perfet. TheBPC e�ieny (as de�ned in setion 4.3.2) is too high - it signi�antly overshootsthe e�ieny extrated from the data. A plot produed using the RAPGAP and
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Figure 5.8: BPC e�ieny of the RAPGAP and CASCADE MC and detetor sim-ulations shown for the whole HERA II running period.CASCADE MC programs is shown in �gure 5.8. This �gure is to be ompared withresults in �gure 4.2. Unlike in the data, the e�ieny in the MC simulation is loseto 100%. To reonile the MC behavior with the data the following strategy wasadopted:
• For periods with low BPC e�ieny in the data, eletron quantities are re-alulated from the Spaal information alone, and the same is done for MCsimulation events.
• For periods with high BPC e�ieny in the data we �t both, the data andthe MC predition with a onstant, and we use the ratio of these onstants fororreting the BPC e�ieny in MC model. Sine events with no BPC infor-mation are very rare in the MC simulation a standard reweighting proedureannot be applied. Thus a di�erent method is adopted: in the MC programwe randomly hoose to realulate eletron quantities from the Spaal in suha way that the fration of events with BPC information is the same in the MCsimulation as in the data.5.3.3 Study of Reweighting in η(D∗)RAPGAP, unlike CASCADE, does not desribe the η(D∗) distribution well. Theobserved di�erenes are related to the physis model of RAPGAP rather than thedetetor simulation, beause major detetor e�ets (trigger and BPC e�ienies)have been taken into aount already and the disrepanies appear in every runningperiod. One thus onsiders reweighting the η(D∗) distribution in RAPGAP for thewhole HERA II data. Suh reweighting was studied and its impat is shown in �gure5.9.One observes, that although the reweighting improves (by de�nition) the desrip-tion of the pseudorapidity distribution, it spoils the desription of the basi kinemativariables suh as the eletron energy and the inelastiity. This orrelation strongly
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b) Reweighting in η(D∗) applied.

Figure 5.9: E�ets of the reweighting in η(D∗) for the RAPGAP MC model.disfavors the reweighting proedure, and sine we prefer the basi kinemati variablesto be desribed properly, we do not apply reweighting in η(D∗). The remaining dis-repanies originate in the physis model and thus will be overed by the systematierror related to the model dependene (RAPGAP vs. CASCADE) of our results.5.4 Control Distributions for HERA IIThe omparison of data and reonstruted MC distributions for various kinemati,detetor and D∗-related quantities was studied for the di�erent running periods. Noprominent deviations of the MC preditions from the data were observed. In aseswhere small deviations exist, they were found to be rather observable- than period-related, and thus they were found in all of the HERA II periods. For this reasonand for reasons of spae we present here only distributions for all of the HERA IIperiods ombined. As explained in the previous paragraphs,
• the small ontribution due to beauty prodution is subtrated from the datadistributions,
• the data distributions are orreted for the trak trigger ine�ieny,
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• the reweighting of the z -vertex position of the interation point is applied forthe MC distributions, and
• the MC distributions are orreted for the BPC ine�ieny.The �gures are naturally divided into three sets: �gures related to the event kine-matis, detetor-quantities (traking) and to the D∗ kinematis. In all presenteddistributions the D∗ signal was extrated for eah individual bin and all distribu-tions are area-normalized. The data are ompared to RAPGAP and CASCADE MCpreditions. In addition to the �gures presented in this setion additional ontroldistributions are shown in appendix A.5.4.1 Event QuantitiesThe distributions for the hosen event quantities are presented in �gure 5.10. Oneobserves a fairly good desription for most of the observables. Espeially Q2, inelas-tiity, eletron energy, eletron ϕ and the transverse momentum of all seleted traksare well desribed. In the remaining plots one an see some deviations.The eletron sattering angle θ is well desribed exept for a single bin at θ ≈

3.03 rad. Sine this behavior is observed for both MC models (RAPGAP and CAS-CADE), was also observed in other D∗ HERA II analyses (e.g. [51℄) and was notobserved in HERA I ([66, 73℄) where similar MC programs were used, one expetsit to be due to an imperfet detetor simulation rather than to the wrong physismodel. The sattering angle in question orresponds to the inner Spaal region thatwas modi�ed during the upgrade to HERA II.In the pseudorapidity distribution for all seleted traks one observes that thedata have the tendeny to lie above the MC predition in the entral region (η ≈ 0)and below the MC values in the forward region (η ≈ 1.5 − 2). The seleted traksin the forward region (last two bins) are likely to be �ombined� traks that useinformation from both, the CTD and the FTD. The performane of the FTD and itssimulation were never ompletely reliable and an imperfet desription in this regiona�ets the whole region, sine the distributions are area-normalized. The ombinedtraks might not be the only soure of disrepany, though. An overestimated beam-drag e�et or too muh gluon radiation in the MC simulations would also explainthe exess of traks in the forward region.The double-ratio plot (Emeasured/Edouble angle)Data

(Emeasured/Edouble angle)MC
, whih ompares the diret eletronenergy measurement with the double-angle method in data and MC simulations,shows aeptable deviations of the order of 1-2% for the upper three bins. Less welldesribed is the lowest-energy bin where the deviation reahes 4%. This an be atleast partially explained by the fat that the double-angle method is preise onlyfor high eletron energies (or low inelastiity y < 0.1), for smaller eletron energiesthe reonstruted hadroni angle θX su�ers from bad resolution (see referene [74℄,Setion 7.2.2). Moreover, the Spaal alibration at small eletron energy is in gen-eral more di�ult, sine the photoprodution bakground starts to play a role andstatistis is signi�antly smaller in omparison to regions near the kinemati peak.
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Figure 5.10: Event kinemati variables for all of HERA II data.



90 CHAPTER 5. DATA TREATMENT, DATA DESCRIPTION BY MODELSWe expet the in�uene of this deviation to be suppressed by its small statistis, andwe take the observed deviations in the eletron energy measurement into aountwhen studying the systemati errors.Also in the E−pz distributions a di�erene between the data and MC models anbe seen, the MC histograms indiating a better resolution. This observation is notspei� to this study (see one more referene [51℄), our analysis ut is however faraway from the region where the disagreement is observed. The alulation of E − pzis based on all partiles reonstruted in the detetor and unless the MC simulationis performing well for the whole detetor in all its details, one might expet somedi�erenes in this quantity. The ause of this disrepany might be due to the energyalibration of hadroni �nal state partiles for the HERA II data, whih at the timeof the writing of this thesis is still not �nalized.We onsider the observed deviations to be within tolerable limits and do notorret for them. A systemati error will over the unertainty in the eletron energymeasurement.5.4.2 Detetor-Related Trak QuantitiesThe detetor-related trak quantities (number of CJC hits, trak length and pseu-dorapidity) for K, π and πs of the reonstruted D∗ meson are presented in �gure5.11. One observes that the desription is (with the exeption of the last bin in the�number-of-hits� histogram) quite good, even in the ase of the slow pion, where themeasurement is the most di�ult.Sine in our seletion we also apply requirements related to the partile energyloss, we study in �gure 5.12 the agreement between data and simulations using theRAPGAP MC model. As dE/dx is a reonstrution-related quantity (it is primarilyrelated to the detetor simulation and not to the physis of the MC model), oneexpets a similar behavior for RAPGAP as for CASCADE. The data are visualizedas blak satter plot, the MC distribution is visualized in form of a ontour plot. Aresaling of the MC distribution was needed for an easier omparison with the data.One observes that the ontour lines of the MC model follow well the struture of thedata sattered plot.5.4.3 D∗ VariablesThe D∗ variables are presented in �gure 5.13. One observes a fairly good desriptionof the D∗ transverse momentum, the D∗ azimuthal angle ϕ and, in the ase ofCASCADE, the D∗ pseudorapidity distribution.The latter distribution is less well desribed by RAPGAP, the di�erene mightome from di�erent parton evolutions or from the resolved omponent (partiallyinluded in CASCADE). The model dependene of our measurement is however re-�eted in the systemati error that is introdued in hapter 6. A possible reweightingin y of the D∗ meson was abandoned as explained in setion 5.3.3.Both models di�er from eah other and from the data in the ase of the pseudo-
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Figure 5.11: Trak quantities for D∗ daughter partiles for all of HERA II data.
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Figure 5.12: Energy loss for all seleted traks in D∗ events for all of HERA II data.For the ontour plot of RAPGAP the bin ontent was saled by z → 0.1× ln2(1+z).

Figure 5.13: D∗- related variables for all of HERA II data.



5.4. CONTROL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR HERA II 93rapidity distribution for the D∗ hemisphere as reonstruted in the γP frame2. Thisobservable is onstruted from all partiles in the hemisphere and is thus sensitiveto a orret reonstrution of all of them. An imperfet simulation of some detetorregion may ause the MC preditions to di�er from the data. The two MC modelsare sharing the same detetor simulation, the di�erene between them might howeverarguably originate from resolved proesses.The last two distributions are related to the jet method and represent jet pro�lesin η and ϕ, i.e. the di�erenes in η and ϕ between the jet axis and the full hadroni�nal state. The desription of the jet pro�les is aeptable.

2We refer here to the pseudorapidity with respet to the momentum of the whole D∗ hemisphere.
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Chapter 6Fragmentation MeasurementIn this hapter the hadron level orreted data for the three fragmentation observ-ables are presented. These distributions represent the �nal outome of the experi-mental measurement and are used to study harm quark fragmentation. The proe-dure of orreting the data to hadron level is based on methods desribed in hapter3.4. Here we provide additional omments and lari�ations onerning bakgroundsubtration and regularization parameters. In the seond part of this hapter theevaluation of systemati errors is explained. The study of fragmentation modelsbased on measured distributions is the subjet of hapter 7.6.1 Visible Range De�nition and Previous Fragmen-tation MeasurementsThe distributions of the fragmentation observables zhem, zjet and z
(jet)
hem are measuredin the visible range de�ned by

Q2 > 5 GeV2,

0.05 < y < 0.6 ,

1.5 GeV < pT (D∗) < 15.0 GeV,

|η(D∗)| < 1.5 ,and additionally for zjet and z
(jet)
hem

ET (D∗ jet) > 3.0 GeV.For all other onstraints mentioned in hapter 4 the data are orreted using theMonte Carlo models.This study of harm quark fragmentation is to be seen in the ontext of previouslyperformed fragmentation measurements. Many of them studied harm fragmentationin e+e− annihilation (see referenes [63, 64, 65℄) and provided interesting and impor-tant results. Our study an be most easily ompared to measurements at HERA, one95



96 CHAPTER 6. FRAGMENTATION MEASUREMENTby ZEUS in photoprodution and one by H1 in DIS. Detailed information about thepreliminary ZEUS analysis [75℄ (espeially MC settings) is not available. A ompari-son with the H1 HERA I analysis [66℄ is the most straightforward. Many tehniquesand methods used in the previous HERA I measurement were adopted, espeiallythe de�nitions of our observables and some of the seletion riteria. To emphasizenew features of the present analysis and show its potential with respet to a betterunderstanding of harm fragmentation, we list some of the major di�erenes.
• New data with muh more improved statistis (36pb−1 in the HERA I analysisvs. 354 pb−1 in this HERA II analysis).
• Di�erent de�nition of the visible range, beause of detetor hanges due to theHERA II ollider and detetor upgrade (eletron energy, inelastiity and Q2limits are di�erent).
• New detetor omponents were studied and understood (BPC, new trak trig-ger).
• Unfolding proedures. In addition to the bin-by-bin method used in [66℄, theSVD and the Bayesian approah are employed in this analysis.
• Some other minor di�erenes in measurement and reonstrution methods, e.g.di�erent signal extration that respets better the signal shape (single Gaussianin [66℄ vs. double Gaussian funtion used here).6.2 Unfolding Hadron Level DistributionsThe unfolding methods having been desribed earlier, one still needs to providemore information about the proedure: explain bakground subtration, bin limits,regularization parameters, treatment of QED radiative orretions and so on. Thesetopis are overed in the following paragraphs.6.2.1 Bakground Treatment, Migrations into Visible Rangeand Beauty SubtrationWhen unfolding the data, bakground is an important issue whih needs to be on-sidered twie: �rstly, when using the MC simulation to evaluate the response matrixand seondly, when measuring the atual distribution to be unfolded.In the �rst ase a problem ould arise from bakground appearing at the MCreonstruted level used in the matrix determination. In the present analysis theerror related to this e�et is expeted to be negligible. This is mainly beause thesignal MC simulation only was used to determine the response matrix and thereforethe bakground reonstruted on detetor level is very small in omparison withthe signal (although existing). The main soure of bakground is the ombinatorialbakground whih is of the order of 1% (�gure 3.4). Its e�et on the responsematrix determination is however limited only to those events where a fake D∗ is
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Figure 6.1: Ratio of the number of D∗s reonstruted and generated in the visiblerange to the total number of D∗s reonstruted in the visible range as predited byRAPGAP MC simulation in bins of zhem, zjet and z
(jet)
hem .

Figure 6.2: Measured data inluding D∗ mesons from beauty deays in bins of zhem,
zjet and z

(jet)
hem together with this beauty bakground as predited by the RAPGAPMC model. The distributions are normalized to luminosity.reonstruted at the detetor level and at the same time a true D∗ within the visiblerange is found at the hadron level so that the �fake� reonstruted zDet. Lev.

hem/jet is wronglyassoiated with zHad. Lev.
hem/jet on the hadron level. In addition, the response matrix isdetermined from events lying in the △M signal region only (a ut is applied) so thatthe ombinatorial bakground situated far from the signal peak is ignored.The seond ase whih needs to be onsidered is related to bakground subtra-tion, a measured distribution inompletely orreted for bakground leads to wrongresults. The reason for this is that one requirement for the di�erent unfolding proe-dures from setion 3.4 is a bakground-free data distribution. In the signal extrationproedure we �t the signal peak and thus the non-D∗ bakground is �ltered out. Pos-sible remaining ontamination an originate from true D∗ partiles whih are stillonsidered bakground in this analysis. There are two soures of suh D∗s: partilesthat migrate from outside the hadron-level visible range into the visible range atdetetor level and deays of beauty mesons.The magnitude of migration e�ets is estimated using the RAPGAP MC model.
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Figure 6.3: The purity and the stability for the zhem, zjet and z
(jet)
hem distributions asestimated with the RAPGAP and CASCADE MC simulations (for HERA II runningonditions).Approximately 4% of the reonstruted events were generated outside the visiblerange on hadron level as an be seen in �gure 6.1. One observes that the relative1ontributions due to migrations are almost onstant, and therefore the shapes of thespetra are only slightly a�eted. The predited bakground is subtrated from themeasured distributions2.The same applies to the D∗ ontamination from beauty deays. This beauty-indued bakground as predited by RAPGAP (see paragraph 5.1.2 for more details)is shown in �gure 6.2 and is subtrated from data.6.2.2 Purity and StabilityPurity and stability have been de�ned in paragraph 3.4.1. Unfortunately, thesequantities do not improve with inreasing statistis. They re�et detetor e�etswhih remain the same, independent of the amount of olleted data. Purity andstability are related to migrations in bins between the hadron and the detetorlevel distributions and one requires these migrations to be reasonably small for the1Relative with respet to the harm signal.2We do not assoiate a systemati error to migration-related bakground, sine the in�uene onthe shapes is negligible with respet to other systemati errors.



6.2. UNFOLDING HADRON LEVEL DISTRIBUTIONS 99unfolding methods to work properly3. Therefore, the established values of purityand stability provide a onstraint on the possible bin widths.In this work the hoie of the bin limits was driven by two ideas. Firstly, werequire a binning suh that purity and stability are never below 40%. Seondly, it isonvenient to hose the bin limits suh that an easy omparison with the previousanalysis is possible. Thus, purity and stability with the binning of the HERA Ianalysis were studied and the results are shown in �gure 6.3. One observes thatboth quantities are never smaller than 40%, although the bin limits in the high
zjet/hem region ould be slightly rede�ned to make the distributions �atter. Sine weprefer to have the possibility of an easy omparison with the previous measurement,the presented binning is kept. The atual bin limits are:

zhem and z
(jet)
hem distributions : 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.85, 1.0;

zjet distribution : 0.3, 0.55, 0.7, 0.825, 0.9, 1.0;6.2.3 Unfolding ParametersThe hoie of unfolding parameters was addressed already in paragraph 3.4. Here weprovide more details about the regularization for the SVD and the Bayesian methodused for extrating our distributions with the RAPGAP MC model. The bin-by-binmethod does not involve regularization parameters and therefore does not need anyfurther explanations.Before ommenting on the hoie of parameters, it is pointed out that for bothmethods, SVD and Bayesian, a response matrix with an additional bin at the loweredge of the spetrum (0.0 − 0.2 for zhem and 0.0 − 0.3 for zjet) is used. The addedbin will not be used later in �ts, beause it ontains large bakground ontaminationand a small signal. It is onsidered to take into aount migrations from this bin toother bins in the zhem, z
(jet)
hem and zjet distributions.SVDWithin the SVD method (see setion 3.4.2) the result of the matrix inversion isexpressed as a sum of salar oe�ients times basis vetors with di�erent frequenies.We denote with di these oe�ients divided by their statistial errors with i = 1referring to the least and i = imax to the most osillating term . To ahieve aertain level of smoothness in the solution one needs to suppress the highly osillatingomponents. The most straightforward way of doing this is to suppress those vetorswhih have oe�ients for whih |di| . 1, i.e. one looks for the �rst index k suh thatfor j > k one typially4 has |dj| . 1. One then hooses the value of the regularizationparameter to be τ = s2
k, where sk is the kth singular value (see referene [67℄).3Stritly speaking, this requirement is neessary only for the appliation of the bin-by-binmethod. One however doubts about any unfolding method in ase of huge migrations sine inthis ase the matrix unfolding is usually lose to an ill-de�ned problem.4The values of |di| are typially falling, however, depending on the onrete problem it mighthappen that a high-frequeny vetor has a |dj | signi�antly larger than one.
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Figure 6.4: Coe�ients |di| as funtion of their index. The hosen values kSVD(zhem),
kSVD(zjet) and kSVD(z

(jet)
hem ) are indiated by arrows.This proedure was applied to the fragmentation observables and the orrespondingresponse matries. From �gure 6.4 we obtain for the di�erent observables:

kSVD(zjet) = 2,

kSVD(zhem) = 3,

kSVD(z
(jet)
hem ) = 3,where we prefer to give the index position of the last signi�ant vetor rather thana hardly interpretable value of the parameter τ .Bayesian ApproahA known feature of the Bayesian iterative approah (see setion 3.4.3) is that themost important modi�ations in unfolded distributions our in the very �rst steps,further steps lead only to slight hanges in progressively unfolded spetra5. Aftera few of iterations the di�erene χ2

k = χ2[dHad. Level, Data
(k) , dHad. Level, Data

(k+1) ] between twoonseutive distributions beomes small and the solution stabilizes. In our ase weobserve that for all three observables zjet, zhem and z
(jet)
hem the result is mainly drivenby the �rst iteration, from the seond one onwards the hanges in distributions aretiny and very lose to zero. Thus a �ne-tuning of the number of steps does not makesense and we hoose for the three observables the number of iterative steps to be 3,i.e.

kBayes(zhem) = kBayes(zjet) = kBayes(z
(jet)
hem ) = 3.6.2.4 Treatment of QED Radiative CorretionsThe used MC models di�er also with respet to the implementation of QED radi-ation (see setion 1.4.1). The RAPGAP model is available with and without QED5See for example page 496 of referene [68℄ where one reads �...one an realize that in most asesa good agreement is reahed after a few iterations�.



6.2. UNFOLDING HADRON LEVEL DISTRIBUTIONS 101radiation, for CASCADE QED radiation is not implemented. This is the reason whythe orretion proedures are not the same for the two models. We study all pre-sented unfolding methods (SVD, Bayes, bin-by-bin) with the RAPGAP simulationand apply only the bin-by-bin approah to the CASCADE model. In the ase ofRAPGAP, the di�erent methods allow us to investigate the systemati error relatedto the unfolding proedure. The bin-by-bin approah applied to both, RAPGAPand CASCADE, enables us to establish the error related to the MC model.RAPGAPThe unfolding proedure is rather straightforward for the RAPGAP model, whereboth options, with and without QED radiation, are available. First, the measured(detetor level) distribution dDL, Data
i is unfolded via one of the desribed methods(SVD, Bayes or bin-by-bin) to the radiative hadron level dHL, Data, Rad

i using the re-sponse matrix from the radiative RAPGAP6. Next, the obtained distribution is or-reted for radiative e�ets applying the bin-by-bin orretion fators
cHL, RAP, QED
i =

dHL, RAP, Non−Rad
i

dHL, RAP, Rad
i

,determined from radiative and non-radiative MC simulations. One thus has
dHL, Data, Non−Rad

i = cHL, RAP, QED
i · dHL, Data, Rad

i .The use of the bin-by-bin method in the last step is justi�ed, beause the di�er-ene between the two MC distributions does not involve detetor e�ets or di�erentphysis, only QED radiation. Moreover, the oe�ients cHL, RAP, QED
i are preiselyknown due to the high statistis available in MC simulations at hadron level.CASCADEIn CASCADE, QED radiative e�ets are not inluded, and therefore we estimatethem from RAPGAP. Inluding the RAPGAP estimates of these e�ets into theSVD or Bayesian unfolding is ompliated and thus we prefer to avoid it. Henewe orret the data with CASCADE using the bin-by-bin method only. For thispurpose we add radiative orretions to both, detetor and hadron level CASCADEdistributions, as estimated from RAPGAP

dDL, CAS, Rad
i = cDL, RAP

i · dDL, CAS, Non−Rad
i , cDL, RAP

i =
dDL, RAP, Rad

i

dDL, RAP, Non−Rad
iand

dHL, CAS, Rad
i = cHL, RAP

i · dHL, CAS, Non−Rad
i , cHL, RAP

i =
dHL, RAP, Rad

i

dHL, RAP, Non−Rad
i

.6Here di refers to number of entries in the ith bin, the same notation as in setion 3.4 is used.
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Figure 6.5: Area-normalized and beauty-subtrated detetor level distributions for
zjet, zhem and z

(jet)
hem together with harm MC preditions (all HERA II).We de�ne orretion fators to orret the data from the detetor level to the radia-tive hadron level (i.e. �unfolding�)

cDL−HL, CAS, Rad
i =

dHL, CAS, Rad
i

dDL, CAS, Rad
iand orretion fators to orret for QED radiation on the hadron level

cHL, CAS, QED
i =

dHL, CAS, Non−Rad
i

dHL, CAS, Rad
i

.The hadron-level data distributions, orreted for QED radiative e�ets, an bewritten as
dHL, Data, Non−Rad

i = cHL, CAS, QED
i · cDL−HL, CAS, Rad

i · dDL, Data
i ,or, after simpli�ations, as

dHL, Data, Non−Rad
i =

dHL, CAS, Non−Rad
i

dDL, CAS, Non−Rad
i

· dDL, RAP, Non−Rad
i

dDL, RAP, Rad
i

· dDL, Data
i ,where all ratios are alulated with the help of MC models at detetor or hadronlevel and with or without QED radiative e�ets.6.2.5 Hadron Level Unfolded DistributionsThe information presented so far allows us to orret the measured data to hadronlevel and obtain normalized di�erential ross setions in zjet, zhem and z

(jet)
hem . Themeasured spetra at detetor level together with their preditions from RAPGAPand CASCADE are shown in �gure 6.5. The desription of the data by the MCmodels is not perfet, whih is not ompletely unexpeted, sine the models havenot been tuned with respet to the fragmentation parameters. Extration of optimal
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Figure 6.6: Area-normalized distributions for zjet, zhem and z
(jet)
hem orreted to hadronlevel (all HERA II) using di�erent unfolding methods with statistial errors only.The meaning of the legend nomenlature is as follows: Rap. = RAPGAP, Cas.= CASCADE, BBB = bin-by-bin unfolding, BAY = unfolding based on Bayesianapproah, SVD = SVD unfolding.



104 CHAPTER 6. FRAGMENTATION MEASUREMENTfragmentation parameters is what we are aiming for in this thesis. The spetraorreted to hadron level using di�erent unfolding methods are presented in the�gure 6.6. One observes that the results obtained with di�erent methods agree wellwith eah other in the ase of zjet, the agreement is less good in the ase of zhemand z
(jet)
hem . The di�erenes are not always overed by the statistial errors. For our�nal results we make use of the spetra (data points and their statistial errors)obtained via the SVD method. This method is expeted (by onstrution - it takesinto aount migrations) to be better than the bin-by-bin approah, and its behaviorwith respet to the regularization seems to be more appropriate than in the ase ofthe Bayesian proedure (the latter one having small sensitiveness to the value of theregularization parameter).The last step towards the �nal results requires the evaluation of systemati errors.6.3 Systemati ErrorsSystemati errors result from imperfet knowledge of detetor e�ets and inexatreonstrution and measurement methods. Most of them are studied using theRAPGAP MC model. A quantity under onsideration may be varied in the MCsimulation within its systemati unertainty and the response matrix is evaluated.Using this response matrix the data are orreted to hadron level via the regular-ized SVD unfolding. The hanges in the resulting distribution with respet to thenominal distribution are taken as systemati error due to the unertainty of thatquantity. Other systemati unertainties are evaluated using the data. In the latterase one investigates the impat of using an alternative data treatment (for examplea di�erent signal extration or a di�erent unfolding method) on the fragmentationspetra.We onsider systemati errors related to unertainties in:

• signal extration,
• unfolding method,
• model dependene,
• trigger e�ieny,
• eletron energy,
• eletron θ,
• energy loss dE/dx,
• hadroni energy sale,
• trak momenta,
• beauty ontribution to the D∗ prodution and
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Figure 6.7: In an alternative approah, the D∗ signal is estimated as di�erenebetween the hathed (red) and hekered (blue) area. The latter is divided by anormalization fator determined from the �t (blak line).
• resolved photon omponent.In the following, we brie�y desribe the evaluation of systemati errors related toeah individual soure. The numerial values for eah bin in zjet, zhem and z

(jet)
hem willbe given in summary tables at the end of this setion.6.3.1 Determination of Systemati UnertaintiesSignal ExtrationTo evaluate the unertainty in the number of D∗ mesons due to our nominal signalextration proedure, we onsider an equally reasonable alternative method andompare the results. Sine we do not want the statistial unertainties to in�uenethe outome, we do not investigate the di�erenes between the two methods in eahbin of zjet/hem. Therefore we study the two approahes using the inlusive △Mspetrum, where the statistial errors are small and hene their in�uene on theresult of the �t.The alternative proedure that we adopt an be summarized in the followingsteps:

• A simultaneous �t on the right-harge and wrong-harge bakground is per-formed, whereby the signal region in the right-harge spetrum is ignored inthe �t. The �t funtion is
f ′(x) = fbg(xRC) + k fbg(xWC), x = ∆Mwhere fbg(x) = Nbg(x−mπ)α and k is a multipliative fator (a free parameter,together with Nbg and α) whih is introdued in order to normalize the wrong-harge bakground to the right-harge one.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of two signal extration methods.
• The (saled) number of entries in the signal region of the wrong-harge spe-trum is subtrated from the number of entries in the signal region of the right-harge spetrum and the result is onsidered as the extrated number of D∗mesons.
• The number from the previous step is ompared to the number obtained usingthe double-Gaussian funtion and the relative error is alulated as

σsys.(ND∗) =

∣∣NGauss
D∗ − NSub.

D∗

∣∣
NGauss

D∗

.

• These unertainties are assigned to eah bin of the respetive observable dis-tribution.This proedure is illustrated in �gure 6.7.We also investigated the two signal extration methods in bins of zjet/hem in orderto loate possible orrelations between them. If the relative di�erene between thetwo methods is onstant in bins of an observable then the unertainty extratedfrom the inlusive ∆M spetrum may be an over-estimate sine we study the shapeof the spetra, not their absolute normalization. The results are shown in �gure6.8 and one observes that a systemati shift is indeed present, although not in allbins. One however also sees signi�ant di�erenes at low zjet/hem values, bigger thanwhat is expeted from the inlusive estimate. These di�erenes an be asribed to alarge extent to statistial �utuations that have in�uened the result of the �t or thesubtration. Thus, we onsider the estimate oming from the inlusive data sampleas more reliable, not over-estimating the unertainty and we adopt it.Unfolding MethodFor the extration of a systemati error related to the unfolding proedure we take arather straightforward approah. We onsider the three used methods (bin-by-bin,SVD and Bayesian approah) and for eah bin in eah of the zhem/jet distributions



6.3. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 107we de�ne the systemati error as
σsys.

Unfold.(di) =
1

2
[max(dBBB

i , dSVD
i , dBAY

i ) − min(dBBB
i , dSVD

i , dBAY
i )],where di refers to the number of entries in a given bin. The error is saled when thenormalized ross setions 1

σvis

dσvis

dzhem/jet
are presented.Model DependeneThe use of two di�erent models - RAPGAP and CASCADE - allows us to estimatethe orresponding systemati unertainty. Unfortunately, the unavailability of QEDradiation in CASCADE makes the SVD and the Bayesian unfolding di�ult to per-form and therefore we do not use these unfolding methods here. Thus, to evaluatethe unertainty of our results related to the model, we rely on the bin-by-bin orre-tion proedure as desribed in paragraph 6.2.4. On one hand this approah might beinonsistent to some extent with the SVD unfolding for our nominal results, on theother hand the possible bias is expeted to be partially aneled, sine we use thebin-by-bin method for both, RAPGAP and CASCADE. In this ontext, we are notinterested in the unfolded distributions themselves, but only in variations betweenthe obtained distributions using the two models. Thus we expet the bin-by-binproedure to provide rather onservative estimates for the model unertainty. Onehalf of the di�erene in eah bin between the (bin-by-bin) orreted distributions byRAPGAP and CASCADE is taken as model-related systemati unertainty of theresults.Trigger E�ieniesThe unertainties in the trigger ine�ienies are estimated from the plots presentedin setion 5.2. The unertainty is alulated as luminosity-weighted average of (re-maining7) trigger ine�ienies over the �ve running periods. An average globalerror is assigned to all bins of all distributions in ase of the Spaal triggers. Abin-dependent error is applied in ase of the traking trigger ine�ienies. In thelatter ase the unertainty re�ets the remaining ine�ieny that is still visible afterthe reweighting proedure. The trigger-related systemati unertainties are small inomparison to other systemati unertainties.Eletron EnergyThe unertainty of the energy of the sattered eletron an be estimated from thedouble-ratio plot presented in �gure 5.10. One observes that at low energies the de-viation of the MC desription reahes 4%, at higher energies it is of the order of 1%.Thus we apply to our detetor simulation a linear energy-dependent variation, start-ing with ±4% for Eelec. = 11.0 GeV and going down to ±1% for Eelec. = 27.6 GeV.7In ase of the trak trigger.
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Figure 6.9: Energy-loss distribution for all seleted traks in events entering the ∆Mdistribution (data).This variation is onsidered safe and onservative, sine the deviation at lower en-ergies also reeives ontribution from inauraies of the double-angle method (seesetion 5.4.1). Moreover, detailed studies ([74, 76℄) were done for the HERA I pe-riod, the results of whih have also some signi�ane for HERA II, sine the detetor(Spaal) is the same apart from a redued aeptane at small radii from the beamaxis. These results support our estimates as being onservative.Applying these variations and orreting the data with the modi�ed MC simu-lation, we de�ne the errors as the di�erene between the obtained distributions andthe nominal ones obtained with the nominal MC model.Eletron Sattering AngleThe angular resolution of the BPC is approximately △θelec. ≈ 0.5 mrad and that ofthe Spaal is △θelec. ≈ 1 mrad. A large number of sattered eletrons is howeverdeteted outside the BPC geometrial aeptane. An additional unertainty ofthe order of △θelec. ≈ 0.8 mrad due to misalignment is assoiated with the BPCmeasurement. Thus, preferring a onservative estimate, we vary the eletron anglein the MC detetor simulations by △θelec. = ±1 mrad. The proedure for extratingthe resulting unertainty is the same as in the previous ases.Energy LossThe unertainty of the partile energy loss for the D∗- daughter partiles is estimatedin the following way. From the distribution8 of dE/dx for all seleted traks in dataevents that enter the △M plot (�gure 6.9) one estimates the dE/dx measurementresolution. The relative resolution is approx. 13% and variations (upwards anddownwards) of this magnitude were applied to the MC dE/dx values.We observe that in all bins of zjet, zhem and z
(jet)
hem distributions the extrated8This distribution is just the projetion on the vertial axis of the two-dimensional plot from�gure 4.5.
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Figure 6.10: Double-ratio plot for transverse momentum pT measured as funtionof Q2 for hadroni �nal state and for the sattered eletron in both, data and MCmodels.relative error is negligible in omparison to other systemati errors, and thus it isnegleted in summary tables.Hadroni Energy SaleThe estimated unertainty of the hadroni energy measurement is essentially basedon the double-ratio plot in �gure 6.10. It shows the omparison of data to MCsimulations with respet to the pT balane between the sattered eletron and thehadroni �nal state. The displayed quantity (PHad.
T /PElec.

T )Data

(PHad.
T /PElec.

T )MC
is independent of thephysis model9 and thus re�ets the measurement biases. The plot suggests anunertainty of the order of 4%. This value an be onsidered as safe unertaintyestimate and is supported by HERA I analyses (the alorimeters remained the samein HERA II), see for example referene [77℄. To aount for the worse hadronienergy measurement in the Spaal ompared to the Liquid Argon Calorimeter, weapply di�erent shifts for hadrons measured in these two detetors. The alorimetrienergy10 of hadroni objets is then varied by ± 4% for the LAr Calorimeter and

± 7% for the Spaal. The systemati unertainties assoiated with the hadronienergy sale were de�ned in a similar way to previous ases.Trak MomentaThe variation in tak momenta of the D∗- daughter partiles was taken to be ±0.5%[78℄.9In every model momentum onservation implies the balane in transverse momenta.10In many ases the energy is taken from the trak information. In this ase the variation is notdone.



110 CHAPTER 6. FRAGMENTATION MEASUREMENTBeauty Contribution to D∗ meson produtionThe beauty fration was raised by 100 % (doubled) with respet to the default valuepredited by the RAPGAP model. The impat of this variation on the unfoldedspetra de�nes the orresponding systemati unertainty. A downward variation ofthe beauty ontribution is not supported by existing studies in beauty physis andwas therefore not done.Resolved Photon ComponentThe last systemati unertainty taken into aount is the resolved photon ompo-nent. It was so far negleted in our fragmentation study and in order to evaluatethe impat of a possible resolved photon ontribution, we investigate its e�et bysimulating resolved proesses at the level as predited by RAPGAP. However, aompliation in unfolding arises, sine QED radiative e�ets are not available whensimulating resolved ontribution with RAPGAP. To overome this di�ulty the bin-by-bin proedure was adopted. Although this does not seem to be fully onsistentwith the nominal proedure based on the SVD approah, we expet the systematibias introdued by this approah to anel in large parts, beause we apply the bin-by-bin proedure to both, the nominal diret-only MC model as well as to the MCsimulation inluding also a resolved photon omponent. The orretion of QED ra-diative e�ets for the resolved ontribution is done in a similar way as for CASCADE(see setion 6.2.4). The systemati unertainties due to the additional resolved on-tribution are de�ned as di�erenes between the bin-by-bin orreted spetra usingthe diret-only MC events in one ase and using a mixture of diret and resolvedevents in the other.6.3.2 Summary of Statistial and Systemati UnertaintiesThe three following summary tables ontain the numerial values for the statisti-al and systemati unertainties. They were obtained as desribed in the previoussetion. Systemati unertainties whih are orrelated between di�erent bins of theextrated distributions are visualized in the plots of appendix B.
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zjet interval 0.3 - 0.55 0.55 - 0.7 0.7 - 0.825 0.825 - 0.9 0.9 - 1.0Statistial error 1.80 % 1.12 % 0.18 % 1.04 % 2.04 %Signal extration 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 %Unfolding unertainty 9.28 % 2.97 % 0.90 % 2.38 % 1.53 %Model dependene 3.54 % 0.19 % 1.22 % 0.20 % 1.05 %Spaal trigger e�ieny 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 %Trak trigger e�ieny 0.27 % < 0.01 % < 0.01 % 1.54 % 0.49 %Eletron energy [+ (4 - 1) %℄ 0.47 % 0.16 % -0.04 % -0.07 % -0.38 %Eletron energy [- (4 - 1) %℄ -0.66 % -0.20 % 0.07 % 0.37 % 0.30 %Eletron θ [+1.0 mrad℄ 0.04 % < 0.01 % -0.01 % 0.05 % -0.05 %Eletron θ [-1.0 mrad℄ -0.01 % > -0.01 % -0.01 % 0.01 % 0.01 %Had. energy sale [+4 %Lar., +7 %Spa.℄ -0.70 % -0.42 % -0.04 % 0.38 % 0.71 %Had. energy sale [-4 %Lar., -7 %Spa.℄ 0.65 % 0.41 % 0.03 % -0.37 % -0.70 %Trak momenta [+0.5 %℄ 0.41 % 0.24 % 0.03 % -0.21 % -0.43 %Trak momenta [-0.5 %℄ -0.28 % -0.17 % > 0.01 % 0.14 % 0.29 %Beauty fration [+100 %℄ -0.42 % -0.25 % -0.02 % 0.22 % 0.43 %Resolved ontribution 2.85 % 0.53 % -0.59 % -0.88 % -1.22 %Table 6.1: Statistial and systemati errors for bins of zjet distribution.
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zhem interval 0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.625 0.625 - 0.75 0.75 - 0.85 0.85 - 1.0Statistial error 4.03 % 2.63 % 1.58 % 2.04 % 2.32 % 3.02 %Signal extration 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 %Unfolding unertainty 10.83 % 10.93 % 2.78 % 3.75 % 6.21 % 6.19 %Model dependene 0.85 % 2.21 % 1.42 % 0.15 % 2.31 % 1.17 %Spaal trigger e�ieny 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 %Trak trigger e�ieny 0.60 % 1.09 % 0.02 % 1.05 % 0.12 % 0.79 %Eletron energy [+ (4 - 1) %℄ 2.41 % 1.23 % 0.50 % -0.18 % -0.89 % -1.61 %Eletron energy [- (4 - 1) %℄ -2.78 % -1.69 % -0.88 % 0.12 % 1.31 % 2.26 %Eletron θ [+1.0 mrad℄ -0.13 % -0.09 % -0.07 % -0.01 % 0.08 % 0.15 %Eletron θ [-1.0 mrad℄ 0.12 % 0.14 % 0.07 % > -0.01 % -0.09 % -0.15 %Had. energy sale [+4 %Lar., +7 %Spa.℄ -3.29 % -2.62 % -1.40 % 0.36 % 1.88 % 2.84 %Had. energy sale [-4 %Lar., -7 %Spa.℄ 3.36 % 2.74 % 1.55 % -0.35 % -2.05 % -2.97 %Trak momenta [+0.5 %℄ 0.39 % 0.40 % 0.26 % -0.04 % -0.30 % -0.43 %Trak momenta [-0.5 %℄ -0.34 % -0.28 % -0.23 % > -0.01 % 0.22 % 0.45 %Beauty fration [+100 %℄ -2.53 % -1.72 % -0.55 % 0.56 % 1.09 % 1.24 %Resolved ontribution [swithed ON℄ 2.11 % 0.38 % -0.23 % -1.01 % -0.43 % 0.58 %Table 6.2: Statistial and systemati errors for bins of zhem distribution.
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z
(jet)
hem interval 0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.625 0.625 - 0.75 0.75 - 0.85 0.85 - 1.0Statistial error 4.29 % 2.63 % 1.61 % 2.99 % 3.72 % 5.12 %Signal extration 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 % 4.49 %Unfolding unertainty 11.17 % 3.97 % 4.35 % 2.13 % 3.01 % 1.58 %Model dependene 3.41 % 0.21 % 0.87 % 0.35 % 0.92 % 2.46 %Spaal trigger e�ieny 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 % 0.64 %Trak trigger e�ieny 0.62 % < 0.01 % 0.06 % 0.32 % 0.94 % 0.68 %Eletron energy [+ (4 - 1) %℄ 0.67 % 0.13 % -0.04 % -0.17 % -0.29 % -0.13 %Eletron energy [- (4 - 1) %℄ -0.55 % 0.17 % 0.28 % 0.06 % -0.32 % 0.03 %Eletron θ [+1.0 mrad℄ 0.13 % > -0.01 % -0.01 % -0.04 % -0.060 % 0.03 %Eletron θ [-1.0 mrad℄ -0.01 % 0.03 % 0.05 % 0.01 % -0.09 % -0.04 %Had. energy sale [+4 %Lar., +7 %Spa.℄ -2.73 % -2.05 % -0.87 % 0.77 % 2.41 % 3.63 %Had. energy sale [-4 %Lar., -7 %Spa.℄ 2.84 % 2.19 % 0.99 % -0.94 % -2.68 % -3.50 %Trak momenta [+0.5 %℄ 0.79 % 0.67 % 0.28 % -0.31 % -0.78 % -0.91 %Trak momenta [-0.5 %℄ -0.86 % -0.60 % -0.29 % 0.32 % 0.74 % 0.94 %Beauty fration [+100 %℄ -2.13 % -1.42 % -0.33 % 0.81 % 1.47 % 1.73 %Resolved ontribution [swithed ON℄ 4.10 % 1.02 % -0.07 % -1.65 % -1.68 % -1.54 %Table 6.3: Statistial and systemati errors for bins of z

(jet)
hem distribution.
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Chapter 7Results
7.1 Hadron Level Spetra with Statistial and Sys-temati ErrorsThe zhem, zjet and z

(jet)
hem distributions orreted to hadron level together with theirstatistial and systemati errors are one of the main results of this work, exploitingthe four years long data taking period at the HERA II ollider. The numbers ofreonstruted D∗ mesons for the whole HERA II running period are shown in table7.1. The di�erential ross setions for the D∗ meson prodution normalized to thevisible total ross setion within the zjet/hem-range displayed in the respetive sub-�gures are presented in �gure 7.1 and the numerial values an be found in table 7.2.The visible range is de�ned by Q2 > 5 GeV2, 0.05 < y < 0.6, 1.5 GeV < pT (D∗) <

15.0GeV, |η(D∗)| < 1.5, and additionally for zjet and z
(jet)
hem by ET (D∗ jet) > 3.0GeV.The di�erent soures of systemati errors are onsidered as unorrelated for eahhistogram bin. They are added in quadrature with the orresponding statistialunertainty. If for a given error soure two unertainty estimates are available (oneoming from an upward and the other from a downward variation of the quantity inonsideration) then the average of their absolute values is taken. One should also beaware of the fat that orrelations between di�erent bins exist, but that they annotbe seen in �gure 7.1 and in table 7.2. These orrelations however are taken intoaount in the following setion, where the orresponding ovariane matries arepresented and �ts of fragmentation funtions using the unfolded distributions areperformed.7.2 Extration of Fragmentation ParametersThe measured normalized D∗ ross setions in zjet, zhem and z

(jet)
hem allow us to ex-trat parameters for di�erent parametrizations of the harm quark fragmentationfuntion. This analysis is performed in the framework of the Lund String fragmen-tation model that is implemented in PYTHIA, whih has been interfaed to both,RAPGAP and CASCADE. The parametrizations investigated are the ones by Pe-115
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Figure 7.1: The di�erential ross setions for the D∗ meson prodution normalizedto the visible total ross setion for zjet, zhem and z
(jet)
hem . Total errors are shown,statistial unertainties are denoted by short horizontal lines. The di�erent behaviorof zjet distribution with respet to the two other distributions in the highest bin isaused by reonstruted jets ontaining only the D∗ partile. For suh jets zjet = 1.0.
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zjet 0.3 - 0.55 0.55 - 0.7 0.7 - 0.825 0.825 - 0.9 0.9 - 1.0

#D∗ 930 1819 2175 1146 1941
zhem 0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.625 0.625 - 0.75 0.75 - 0.85 0.85 - 1.0
#D∗ 1474 1869 3095 3981 3128 3010
z

(jet)
hem 0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.625 0.625 - 0.75 0.75 - 0.85 0.85 - 1.0

#D∗ 1076 1197 1813 1944 1183 924Table 7.1: Number of reonstruted D∗ mesons in bins of zjet, zhem and z
(jet)
hem for allof the HERA II data.

zjet 0.3 - 0.55 0.55 - 0.7 0.7 - 0.825 0.825 - 0.9 0.9 - 1.0
1

σvis.

dσvis.

dzjet
0.480 1.735 2.177 1.748 2.127Stat. err. 0.009 0.019 0.004 0.018 0.043Syst. err. 0.054 0.095 0.105 0.095 0.101Total err. 0.055 0.097 0.105 0.097 0.118

zhem 0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.625 0.625 - 0.75 0.75 - 0.85 0.85 - 1.0
1

σvis.

dσvis.

dzhem
0.455 1.080 1.631 1.942 1.852 0.997Stat. err. 0.018 0.029 0.026 0.040 0.043 0.030Syst. err. 0.059 0.136 0.094 0.119 0.156 0.086Total err. 0.062 0.139 0.098 0.125 0.162 0.091

z
(jet)
hem 0.2 - 0.4 0.4 - 0.5 0.5 - 0.625 0.625 - 0.75 0.75 - 0.85 0.85 - 1.0

1
σvis.

dσvis.

dz
(jet)
hem

0.618 1.456 1.962 1.866 1.322 0.635Stat. err. 0.027 0.038 0.032 0.056 0.049 0.033Syst. err. 0.085 0.097 0.126 0.101 0.087 0.044Total err. 0.089 0.104 0.130 0.116 0.100 0.055Table 7.2: The di�erential ross setions for the D∗ meson prodution normalized tothe visible total ross setion and their unertainties in bins of zjet, zhem and z
(jet)
hem .
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b) CASCADE

Figure 7.2: Cross-hek of the reweighting proedure for events generated usingRAPGAP diret and CASCADE. Events are produed using the Peterson funtionwith ε = 0.04 and Q2 > 1 GeV and are reweighted to other parametrizations (ε =
0.02 for Peterson and α = 6.0, 3.0 for Kartvelishvili). Graphs of the Peterson andKartvelishvili funtions themselves are also shown (dotted lines); they math wellwith the reweighted distributions (an appropriate normalization was hosen).terson and Kartvelishvili. They depend on a single parameter. The extration offragmentation parameters is based on alulating χ2 from the measured data and theMC distributions, eah MC distribution orresponding to a di�erent fragmentationparameter. First, the prodution of MC distributions with di�erent fragmentationparameters is explained, next the χ2 method and the obtained results are presented.7.2.1 Reweighting of Monte Carlo Models in zgenIn order to extrat fragmentation parameters one needs to have a large numberof hadron-level MC distributions, with negligible statistial error, orresponding todi�erent fragmentation funtions in order that the minimization proedure usingthe χ2 method works properly and the optimal parameter as well as its error anbe determined reliably. A straightforward way of ful�lling this requirement wouldbe to run the MC simulation many times, eah time with a di�erent fragmentationparameter. Even though no detetor simulation is needed for our purpose, this



7.2. EXTRACTION OF FRAGMENTATION PARAMETERS 119proedure still requires a large amount of omputing time. This is the reason why adi�erent approah was hosen. Let us denote the relevant MC quantity used in thestring breaking as zgen. The MC programs were modi�ed suh that the relevant valuesof zgen were written into an output bank (gki bank). Then just one high statistis MCrun was made with the Peterson parametrization and the parameter ε = 0.04. The
zjet, zhem and z

(jet)
hem distributions (at hadron level, with all visible range requirements)for di�erent fragmentation funtions were then obtained by reweighting the generatedMC events with respet to zgen. This proedure was onstruted suh that, after thereweighting, the zgen distribution follows the analytial shape of the Peterson funtionwith the hosen value for the parameter ε or the Kartvelishvili funtion with a hosen

α. This proedure has several nie features: it is quik, �exible and, in addition,it enables us to ross-hek our understanding of the implementation of the LundString fragmentation in MC programs and observe that the initial zgen distributionindeed follows the Peterson funtion with ε = 0.04.The reweighting proedure was tested. For that purpose events were generatedwith the Peterson fragmentation funtion and ε = 0.04. We required Q2 > 1 GeV2,whih was needed beause of the steeply rising ross setion at low Q2; the abseneof this ut would lead to a large number of events lying outside the visible range.This requirement might have an impat on the shape of the zgen distribution andan, in priniple, interfere with the reweighting proedure. However, the resultspresented in �gure 7.2 indiate a negligible in�uene. The �gure also illustrates thatthe initial zgen distributions (for RAPGAP and CASCADE) indeed follow well thePeterson fragmentation funtion with ε = 0.04 (a small bias an be explained by the
Q2 ut) and that after reweighting the zgen distributions respet the funtions theywere reweighted to.When extrating fragmentation parameters using RAPGAP, resolved events weretaken into aount too, sine these events have slightly di�erent zjet, zhem and z

(jet)
hemspetra. The same reweighting proedure was applied, and diret and resolved eventswere ombined with respet to their ross setions as predited by the MC model.This ombination was then used in the χ2 method.7.2.2 χ2 Method and Extrated Fragmentation ParametersMethod of χ2 EvaluationThe optimal fragmentation parameters are determined via a χ2 omparison betweenthe generated MC distributions and the measured data. Sine the unfolding intro-dues orrelations of statistial unertainties among di�erent histogram bins, andsine some of the systemati errors are also orrelated, instead of the simple χ2formula an expression with the full ovariane matrix is used:

χ2(A) = uT (A)C−1u(A) ,where A denotes the used fragmentation parameter (A = ε, α), u a vetor with thenumber of bins as length ui = zData
i − zMC

i (A) and C the ovariane matrix related



120 CHAPTER 7. RESULTSto the statistial and systemati errors. C is the sum of three matries:
C = Xstat.

corr. + Y sys.
corr. + Zsys.

uncorr.,where Xstat.
corr. , Y sys.

corr. and Zsys.
uncorr. are the ovariane matries orresponding to the or-related statistial errors, the orrelated systemati and the unorrelated systematierrors, respetively.The matries Xstat.

corr. for eah of the three observables zjet, zhem and z
(jet)
hem areobtained following the presription given in setion 6 of referene [67℄ :

• zjet :

Xstat.
corr. =




1135 1500 164.6 −678.4 −2164
1500 1992 237 −896.9 −2889
164.6 237 58.91 −99.16 −367.5
−678.4 −896.9 −99.16 405.9 1294
−2164 −2889 −367.5 1294 4209




,

• zhem :

Xstat.
corr. =




23380 13940 −522.2 −21490 −15230 −8303
13940 9890 3647 −12390 −11810 −7905
−522.2 3647 11660 4136 −7806 −10310
−21490 −12390 4136 25590 11350 346
−15230 −11810 −7806 11350 15830 12600
−8303 −7905 −10310 346 12600 16090




,

• z
(jet)
hem :

Xstat.
corr. =




10810 5916 −1988 −9981 −5644 −2713
5916 3848 255.9 −5540 −3973 −2366
−1988 255.9 3980 2421 −1380 −2421
−9981 −5540 2421 10780 4773 828.1
−5644 −3973 −1380 4773 4636 3335
−2713 −2366 −2421 828.1 3335 4128




.

These matries need to be further modi�ed for two reasons. Firstly, the numerialvalue of a given matrix element re�ets the number of events, but when omparingthe area-normalized distributions of the data with those of the MC models, we needto sale the matries so that the diagonal elements orrespond to the squares of theestablished statistial errors. Seondly, the distributions obtained via unfolding havebeen further modi�ed1, together with their statistial errors, and onsequently aninonsisteny has been introdued between the diagonal elements of the presentedmatries and the �nal statistial errors. Therefore, it is not possible to sale thematries by a single salar fator to math the diagonal elements and the statistialerrors, but one needs to de�ne bin-dependent saling fators s2
i = Xii/σ

2
i suh that1The bin-by-bin radiative orretions were applied.



7.3. RESULTS FROM E+E− EXPERIMENTS 121a given matrix element is saled by Xij −→ Xij/sisj . This means that the diagonalmatrix elements are by onstrution set to the orret values. To make sure, that thisproedure does not introdue a bias, the ratios si/sj were alulated for all salingfators. It was found that they are always lose to one, meaning that the appliedproedure is not very di�erent from one using a salar normalization fator.The ovariane matrix Y sys.
corr. of the orrelated systemati errors of a given ob-servable is de�ned as the sum of matries ontaining the di�erent systemati errorsoures, Y sys.

corr. =
∑

k Y k (see tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3). We onsidered that a orrela-tion between di�erent bins exists for the unertainties related to the eletron energyand azimuthal angle θ, the hadroni energy sale and the trak momenta, and thebeauty and resolved ontributions. The plots in appendix B show a simple type oforrelation - the bins on opposite sides of the histograms are antiorrelated with anapproximately linear dependene. Thus, we de�ne2 the ovariane matrix elementsto be Y k
ij = ϑijσ

sys. corr.
i σsys. corr.

j , where ϑij gives the sign (±1) of the produt σup
i ·σup

j ,where σup
i and σup

j orrespond to the unertainties of bin i and j estimated by theup variation of the respetive quantity.The diagonal elements of the ovariane matrix for unorrelated systemati errorsof a given type is de�ned as Zk
ii = (σsys. uncorr.

i )2, the o�-diagonal elements are set tozero.Fits and Fragmentation ParametersThe method desribed above allows us to determine the dependene of χ2 on thefragmentation parameters, the resulting plots are presented in appendix C. Theobtained points are �tted by a parabola in the region near the χ2 minimum, and theminimum of the parabola de�nes the best �t value for the extrated parameter. Theerror on this parameter is determined by a variation of the parameter leading to arise of χ2 by 1. The omparison of the data and the MC preditions with near-to-optimal parameters3 is shown in �gure 7.3, and the numerial results are presentedin table 7.3.7.3 Results from e+e− Experiments4Fragmentation universality is an important and still opened issue that requires fur-ther studies. In this setion we fous on the results of three e+e− experiments,BELLE [65℄, CLEO [64℄ and ALEPH [63℄ and extrat the optimal Peterson frag-mentation parameter. These three experiments studied harm fragmentation into D∗mesons, BELLE and CLEO at energies lose to bb̄ prodution threshold (≈ 10.52 −
10.58 GeV) and ALEPH at energies orresponding to the Z resonane (91.2 GeV).2If for a given bin two estimates of the systemati error σ

sys. corr.
i,1 and σ

sys. corr.
i,2 are available(variation up and down), we use σ

sys. corr.
i = 1

2

(∣∣σsys. corr.
i,1

∣∣ +
∣∣σsys. corr.

i,2

∣∣).3The parameters used to produe the shown MC distributions orrespond to the MC settingsthat lead to the points lying next to the parabola minimum, see appendix C.4The work presented in this setion was done with the help of Thomas Lübbert, a DESY summerstudent in 2007 whom Dr. Grindhammer and I were supervising, see [79℄.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of data and MC distributions, the MC preditions wereprodued with near-to-optimal parameters.
zjet Parameter (α, ε) χ2/n.d.f.Peterson's ε

Rap.: ε = 0.0285 ± 0.0028Cas.: ε = 0.0273 ± 0.0027
5.28/3 = 1.7610.43/3 = 3.48Kartvelishvili's α

Rap.: α = 4.88 ± 0.23Cas.: α = 5.08 ± 0.24
2.71/3 = 0.905.89/3 = 1.97

zhem Parameter (α, ε) χ2/n.d.f.Peterson's ε
Rap.: ε = 0.0116 ± 0.0031Cas.: ε = 0.0129 ± 0.0030

3.35/4 = 0.843.65/4 = 0.91Kartvelishvili's α
Rap.: α = 7.33 ± 0.91Cas.: α = 7.24 ± 0.81

4.49/4 = 1.122.16/4 = 0.54
z

(jet)
hem Parameter (α, ε) χ2/n.d.f.Peterson's ε

Rap.: ε = 0.0241 ± 0.0040Cas.: ε = 0.0223 ± 0.0036
8.92/4 = 2.238.48/4 = 2.12Kartvelishvili's α

Rap.: α = 4.88 ± 0.45Cas.: α = 5.27 ± 0.47
3.76/4 = 0.943.48/4 = 0.87Table 7.3: Extrated fragmentation parameters together with the χ2/n.d.f. value ofthe �t.
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Figure 7.4: Area-normalizedD∗ spetra as a funtion of xp as measured by the CLEOand BELLE ollaborations. The data points agree within the given errors.Some of these ollaborations extrated fragmentation parameters for the Petersonand/or the Kartvelishvili funtion, we however will not ompare our results to theirnumbers here. The reason is our lak of detailed knowledge about the MC modelsused for their parameter extration. It is known that the results depend on whetherhigher harm resonanes are taken into aount, on the partiles masses used as wellas on various other steering parameters. Therefore, we rely only on their publisheddata and run the PYTHIA MC model in e+e− mode with the Peterson fragmenta-tion funtion and settings idential to what we used in the ep study. The optimalPeterson parameter ε is then determined by the χ2 minimum found by omparingthe published data and generated MC distributions.CLEOThe CLEO measurement is in many aspets very similar to the BELLE one, bothused the same observable xp (redued momentum, see setion 3.3) and both wererunning at similar CMS energies. However, the BELLE measurement has betterstatistis and thus is preferable. In order to hek the ompatibility of the twomeasurements we normalized and overlaid their published spetra in �gure 7.4. Oneobserves that the two distributions are in good agreement within their errors. Due tothe bigger errors we omit the CELO data and base our study on fragmentation uni-versality only on the BELLE and ALEPH measurements, whih are brie�y desribedin the following.BELLEThe published BELLE data allow for an easy analysis, sine they do not ontainany bb ontamination and are orreted for all detetor e�ets. We onsider themeasured xp spetrum determined from the harged D∗ → D0π deay hannel,where for xP < 0.5 only ontinuum data (√s = 10.52 GeV, no deays of B mesons)were used and for xp > 0.5 a weighted average of ontinuum and �on resonane�data (√s = 10.58GeV) was used. The beauty omponent in the �on resonane� datais for xp > 0.5 strongly suppressed. The data are not orreted for QED radiation
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of data measured by BELLE and the predition of thePYTHIA model with the Peterson fragmentation parameter ε = 0.032.e�ets, and therefore we use a radiative MC simulation for the χ2 omparison. Theomparison of the BELLE data with the MC predition based on a near-to-optimalparameter value of ε = 0.032 is shown in �gure 7.5. In order to �t the fragmentationparameter, values of χ2 are alulated5 with respet to the measured data for MCpreditions with di�erent ε and a parabola is �tted to the χ2 points lose to theobserved χ2 minimum. The total measurement errors (statistial and systemati)are taken into aount and are onsidered as unorrelated; the information aboutorrelations being not available. The ε orresponding to the minimum is onsideredto be the optimal fragmentation parameter, and the spread in ε leading to thevariation of χ2 by 1 is onsidered as ±1σ error. The obtained results are
ε = 0.0316 ± 0.0006and

χ2
min./n.d.f. = 148.95/45 = 3.31.The important statistis aumulated by BELLE and the small statistial errorsresulting from it re�et in both, the small unertainty of the extrated parameter anda rather bad value of χ2/n.d.f.. The latter suggests that the Peterson parametriza-tion and the MC model are not able to provide an adequate desription of thesepreise data.The BELLE ollaboration using their MC model obtained ε = 0.054 for thePeterson parameter; this result and the value χ2

min./n.d.f. = 55.6 suggest that thehigher exited harm states were not inluded in their MC simulation, in ontrast toour study.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of data measured by ALEPH and the predition of thePYTHIA model with the Peterson fragmentation parameter ε = 0.042.ALEPHThe ALEPH measurement di�ers signi�antly from the BELLE one in several points.Unlike BELLE, the ALEPH ollaboration uses the frational energy xE as the ob-servable quantity (see setion 3.3), the aumulated statistis is muh smaller and thehigher CMS energy entails more bakground. An important fration of D∗ mesonsomes from deays of beauty hadrons and a non-negligible fration originates fromharm quarks that are reated in the splitting of a perturbative gluon into a cc̄ pair.Although the last ase involves genuine harm quark fragmentation into D∗ mesons,these proesses are regarded as bakground, sine the observable xE is onstrutedto re�et the expetation oming from the lowest-order cc̄ prodution diagram (see�gure 3.5) and the splitting of a perturbative gluon involves higher order diagrams.The ALEPH data were analyzed in a similar way to the BELLE data. We usedPYTHIA in the e+e− → cc → D∗X mode. We are able to reprodue the shapeof the xE spetra for both, D∗s oming from diret cc prodution and D∗s fromgluon splitting. The relative normalization of these distributions is di�erent fromthe one observed in ALEPH data, but this an be explained by the fat that oursimulation does not inlude the prodution of light �avors with gluon radiation, i.e.other gluon splitting proesses suh as e+e− → qqg → qqcc → D∗X, whih arepresent in the data. So, omparing the ALEPH and PYTHIA xE-spetra for thediret cc̄ prodution, we determined the optimal Peterson fragmentation parameterusing the χ2 method for non-empty bins
ε = 0.042 ± 0.003and

χ2
min./n.d.f. = 13.26/17 = 0.78.5In the χ2 alulation only the bins with non-zero ontent are taken into aount.
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Figure 7.7: Summary of the results for the Peterson and the Kartvelishvili frag-mentation parameter. Shown are the parameters extrated in this analysis from theHERA II data, the parameters from the HERA I data and from the data publishedby BELLE and ALEPH.The data and the MC distribution produed with the �tted parameter, are shown in�gure 7.6.The ALEPH measurement lead to a better value of χ2/n.d.f. than the BELLEresults. In addition, one observes that the BELLE and the ALEPH values for thefragmentation parameter are not onsistent (∼ 3.5 σ) suggesting that even within
e+e− experiments harm fragmentation is, at least for the Lund String model andthe Peterson parametrization, not ompletely understood.7.4 Comparison of Results and Conlusions7.4.1 ObservationsThe results from this work together with the most reent results from the HERA Ianalysis [80℄ are summarized in �gure 7.7.Conerning the Peterson parameter, one observes good agreement for the valuesextrated using the zjet and z

(jet)
hem method for both, the HERA I and HERA II runningperiods. These results are roughly onsistent with the result obtained from theBELLE data, a deviation of 2.58 σ is observed for the result obtained by the z

(jet)
hemmethod used in ombination with CASCADE in HERA II. The parameters deviating



7.4. COMPARISON OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 127signi�antly from those extrated via zjet and z
(jet)
hem in HERA II are the ones using

zhem and the one from the ALEPH data. The results based on zhem suggest a harderfragmentation, the result extrated from ALEPH data a softer one.For the extrated Kartvelishvili fragmentation parameter one observes a similarbehavior. The parameters from zjet and z
(jet)
hem for HERA I and HERA II agree rea-sonably well with eah other, the ones from zhem indiate a preferene for a harderfragmentation.For both parametrizations, results from HERA I exploiting the zhem observableand using an unfolding with a response matrix are not available. However, resultsbased on the bin-by-bin proedure exist [66℄ as well as results obtained with matrixunfolding and based on the zhem observable reonstruted for events with no D∗ jetonly [80℄. These results on�rm the disrepany between parameters from the zhemand zjet methods.The observed features of the presented results an be summarized as follows

• The results based on the zjet and z
(jet)
hem observables are onsistent and both areinonsistent with the results based on zhem. For both fragmentation parametersthe zhem method suggests a harder fragmentation funtion.

• The results obtained with two di�erent MC models (RAPGAP and CAS-CADE) are onsistent.
• The results from the HERA I analysis are onsistent with the HERA II re-sults obtained in this analysis, the HERA II results having smaller total errors(mainly driven by smaller statistial errors).
• In ase of the Peterson fragmentation parameter, the results from the two

e+e−experiments di�er from eah other by∼ 3.5σ, a disrepany whih has beenseen also by other authors [81℄. The result extrated from the BELLE mea-surement, whih is based on larger statistis and less bakground (no beautydeays, no gluon splitting) is roughly onsistent with our zjet and z
(jet)
hem results.

• The χ2/n.d.f is aeptable for most HERA II results, it tends to be somewhatsmaller for the Kartvelishvili parametrization than for the Peterson parametriza-tion. The χ2/n.d.f is rather large for the BELLE �t and suggests that the LundString model with the Peterson funtion is not able to provide an adequate de-sription of the preise data of BELLE.7.4.2 Interpretation of ResultsThe most important observations with respet to possible interpretations are theindependene (or small dependene) of the obtained results on the model of partonevolution (DGLAP vs. CCFM) and also on the running period and analysis (HERA Ivs. HERA II, analyzed independently). The existing disrepany between the resultsfrom the zhem and z
(jet)
hem methods (the latter being onsistent with the zjet result) ispresumably oming from a di�erent event seletion (events with jet only vs. all



128 CHAPTER 7. RESULTSevents) and indiates that the observed di�erene in parameters extrated via zhemand zjet does not originate in the di�erent de�nitions of the observables but ratherin the physis of the events. The z
(jet)
hem and zjet-based results orrespond to eventssigni�antly above the harm prodution threshold where enough energy is availablefor a jet with ET > 3 GeV. One further observes that the HERA �jet� results are (inmost ases) onsistent with the value extrated from the BELLE data, the BELLEexperiment having a CMS energy omparable with the average CMS energy of thephoton-gluon system in BGF events entering the z

(jet)
hem and zjet distributions6.Taking these onsiderations into aount, the most plausible interpretation of theobtained results is the inadequay of existing models7 in desribing harm fragmen-tation over the whole range of prodution energies. Using the Lund String modelwith the Peterson or Kartvelishvili parametrization of the fragmentation funtion,the data suggest harder fragmentation near the prodution threshold and softer frag-mentation for higher energies. The result derived from the ALEPH data �ts wellinto this piture: the ALEPH data orrespond to the highest CMS energy, and theylead to the softest fragmentation funtion. One should also notie that the HERAII data show a slight preferene for the Kartvelishvili parametrization.The disrepany between the values derived from the ALEPH and BELLE datais of the same order as the disrepany between parameters extrated via zhem andvia z

(jet)
hem and zjet. Thus the question of fragmentation universality is obsured byinonsistenies within data having the same partiles in the initial state and annotbe addressed easily. Taking �our� BELLE result at fae value and omparing itwith �our� ALEPH result, one would onlude that within the PYTHIA model wedo not �nd universality. The agreement between the z

(jet)
hem and zjet-based resultsand the parameter extrated from the BELLE data suggests that, at least for theorresponding harm prodution energies and for the used models, the assumption offragmentation universality is valid. However, it is di�ult to analyze the universalityissue for a model that seems not to desribe the data of same types at di�erent harmprodution energies.The possible auses of the inadequay of the models to desribe the range in√

ŝcc̄ might be lari�ed by further theoretial work; investigating of more appropriateparametrizations of the fragmentation funtion, analysis of di�erent fragmentationmodels or study the validity of the fatorization theorem for harm prodution indeep-inelasti ep ollisions.
6The harm prodution energy is √

〈ŝcc̄〉 ∼ 10 GeV for events with jet and √
〈ŝcc̄〉 ∼ 8 GeV forall events (with and without a jet).7By model we understand the Lund string model together with the Peterson or Kartvelishvilifragmentation funtion.



Chapter 8Summary and OutlookIn this work the fragmentation of the harm quark into D∗± mesons in deep-inelastieletron-proton ollisions was studied. The data were taken by the H1 detetorduring the years 2004 - 2007 (HERA II running period), exploiting the beams of theHERA ollider. We de�ned three observables quantities (zjet, zhem and z
(jet)
hem ) whihare sensitive to the fragmentation proess and measured the normalized di�erential

D∗± prodution ross setions for these observables in the visible range de�ned bythe phase spae requirements Q2 > 5 GeV2, 0.05 < y < 0.6, by the uts on the
D∗ meson 1.5 GeV < pT (D∗) < 15.0 GeV, |η(D∗)| < 1.5, and additionally for zjetand z

(jet)
hem by ET (D∗ jet) > 3.0 GeV. The RAPGAP and CASCADE Monte Carlomodels were used in ombination with a method of regularized unfolding to orretthe measured data for detetor e�ets. The measured ross setions, together withtheir statistial and systemati errors, are visualized in �gure 7.1 and the numerialvalues an be found in table 7.2.The Lund String fragmentation model was used to extrat the optimal fragmen-tation parameters for the Peterson and Kartvelishvili parametrizations of the frag-mentation funtion. For that purpose two Monte Carlo generators (RAPGAP andCASCADE) with di�erent parton evolutions were used, both generators being inter-faed with PYTHIA 6.2, where the Lund String fragmentation is implemented. Theorreted data were ompared to preditions of the models using di�erent values forthe fragmentation parameter and, using a χ2 method with a full ovariane matrix,we extrated optimal fragmentation parameters for the three observables. In total 12values for fragmentation parameter were extrated (for 2 models, 2 parametrizationsand 3 observables). The results are summarized in table 7.3.In order to hek the universality of the harm fragmentation funtion with themodel under our ontrol we analyzed the data published by the BELLE and ALEPHollaborations. Using the PYTHIA 6.2 program in the e+e− mode, but otherwisewith parameter setting for the analysis of our ep data, we �tted the fragmentationparameter for the Peterson parametrization.All results are summarized in �gure 7.7. Their omparison suggests that harmfragmentation is not fully understood yet, neither when omparing the e+e− resultswith ep results, nor when omparing results for di�erent observables or experimentsbased on data with the same initial state. In the ase of eletron-proton deep-inelasti129



130 CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOKollisions, the zhem observable suggest a harder fragmentation than what is foundwhen studying the zjet and z
(jet)
hem distributions, the two latter being onsistent witheah other. In the ase of e+e− annihilation, the fragmentation parameters extratedfrom BELLE and ALEPH data are not onsistent; this disrepany has been observedalso by other authors [81℄. The ALEPH data prefer a softer fragmentation than whatis obtained from the BELLE data.The fat that the results are onsistent for di�erent parton evolution models(DGLAP in RAPGAP, CCFM in CASCADE) and also for di�erent running periods(HERA II analyzed here, HERA I analyzed in [80℄) suggests that the disrepaniesin results might originate from the desription of the fragmentation itself. It seemsthat the Lund String model with the Peterson or Kartvelishvili parametrization ofthe fragmentation funtion is unable to desribe onsistently both, the physis nearthe harm prodution threshold (sensitiveness of the zhem observable) and proessesaway from the threshold (zjet and z

(jet)
hem - requiring a jet with ET > 3 GeV), sinea dependene of the extrated fragmentation parameter on the harm produtionenergy is observed. The result dedued from the ALEPH data, the data with thehighest CMS energy we have investigated, �ts well into this piture and predits thesoftest fragmentation funtion.It is di�ult to unambiguously address the question of fragmentation universalitywhen inonsistenies are observed within the data having the same partiles in theinitial state. However, if we restrit our attention to the BELLE result only and theresults obtained via the zjet and z

(jet)
hem methods, where the harm prodution energiesare omparable (∼ 10 GeV), then we observe agreement. This suggests that in thisdomain fragmentation universality is, in the ontext of the tested model, observed.The present knowledge of harm fragmentation and its universality an be im-proved. Conerning the H1 data, some room for further improvements and �ne-tuning remains espeially with respet to systemati errors, but sine the data takingat HERA is over, the presented results are expeted to be �nal or near-to-�nal. Thelatter is true only on ondition that further e�orts will be invested into the studyof harm fragmentation in H1. Possible future steps ould be the usage of the FTTsimulation in the Monte Carlo programs, the use of improved trak reonstrutionmethods and detetor alibrations. One ould also produe a fully inlusive MonteCarlo sample in order to improve the understanding of the D∗ signal extration. Andexploit new Monte Carlo generators with NLO matrix elements and parton showersthat should beome available soon.From the theory point of view, further e�orts ould be made in the investigationof the validity of the fatorization theorem, fragmentation universality and in thestudy of parametrizations of fragmentation funtions or, eventually, in the study ofnew fragmentation models.



Appendix ATrigger E�ienies in z
(jet)
hem andAdditional Control PlotsIn this appendix the trak trigger e�ienies as a funtion of z(jet)

hem as well as additionalontrol plots are presented whih have not been show previously. The ontrol plotsare related to the event variables, detetor quantities and D∗ observables. Like insetion 5.4, the distributions are area-normalized, and the data are ompared to thetwo MC models - RAPGAP and CASCADE. The data shown orrespond to all ofHERA II data.

Figure A.1: Trak trigger e�ienies in z
(jet)
hem for di�erent run periods. The openirles (red) orrespond to the status before the reweighting, the full markers (blak)to the situation after the reweighting was applied.131



132 APPENDIX A. ADDITIONAL CONTROL PLOTS

Figure A.2: Two event quantities (eletron azimuthal angle, trak multipliity) andsome trak-related quantities for all �seleted� traks and for traks with positiveeletri harge.
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Figure A.3: Trak-related quantities for traks with negative eletri harge.
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Figure A.4: D∗-related quantities: transverse momentum and pseudorapidity of neg-ative and positive D∗ partiles, transverse momentum of the urrent hemisphere and
△R of the D∗ jet.



Appendix BPlots of Systemati ErrorsIn addition to the numbers given in tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, we provide here plotsof orrelated systemati errors. The vertial sales of the plots are �xed so thatthe unertainties an be diretly ompared. The �Relative di�erene� refers to therelative di�erene with respet to the �default� distributions that have been obtainedvia unfolding based on a MC model without systemati shifts.

Figure B.1: Systemati errors related to the eletron energy measurement and themeasurement of the eletron polar angle.
135



136 APPENDIX B. PLOTS OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

Figure B.2: Systemati errors related to the measurement of partile energy loss,energy of alorimetri lusters and trak momenta.
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Figure B.3: Systemati errors related to the beauty omponent and to the ontribu-tion of resolved events.
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Appendix C
χ2 Fits and Parameter ExtrationThe following �gures show the (ε, χ2) and (α, χ2) plots used in the parameter extra-tion together with the resulting �ts and the extrated parameter values. A parabolawith three free parameters was hosen as �tting funtion; the �t determines the χ2minimum and the symmetri unertainties. The �t was performed only to the �vepoints with the lowest χ2, �tting a bigger range in many ases leads to a biaseddetermination of the χ2 minimum.
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140 APPENDIX C. χ2 FITS AND PARAMETER EXTRACTION

Figure C.1: χ2 plots and orresponding parabola �ts used in the extration of thePeterson fragmentation parameters for di�erent MC models and observables.
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Figure C.2: χ2 plots and orresponding parabola �ts used in the extration of theKartvelishvili fragmentation parameters for di�erent MC models and observables.
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